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FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD. 
[ For this department brief suggestions, facts and 
experiences are solicited from housekeepers, 
larmers and gardeners. Address Agricultural 
editor. Journal Office, Belfast Maine ] 
Cutting and Curing oi errass for Hay. 
By J. W. Lang, in the Farmer and Dairyman.] 
I bis topic we consider ot' very great 
importance. It is very essential that we 
lightly understand this process of farm 
life and labor, and by a judicious appli- 
cation of the knowledge of cutting and 
curing grass for hay, success or failure, 
n a great measure, will attend efforts at 
dairying and stock raising. There arc 
very many dollars lost annually bv im 
properly cutting and curing our forage 
crops, the principal one of which is grass, 
questions will arise like the following, in 
the mind ot the progressive farmer. 
VI WHAT IT M K SHA1.1. I ( t T Ml C.KASS 
■ a order that it may make the best hay? 
"lien, during the growth of the plant 
cultivated for hay has it the most nutri- 
ment and least waste ? ■ How shall I cure 
that it shall retain all of its good qual- 
ities. its aroma, its nutrition, its color, 
and at least expenditure of time, labor, 
cict care 
J How shall I store it that none 
"f i'.s good qualities shall tie lost ? These 
'.re points we wish briefly to consider, 
id. it pos.-:ble. obtain more light upon. 
By the term gross, we would be undet- 
-iood to include, for convenience sake, 
those plants cultivated in our fields 
bay. flic clovers are not a true grass, 
we shall include them us such when 
ac speak of grass or hay. 
HERDSiUASs AM) KK1) CLOVER 
the prevailing seed sown tor grass 
>. some few include redtop, foul- 
•adow. orchard grass, white clover, 
aid some others. These, with the wild 
; lu. ts i the fields constitute the green 
■o., ... l't-|,f]j vliidl we Tnnl’p nor J.o, 
ass best for feeding purpo- 
W h--: do our cattle do the best at 
.ig'-' When we can settle this 
'.iss’aetorily and correctly, we have 
v vast stride on the load of progress 
ward the 
• 'ORKKt 1 11 MK (II ( 1 l'1'l NO. 
rag.' crops for hay. Do we choose to 
"in feed in pastures attain full de- 
iopment of leaf, -talk, flower, or seed i 
s it iiette; when it has attained a state I 
1't-ness and maturity ? Do our young j .■k then thrive best, our working ani- I 
ds relish :t eagerly, and our cows give ! 
"t v and richer milk t Den ! If so, which ! 
1 “ci I'usiv ouestioii. then is the time to i 
i r !. v Fhen is the time to dry 
i‘ :r w nter ic.'ding—to make hay of 
should l... asked w hen the grass in 
-tore and fields contained most nutri 
at. when :t was relished best and gave 
'"t flesh, milk, butter, cheese, or fat. I j -hould say from the 
-Hi! OI- .Il'XE I'o THK VillTH OF jn.V, 
■ iu Maine. If we are spared a drouth 
-tin iii September, feed possesses a 
1 'hues.- and luxuriance superior to that 
August or i ictober. Without going 
:ough a ehemieal analysis, judging by 
P' nances. I should give tliis answer. 
I'lie question then becomes pertinent, 
mid grass be c ut lor hay at these times 
superior luxuriance and quality in 
to make the best hay : or should it 
da to more of ripeness than ifdesign- 
: ; be fed green ! My answer would 
that grass that is just fit for a green 
■ i, will, when properly dried and cured, 
dte a just lit dry feed. 
WH\ MIT.' 
M hat should grass lose by becoming 
in the making, except a portion of 
■moisture.' .Nothing. I think. “Hut." 
vs some good old brother, lind your 
••"!) grass hay don't spend like that 
a di gets about ripe." I atn glad you 
'■ationed it, or wanted to, for here "is a 
•art against which many rub. I sup- 
use u the same good brother should 
feed bis stock alternately with sawdust 
1 find that the saw- 
d ist spent" a good deal better.' 
Ii nil object is to get a hay that will 
•■[id well -got more heart in it, some 
a -the riper the better, and if it is 
: cut till very late, and gets caught out 
■no or two storms it will spend still 
"‘ter. Hut if, on the other hand, it is S 
object to get a quantity of hay that 
■. 1 give the 
1IKS1 11ESI 1,1.S WIIKN FED, 
i will make the most growth of voting 
,Jk. make the most milk, and bone and 
-Me for the working team, I atn in- 
ned to think we should cut as early as 
"idence permits and at latest as soon 
blossoms appear. And rather cut 
u ly and often’’ than once and late. 
We have very much yet to learn about 
fling ami curing grass for hay. 1, for 
1 am free to acknowledge that mv 
quircments in this direction are very 
ited. and the particular why 1 was ap- 
iited to open this discussion puzzles 
in less you designed to present the 
't ignorant one of your number first! 
>Vc have 
VEST MlCIt TO LEARX VET 
t the time to cut and the manner to 
Light will be obtained by ex peri 
■ •’-it and discussion of experience. It is 
'-<'t broad a id deep enough to oc- 
upy the talem of 'very farmer in Waldo 
••' in solving correctly. 
N"t that our practices are ail wrong—by 
■ means neither are they as near per- 
t as they may be. or will be in years to 
ome. 
L rasses contain water per one hundred 
arts, according to Professor Wav, as 
follows: 
I imothv .17. meadow foxtail hi, .June 
iss (i*. perennial rye grass 7g, orchard 
lierd fescue of. red clover s'!, white 
,vcr Hi. Substract these parts from 
II hundred, and the difference will be 
THE SOI.II) RESUM E 
ntained in each grass and plant. This 
-idue comprises the elements of nutri- 
such as starch, sugar, mineral inat- 
: -. and woody fibre or waste. Now at 
hat stage ol the plant’s growth are the 
opertiesof nutritive matters in the larg- 
1 n abundance, and consequently the 
•astethe least.' is a (piestion when de- 
■ rmined which will be a guide to us for 
'■utling. “Make hay while the sun shines,” 
an old proverb, and perhaps none has 
wider quotation, but it is to be received 
ith due allowance. It has been known 
!"r ages that medicinal herbs are 
LETTER DRIED IN THE SHADE, 
and *uch lias been the practice. If med- 
1 null herbs are better why not nutritive 
'••Tbs, following the analogy up :' This 
■ f cannot hope to fully accomplish with 
c hay crop, but we may have a near 
cproaeh to it by curing in the swath and 
neb. This plan is absolutely necessarv 
■'here clover forms the whole or larger 
hart of the herbage to be cured. Too 
much exposure to fierce, burning sun- 
dune is to be avoided. It works a chern- 
> al change in the hay that is detrimen- 
tal to it; it makes the product dry, stiff 
and brittle, destroying much of the aroma, 
and renders it unpalatable to stock. I 
need not dwell upon this point before in- 
telligent, practical farmers. A certain 
amount of 
SWEATING IS XECE8SAKV 
•w the production and preservation of 
!l|,st quality of hay; the great point is to 
Meure just enough, and to arrest it at 
just the right point. A little deviation 
either way will result in damage; oi 
course this varies with different kinds of 
grasses, and. at different ages at which 
■hey may be cut. No set rules will be 
h’and applicable to all cases, or even a 
majority. This fermentation tends to 
‘■hange certain elements contained in the 
grass to others as valuable, and in some 
instances more so than themselves. Rains 
and dews are vastly injurious to hay, and 
should be guarded against by every pre- 
caution. » 
HAY COVERS 
made of cotton sheeting with loops, or 
eyelet-holes at the corners for securing, "ill pay for themselves every season in 
usefulness, aud will last for years, with 
proper care. They should be two yards 
square to fully protect the upper surface 
of the heaps. 15y exposure to rains for 
several days hay loses largely of its best 
element of nutrition. It will lose 20 per 
cent, of its nitrogen and sutler a loss of 
30 to 40 per cent, in total weight. <)f its 
potash and soda it will yield up 75 to 80 
per cent.; of its phosphorus 50 per cent.: 
and of liiue 25 per cent. Magnesia and 
silica are also washed out: its sugar and 
starch are also largely wasted. In fact 
hay exposed even to 
I INK xnriri 's DEW 
is more or Jess injured as the dew may 
tie heavy or light, and the protecting caps 
should be nightly spread over all hay ex- 
pi ispil out of doors. 
Mechanical invention has done much 
towards lightening the labor of the hay 
harvest. From being the most laborious 
and muscle-taxing operation of farm life, 
it has become among the lightest. The 
mower and rake operated by horse pow- 
er gives us respite from the hand scythe 
and rake, and enables one man now to 
accomplish as much as live could former- 
ly. They also enable us to cut at the 
proper time and reduce the time of har- 
vesting from weeks to days. The tedder 
is an instrument not much in use with us 
in Waldo countv, for the verv good '-eason 
No exits:: rot: iiavi.vi; ovi:i:-i;ti‘EXKi> 
ha v ; 
there is no good reason why we may not 
he "instant in season and out of season.” 
and cut our grass in season. 
The hotse fork is a useful implement 
if we are not in a hurry or wish to ele- 
vate ha\ to high mows or seatlblds : hut 
when a shower i- rapidly approaching, 
commend to me a hand fork with “tight 
hang" and reliable handle, an active man 
l to use it. and I would despense with any ! horse pitch fork 1 ever saw. 
While 1 am upon the subject of 
it v v rooj.s, 
; allow mo to |»reseut a few suggestions re- 
gaining mowers and rakes. Do not run 
the mowers and rakes. Do not run the 
mower too closely : but leave a good stub- 
ble. This will in a measure, protect the 
springing aftermath and protect the roots 
in winter. Many kinds of grass are killed 
by being cut too closely : hei'dsgrass is 
peculiarly sensitive to this. 
The tighter the barn the greener the 
hay may he stored. This is illustrated 
in the practice ot canning in air-tight 
vessels any perishable substance that it 
is wished to preserve. The more perfect 
the 
Exn.rsinx of aii:. 
the more perfect is the preservation. 
This is just as true in saving hay as in 
saving fruit, meats, and vegetables. The 
practice of keeping barn doors and win- 
dows open during and after haying is of 
very questionable policy, lake perfectly 
green grass and seal it up in an air-tight 
vessel and it will come out the most per- 
fect hay known, if no moisture is upon it 
when so treated. 1 have seen the hay 
cart follow the rake, and this in turn fol- 
low the mowi-r at a convenient distance, 
in the middle of a bright day. in Mary- 
land. tlie hay. or rather grass, put in 
stack and barn within 
an limit's min mtOM rtrriNi;. 
This 1 am told is a very common prac- 
tice there. If it was not successful 1 pre- 
sume it would be abandoned. I would 
not convey the impression that it will be 
best for us m follow this fully, but I think 
it would be well for us to experiment 
somewhat upon small quantities of hay, 
and thus deduct correct conclusions that 
may be applied to large quantities safely. 
s. 1.. Coodale, Secretan of Maine Board 
of Agriculture, saws on this point. 
••W e all know that there is a method 
of curing hay which latterly has come into 
use among some farmers of this state, 
which lias excited considerable interest 
and not a little controversy. We heard 
something about it at our session in Far- 
mington last winter. The grass is 
n r as sms- as tih: hew is fairly 
OFF. 
and after dn mg what it will during a few 
hours, is put into the barn in the after- 
noon of the same day. When a mow is 
full they cover it with a foot in depth of 
straw: and it is claimed that hay thus 
treated is equal in tlavor and in nourish- 
ing power to any hay whatever. Other 
good farmers and equally trustworthy 
men, tell us that they have tried this same 
method and that the hay was spoiled: 
that it was a dead loss, or lit only for ma- 
nure 
■ In my feeble attempts to reconcile the 
conflicting testimony, and to sift truth 
from error I have got as far as this: that 
the probabilities are that the grass which 
is successfully cured by this method is 
never cut when it contains the largest 
amount of nutritive constituents; in fact, 
when questioned as to the stage of ma- 
turity in which it is cut, the answer usu- 
ally is, 
‘IN THE SECON'Ii 15LOSSOM,’ 
and when that is you know as well as 1. 
It is probably after a portion of the sugar, 
gum, starch, etc., have been converted 
into wood fibre, and at the same time a 
good deal of moisture contained in the 
grass during its early bloom has exhaled 
from it. In this condition, or rather, 
dried a little beyond this point, it goes to 
the barn, and if it came out as it went in, 
I cannot understand how it could be 
truthfully said to possess so good a flavor 
and to be so nutritious as is asserted. But 
if it is true about the heat to which that 
late cut hay is subjected in the mow—and 
that heat is represented as being very con- 
siderable and continued for a good while 
—I say, if that 
HEAT SLOW I A' COOKS IT, 
it it reconverts woody fibre into gum, 
sugar, starch and albumen, or if it causes 
chemical changes in itsconstitution equiv- 
alent to such a reconversion, then we may 
readily believe that this method has some- 
times been attended with success, and we 
may understand somewhat of the condi- 
tions upon which that success depended. 
We can also see that, in all probability, 
those whose hay was spoiled by the same 
method, cut their grass when it contained 
an amount of sugar, albumen, gum, <Xc., 
which needed only preservation, and could 
not safely be subjected to so great heat, 
and especially if accompanied with so 
much moisture as grass contains at that 
stage, or diminished by only a few hours 
of drying exposure.” 
Open barns by admitting air induce 
TOO JiA 1*10 SWEATIN'!I 
and fermentation, and when fogs or rains 
prevail, damp air is admitted, which sat- 
urates the edges, and upon warm days 
steams the whole mass, injuring the 
quality of the hay greatly. Very often 
we liml hay that was “dry as a bone” 
when housed, coming out musty and mow 
burnt. If not this, often dusty anil un- 
wholesome. Very seldom this happens 
in tight barns, where the mows are not 
much depressed below the surface. Many 
mows are partly under ground, cellar-like 
places. Such are not fit for storing hay. 
I believe hay can be kept best above 
ground. 
As curing liav is a process that should 
partly be accomplished in the barn, stor- 
ing will properly claim a share of at- 
tention; and in addition to what has 
already been mentioned, 1 would give my 
views in regard to 
STOKINU ON SCAFFOLDS OVEK STOCK, 
and over barn cellars containing manure 
and hogs, often. Perhaps I can hit the 
idea in a few words; Suppose we take our 
milk, butter, cheese, Hour, bread, sugar 
and vegetables, and store them in such 
places. Think you they wouldn’t be high 
flavored i Wouldn’t it be a nice place 
for such Now hay is just as sensitive to 
stench, and the tastes and palates of 
stock just as dainty as ours. This every 
observing farmer will bear me witness. 
Think of it. What matters it that we 
take pains to raise the 
ISEST VARIETIES OK OKASS, 
cut at the proper time, dry in a suitable 
way, and get it in the nick of time, if 
after getting in we place it where like a 
sponge it will absorb and become satu- 
rated with the steam and fumes arising 
from the stock and manure beneath i 
The drying of grass for hay should be 
gradual, in order to produce a first class- 
article. We all have seen a poor article 
of hay made by too free and full expos- 
ure to the rays of a burning sun. and aid- 
ed, perhaps, by a brisk dry wind. 
But, Mr. President, the time of har- 
vesting and 
REST MODES OK (TltlXO, 
are themes upon which farmers diller 
widely. There is great diversity of opin- 
ion and practice in this operation. Some 
cut early before the blossoms appear, 
others when they are full. Some wait till 
the seed has formed, and some till it has 
nearly matured. Some dry to a crisp, 
some moderately and some merely wilt 
before storing, packing away as snugly 
as possible to exclude the air. All can- 
not be right, and consequently some must I 
sutler loss. It is asserted by good au- 
thority, and borne out by practice, that 
HALE OF THE VALVE OF HAY MAY BE 
LOST 
bv improper curing and cutting. »>f this 
we all can have no doubt, and such being 
the fact, the subject demands our earnest 
labors to solve correctly. 1 would sug- 
gest that this be again taken up at some 
winter meeting, and that in the coming 
hay harvest we each one 
TRY SOME EXI’ERIM KX V 
to then report upon. More practical 
knowledge may thus be obtained than in 
any other way possible ; the only true way 
to obtain practical knowledge, and prac- 
tical knowledge is what we are after. 
In conclusion I would say that I believe 
when grass is best for green feed, it is 
also best to make hay of; that our ani- 
mals are better judges in this matter than 
we are. and observation in this matter 
will lead us into the way of truth; that 
we should only 
PARTIALLY DRY THE .[VICES IN HIE 
UHASS 
in the field and store without any moist- 
ure among the leaves and stems in tight 
barns, excluding the air as much as pos- 
sible. and not over stock and manure. 1 
believe it is our interest to secure the 
best quality and quantity of hay possible 
and keep its good qualities intact. This 
can only be done by strict attention to 
conditions and cleanliness, and we are 
told that cleanliness is next to Godliness. 
Brighton Cattle Market. 
Wednesday. dune >. 
Amount of sto«*k at market: Cattle, 21>u; slu«-p 
ami lambs, AS!*<>; swine, 1«»,710; veals, number 
<*f western cattle, ‘2:27s; eastern cattle, '•!; milch 
cows ami northern cattle, 145. 
Prices of beef cattle & 100 tt> live weight, extra 
quality, $0 37l.a6 7a; first, $5 62 1. <j»i *2.*; secoml. 
$5 12!,s’t .hi; thir*l, $4 5o<$5 no, poorest grade> «»f 
coarse oxen, bulls, etc., $3 62L <i l 37 L 
Brighton Hides, s-^nc & lb: Brighton Tallow, 
■V, C ^ ft>; Country Hides, 7q «7‘_.c ^ tf»; Country 
Tallow. 4 /j412c ^ tt»; Calf Skins, 12 a 12 ,e. p tt>. 
Western sheared Skins, 35<i4.V each: Northern 
>beared >kins, 25335c eacn; Lambskins, ."hh-each. 
Working Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pair extra 
nice ones, girth 7 feet f. inches, live weight. 3550 lbs., 
for$lsu; rpair, girth ti feet 1" inchesTiiN e weight. 
2:mu lbs., $13o. 
Milch Lows—Extra, $5o to $7o; ordinary, $20 t » 
$45; springers, $ls to $55 p1 head. We*note the 
sales of 3 cows and calves for $!>7 the lot: 2 for $140 
1 eow and calf, $4n; l Ayshire cow and calf, $00: 1 
milch cow, $27; 1 full blood Jersey, $52 r*ti; I 
springer, $30; 1 cow and calf, $37. 
.Sheep and Lambs—Western ?hecp cost, landed at 
the yards, from 5 to <»<*. %v tt», live weight. Lambs 
from s to U<*. & tt>. 
swine—Spring pigs, in limited demand, at $2 50 
to $5 5n ^ head. Fat hogs cost, landed at tin 
slaughter houses, <»C to 7c. ^ lt>, live weight. 
Veal Calves—Those from Maine sold for price* 
ranging from $0 00 to $7 each. 
AGENTS AND CANVASSERS 
Make from $25 to $50 per week selling goods for 
K.G. BIDLOCT & CO.,10 Bar<day Street,Nt• w Y ork 
Send for their Catalogue and terms. Iyr34 
A Kentucky boy while playing base ball. S unday. 
was struck by lightning. Ee was very fortunate 
that it wasn't the ball that hit him. 
The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands who 
were suffering from Dyspepsia. Debility. Liver 
Complaint, Boils. Humors. Female Complaints, 
etc. Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W. 
Fowle it Sous. Boston. 
An article in an exchange is headed “Men’s 
Wives.” There are so many hoys getting married 
nowadays that such a distinction is necessary. 
Have Wlstar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry always at 
hand It euros Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis, Whoop 
ing Cough, Croup. Influenza, Consumption, and all 
Throat and Lung Complaints. f>0 cents and $! a 
bottle. 
Base ball is old in the world, as is proven by the 
very iirst lino iu “Genesis" “In the big inning,” 
Ac. 
I would give more for one bottle of Elixir of 
Life Boot than for a barrel of any other patent 
medicine in the market, said a prominent Piiysi 
cian the other day. That Doctor knew what he 
was talking about. 
The Philadelphia News says : The demand for 
planks two inches thick is now very active They 
are to be sawed into bottoms for strawberry boxes 
Women that have been given up by their dearest 
triends as beyond help, have been permanently 
cured by the use of Lydia E Pinkliam's Vegetable 
Compound. It is a positive cure for all female 
complaints. Send to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, 2T3 
Western Avenue. Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets. 
2w24 
A cross eyed woman in the ballet has an unfair 
advantage of the other girls—sho can mash the 
whole flout row at once. 
The science 01 medicine is a wonderful one. 
hut as great a wonder is Ur. BULLOCKS KID 
NET REMEDY, “XEPHRETICUM," whichcures 
readily the gravest cases of Kidney, Bladder and 
l rinary Iiigeases, Gravel. *fcc. It has been a favor- 
ito remedy for years, and nothing as yet can equal it ia curing these troublesome and oftentimes 
dangerous diseases. 
A steamship captain has been trying to improve 
the bed of the sea by throwing mattresses into 
Xew York harbor. 
Linked Together. 
Complaints go in troops. They are associated 
by nature. Get one disease and you will have 
others. Dr. David Kennedy's “Favorite Remedy” 
strikes at the root of all disease. You cannot take 
it amiss, no matter •'■hut your particular trouble 
may be. For all ailments of the Kidneys, Liver, 
Stomach, Bowels, it is worth more than its weight 
in gold. A siUer dollar will buy it, whether you 
go to your drug store, or address the proprietor, 
Dr. K. at Rondout, X. Y. 
Perhaps it is the powder on the fair maiden's 
cheeks that blasts the hopes of so many young 
men. 
By the timely use of Fellows' Compound Syrup 
of Ilypophosphites, the Nerves regain their vigor, 
and the Brain becomes clear and powerful. Indi- 
gestion and habitual Costiveness almost always 
arise from weakness of the nerves and muscles of 
the stomach and bowels. In such cases. Fellows' 
Syrup of Ilypophosphites has proved itself of the 
greatest service by inducing healthy peristaltic ac 
tion of the intestines Tho evacuations soon be- 
come copious and healthy, without producing the 
effect of purgative medicines. 
A writer says : “In Persia woman is a pieco of 
furniture.” So she is in this country, when she 
happens to be a Sophy. 
The virtues of roots, barks and herbs were never 
better illustrated as healing remedies tor the stom 
ach, liver, and, in fact, the whole human frame, 
than those combined in Dr. Graves' Blood Purifier. 
It contains no mineral poisons, nothing hut the 
strength of these great remedial agents given as a 
natural cure, and the facility with which the Blood 
Purifier relieves the system of Indigestion, Bilious 
ness, Liver Complaint, Humor, Scrofula, Jaundice, 
and the great variety of ailments proceeding from 
the debility of the stomach and liver speak vol 
nines of praise for it The Blood Purifier will 
give you an appetite, give you renewed strength 
and vigor. Price, $1.00 
For a Cough, Cold, Sore Throat, Hoarseness *fcc., 
use Dr. Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar. 
Price, 10 cts and SO cts per bottle. 
Improved Family Cathartic Pills, made by Dr. 
Graves, cure Headache, Constipation, <fcc Price 
2.1 cts. per box. Dr. Graves Remedies are for sale 
by Wm O Poor A Son, Belfast. 4w2f 
Tue Boston Girl. 
I>AVII> S. FOSTER. 
! told her of a maid whose mind 
\\ as tilled with tender thoughts and fancies. 
A lovely being of the kind 
They write about iu old romances 
“Knowest thou." said I, *• this maiden tair. 
Whose beauty doth my thoughts beguile 
She answered with a dreamy air— 
‘•'Well, I should smile !" 
Her cheeks possess the roses hue. 
No form is daintier or completer. 
No hair so brown, no eyes so blue, 
To mouth is tenderer or sweeter 
The favored youth who gains the hand 
Of this fair girl will ne'er regret it 
With modest grace she added: ‘-And 
Don't you forget it." 
*‘Oh thou dear mistress of my heart 
My augel' let me kneel before thee 
And say how heavenly sweet thou art. 
Aud how devoutly 1 adore thee." 
She turned away her lovely head. 
And with a languid look that fired 
My soul, in murmured accents said. 
“You make me tired 
j Uric a Brae. Scribner for June 
An Unpaid Servant. 
HOW NETTIK IAUYIS HOT IlliK WAllKS. 
‘•Well. Nettie, what do you want:'-’ 
said Mr. Jarvis to his wife, who stood 
looking rather anxiously at him alter lie 
had paid the factory hands their week’s 
wages. 
“W by. Donald." sa:d she, ‘‘I thought 
as 1 had worked for you all the week, I 
would come for my wages, too. You pay 
Jane two dollars a week, surely 1 earn 
1 that, and 1 would like very much to have 
it as my own.-’ 
“Pshaw, Nettie, how ridiculously you 
talk ! You know that all 1 have belongs 
to you and the children and don't 1 fur- 
nish the house and everything? What 
under the sun would you do with the 
money if you had it 
“I know, Donald, that you buy the 
necessaries for us all. and 1 am willing 
that you should do so still, but I should 
like a little money for my .very own. We 
have been married lifteen years, and in 
all that time- 1 do not seem to have earn- 
ed a dollar. As far as money is concern- 
ed, I might as well be a slave. 1 cannot 
buy a quart of berries nor a book, with- 
out asking you for the money, and 1 
should like to be a little more independ- 
ent.’' 
Mr. Jarvis, proprietor of the Jarvis 
Mills, worth hundreds of thousands, laugh- 
ed derisively. 
“You’re a tine one to talk of independ- 
ence," he said, “if you should start out to 
make your own living, you’d fetch up in 
the poor house soon enough, for what 
could you do to earn a living' The 
girls in the factory know how to do tlieii 
work, and they earn their wages. When 
! have paid them my duty is done: but 1 
have to board and clothe you and take 
care of you when sick. If I had to do 
that for the girls, they would have pre- 
cious little money left. I can tell you.” 
■•Donald, I gave up a good trade when 
1 married you. For live years I had sup- 
ported myself bv it. and many a time 
j since have I envied myself the purse of 
those days. As for my not earning any- 
thing now, 1 leave it for you to say wheth- 
er it would be possible to hire another to 
take my place: and how much it would 
cost you to go without me a year t 1 
know the girls have but little ieft after 
paying their expenses, but they enjoy 
that little so much. Allie Watson sup- 
ports herself and her mother with her 
wages, and they both dress better than I 
do. Jennie Hart is helping her father 
pav otf the mortgage on his farm, and 
she is so happy that she can do so. bveu 
Jane, the kitchen girl, has more freedom 
than I, for out of her own money she is 
laying by presents for her relatives, and 
will send them Christmas, as much for 
her own pleasure as theirs. Yesterday 
an Indian woman was at the house with 
such handsome bead work to gelland, al- 
though 1 wanted some money so much, I 
had not a dollar. I felt like crying when 
Jane brought in her week’s wages and 
bought bait' a dozen articles 1 wanted so 
much. You often say that all you have 
is mine, but live dollars would have given 
me more pleasure yesterday than your 
hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of 
property did." 
“No doubt of that, Mrs. Jarvis. You 
have no idea of the value of money, and 
would have enjoyed buying a lot of bead 
trash that wouldn’t be worth a cent to 
anybody. Jane needs a guardian if she 
fools away her money like that. She will 
be in the county house yet if she don't 
look out. It's lucky that men do hold 
the money, for there is not one woman in 
a hundred who knows how to use it." 
“For shame, Donald Jarvis! You know 
better! book at Jerry and NI illy Craig, 
will you, and say that he makes the best 
use of his money! She is at home with 
her parents every night, making her 
wages go as far as possible toward mak- 
ing them comfortable, while he is carous- 
ing in the village, wasting his time and 
money, and making a brute of himself be- 
sides. And why does Mrs. Satrou come 
to receive lier husband s wages, then hcr- 
selt'! Simply because be cannot get by 
a saloon with money in his pocket, and 
if she did not get the money they would 
all go to bed hungry the day after his wages 
were paid. And ! believe that every wo- 
man that earns money here spends it as 
wisely as the average of men, and I have 
yet to hear of one of them being in debt.” 
Mr. Jarvis knew that he could not gain- 
say a word his wife had said, for they 
were all true. Luckily he thought of 
Jane. 
“Well, how much do you suppose Jane 
will have left when N'ew Year comes'? If 
she should get sick how long could she 
pay for such care as you have f” 
“It is not likely she will lay up many 
dollars on a hundred a year: but she is 
laying up something better, 1 think. Last 
winter she sent her mother a warm shawl 
and a pair of shoes, and to her brother 
and sister money to buy new school books 
and the warm, loving letters they send 
her do her more good than twice the 
amount of money in the bank would. 
This year she is laying up a number of 
pretty and useful things for them, and if 
any misfortune should happen to Jane 
they would be only too glad to help her.” 
“Well, who do you suppose would help 
you if you needed help?” said Mr. Jarvis, 
for want of a better question. Mrs. Jar- 
vis's eyes sparkled angrily as she an- 
swered : 
“Nobody. If you should lose your 
property to-day 1 should be a beggar, 
without a claim on any one for help. You 
have always held your purse-strings so 
tightly that it has been hard enough to 
ask for my own necessities, leaving oth- 
ers out altogether. Many a time a dol- 
lar or two would have enabled me to do 
some poor man or woman untold good, 
but although you have always said that 
all your property was mine, I never could 
and cannot now command a dollar of it.” 
“Lucky you couldn’t, if you wanted to 
spend it on beggars.” 
■‘Donald, you know that I would spend 
money as wisely as you do. Who was it 
that only last week gave a poor, lame 
beggar live dollars to pay his fare to Bur- 
ton, and then saw him throw his crutches 
aside and make for the nearest saloon 
Your wife could do no worse if trusted 
with a few dollars. You say that the 
money is all mine, yet you spend it as 
you please, while I cannot spend a dollar 
without asking you for it, and telling you 
what I want it for. Any beggar can get it 
in the same way! Christmas you bought 
presents for us and expected us to be 
very grateful for them. A* shawl for me 
of the very color that I cannot wear, a 
set of furs for Lucy that she did not need, 
a drum for Robin that has been a nuis- 
ance ever since, and a lot of worthless 
toys that were all broken up in a week. 
There were forty or fifty dollars of my 
money just the same as thrown away, yet 
when I ask you to trust me with two dol- 
lars a week you cannot imagine what use 
1 have for it, and fear it will be wasted.” 
“Well,” snapped the proprietor, “I 
guess it is my o%n money, and 1 can 
spend it as 1 please. I guess you'll know 
it too, when you get another present.” 
“Oh. it is your money then ? I under- 
stood you to say it was all mine, and 1 
intended to protest against your spend- 
ing it so foolishly. If it is your own, of 
course you have a right to spend it as 
j you please: but it seems to me that a wo- 
man who left parents, brothers and sis- 
ters, to make a home for you among 
strangers, a woman who has given her 
whole life to you for fifteen years, might 
he looked upon with as much favor as 
you give to beggars, who are very likely ! to he impostors. 1 know that you seldom 
turn them off without help. Perhaps I 
would be more successful if I appealed 
to you as a beggar. 1 might say, Kind 
kir, please allow me out of your abundant 
means a small pittance for my comfort, 
it is true I have enough to eat and do not 
sutler for clothing, hut although I work 
for my master frum morning till night, 
and if his children happen to he sick, 
from night until morning again; yet he 
does not pay me as much as he does his 
cook, and I am often greatly distressed 
for want of a trifling sum which he would 
not mind giving to a perfect stranger! 
The other day while he was from home, 
I had to go to the next station to see a 
| dear friend who was ill, and not having a i dollar of my own, 1 was obliged to borrow 
the money from Li is cook. 1 was so mor- 
I tiiied! And not long since the berrv wo- 
J man came with such nice berries to sell 
| and my little girl, who was not well, 
wanted some very badly, but 1 had not 
even five cents to pay for a handful for 
her. Yesterday a f iend came to me 
to assist in awork of charity. It was 
a worthy object and I longed so much 
to give her a little money for so good 
a purpose, but though the wife of a 
rich man, I had no money. Of course 1 
might ask my husband for money, and if 
1 told him all about what 1 wanted with 
it and he approved of my purpose, and 
was in a good humor, he would give it to 
me: but sir. it is terribly slavish to have 
to do so, even if 1 could run to him every 
time 1 wanted anything. People say I 
am a fortunate woman because my h'us- 
baud is rich : but I often envy the factory 
girls their ability to earn and spend their 
own money. And sometimes 1 get so 
wild thinking about my helplessness that 
if it were not for my children 1 think I 
should just drop into the river and end it 
! all.” 
•■Nettie! Nettie Jarvis 1 What are you 
saying ?" cried the startled husband" at 
last, for the faraway look in her eyes as 
if she did not see him, but was looking to 
some higher power to help her, touched 
his pride if it did not his heart, for he had 
a good deal of pride in a selfish sort ot 
way. 
He was proud to be able to support his 
family as well as he did. lie was proud 
to think he did it himself. He was proutl 
that when his children needed new shoes 
he could tell his wife to take them to 
Crispin's and get them what they needed. 
He did it with a flourish. He was not of 
the stingy kind- he liked to spend mon- 
ey: and when Nettie, who was once the 
most spirited young lady of his acquaint- 
ance, came meekly to him for a dress or 
cloak, he was sometimes tempted to re- 
fuse her money just to show her how 
helpiess she was without him. Yes, he 
was proud of his family, and wanted 
them to feel how much they depended 
upon him. He would have feit aggravat- 
ed if any one had left his wife a legacy, 
thus allowing her to be independent of 
purse. The idea of her earning money 
as the other work-folks did, never enter- 
ed his mind. He “supported her,” that 
was his idea of their relation! He never 
had happened to think that it was very 
good of her to take his money and spend 
it for the good of himself and his children. 
He never had thought that any other 
woman would have wanted big pay for 
doing it. He had even thought himself 
very generous for allowing her money to 
get things to make the family comforta- 
ble. Things began to look differently to 
him just now. Could it be that he was 
not generous—not even just—to his wife 
Had he paid her so poorly for her fifteen 
years of faithful labor for him that if she 
had been obliged to begin the world for 
herself that day it would have been as a i 
penniless woman, notwithstanding the 
houses, the lands and mills that he had 
so often told her were all hers? For he 
knew, as everyone else did, that not one 
dollar of all he had would the law allow 
her to call her own. 
How fast he thought, standing there at 
the olliee window looking down at the lit- 
tle houses where the mill-hands lived. 
Could it be possible that his wife envied 
them anything? Could it be that he was 
not as good a man as he thought? He 
had felt deeply the wrongs of the slaves, 
whose labors had been appropriated by 
their masters, and when a negro who had 
worked twenty years for his master before 
the emancipation .'reed him, came to 
Jarvis's mill friendless and penniless, the 
heart of the proprietor swelled with indig- 
nation at such injustice. He was eloquent 
on the subject, at home and abroad, and 
wondered how any one could be so cruel 
and selfish as to commit such an outrage 
against justice. He had called him a rob- 
ber many a time but now Donald Jarvis 
looked to himself very much like the old 
slave-holders! “Massa Brown”had taken 
the proceeds of Cufl'ee’s labor for his own 
without even a “thank you” for it. True, 
when C'uffee ate he had given him food, 
when he was sick he had given him medi- 
cine, and he had'clothed him, too, just as 
he himself thought best. Mr Jarvis had 
married a loving, conscientious woman, 
and for fifteen years had appropriated her 
labors. Her recompense had been food 
and clothes, such as he thought best for 
her. A little better than Coffee's, per- 
haps ; but the similarity of the cases did 
not please him. He had expected his 
wife to be very grateful for what he had 
done for her, but now he wondered that 
she had not rebelled long ago. Had his 
wife no more money or liberty than Cuf- 
fee had in bondage ? was Donald Jarvis 
no better than Massa Brown ? 
His brain seemed to be in a muddle, 
and lie looked so strangely that his wife, anxious to break the spell, took his arm, 
saying, “Bet us go home dear. The tea 
must be waiting for us.” He took up his 
hat in a dreamy way, and they walked home in silence. The children ran joyously 
to meet them. The yard wasso fresh and 
green, and the flowers so many and bright 
that he wondered he had never thanked 
Xettie for them all. Hitherto he had 
looked upon them as his; but now, he 
felt that his interest in them was only a 
few dollars, that would not have amount- 
ed to anything without his wife’s care. 
His children were tidy and sweet, and 
everything around and in the house had 
that cheery look that rested him so after 
the hard, dull day at the mill. They sat 
again at the table which had been a source 
of comfort to him so many years, and he 
wondered how he could have enjoyed it 
so long without even thanking the woman 
who had provided it. True she had used 
his money in bringing it all about, but how 
else could his money be of use to him ? 
"ho else could have turned it into just what he needed day after day for years ? 
And he began to have an undefined feeling 
that it took more then money to make a 
home- 1 le glanced at his wife's face as he 
buttered his last slice of bread. It was 
not that of the fair, rosy bride whom he 
had brought to the mills years before: 
but at that moment he realized that it 
was far dearer to him, for he knew that 
she had given the bloom and freshness of 
her youth to make his home what it was. 
Aim a new thought came to him. 
“Who was comforting her now when she 
had so much care ?” was that not what he 
had promised to do when lie brought her 
from her old home? lie sighed as lie 
thought how far he had drifted from her 
while holding her in bondage equal to 
Cuftee’s. Nay, he felt that her claims were 
fai more binding than any which had ever 
held the negro, and that his obligations to 
her were so much the greater. 
Something called the children out 
doors, and .Mr. Jarvis took his easy chair. 
His wife came and stood beside him. 
fear you are not well, Donald, or you arc 
displeased with me ?” 
He drew her into his arms and told her 
how her words had shown him what man- 
ner of man he was, and there were words 
spoken that need not be written, but from 
that day forth a different man was the 
proprietor of the Jarvis mills, and there 
was a brighter light in Mrs. Jarvis's eyes, 
for at last she had something of her own. 
nor has she ever regretted that she “ap- ! plied for wages." a 
Musical Education. 
(from the Boston Heme Journal ] 
The cultivation ot' vocal music has increased to 
such an extent in this country within ten years 
that there are many persons who believe in the ex- 
istence of American talent and training to supply 
the future operatic stage and lay the foundation of 
j a national school of singing. The talent is uncpies- ! tionably of sufficient force to justify a thorough education in music, if other elements necessary for 
its successful development were as easily controll 
ed. Let us examine the conditions necessary to 
produce a singer and consider as to what extent 
they can be fulfilled here 
There are three distinct classesof musicians, each 
of whom is necessary for the advancement of art. 
The composer, who is the creator, relies upon the 
knowledge and appreciation of the artist to re- 
produce his ideas, while the amateur is the intelli- 
gent lover of art upon whosesupport and sympathy 
the efforts of both composer and artist depend. 
The singer, therefore, must be ranked, according 
to the extent of his talents, either as an amateur 
or an artist An amateur singer should possess, 
for a foundation of study, a good voice, a musical 
nature, good health, ami a disposition to study. If 
tacking in any of these gifts, the cultivation of the 
voice will be unsatisfactory and unrewarded. A 
voice soon loses its vitality if the health Is af- 
fected. The strain upon the nerves by continued 
application or the slow progress made’ it study is 
often suspended, renders this point an essential 
ene A disposition to study is certainly necessary 
to accomplish anything in art. but musical feeling 
is a gilt ot nature, and cannot be supplied from any 
artiticial source. 
now TO BKCOIIK AN ARTIS I 
Those who wish or expect to ho included in this 
cluss. which must he ••horu" us well as made 
should submit to a rigorous examination, as it is 
not otten that the gods hestow in requisite 
measure the numerous gifts of mind and person 
that make the individuality of the artist. The 
fundamental elements essential in an amateur, 
must he demanded in a greater degree of the artist, 
lie must not only possess a good voice, but a lice 
voice. Hy this is meant one of exceptional quality, 
strength and compass. The quality of a voice is 
that element which marks its individuality and 
retains its natural character throughout the differ 
ent stages of development. This element may bo 
much strengthened by cultivation, hut being’ the 
result of natural causes, is seldom transformed bv 
any artificial treatment. The quality ut a voice is 
often difficult to determine, however', in the begin 
niug. Often a voice is found of a musical qualitv. 
clear and sweet, tiiat does not grow with cultiva- 
tion, but rather becomes thin and metallic if urged 
to sustained effort. A large voice, m its natural 
state is often rough and harsh, as well as unuiun 
ageable. For that reason, it is concealed bv many 
faults, which require the patience and diserimimi 
tion ot master and pupil to throw off'. Only time 
and constant study can thus extricate the diamond 
from its hard covering and give the polish which 
reveals its beauties to the world. Who has not 
heard of the illustrious t’asta! who studied six 
years to sing the scale perfectly, and only after 
several failures did she acquire tile tame whose 
brightness a hundred years cannot dim Jennie 
Lind, so it is said, found her voice growing thin 
and weak in the beginning of her career. After a 
great many trials and disappointments, she pie seated herself to Oarcia in Paris. He astonished 
and discouraged her by saying. "You must rest 
three months without’ singing a note. Jeunio 
Lind obeyed, and returned at tiie stated time with 
a fresh voice to study. Her voice did not show 
for some time its exceptional capabilities »r give 
the promise of her remarkable success 
Tho second element required in an artist i» a 
strung musical nature, which not only sympathizes with art. hut instinctively assimilates with it 
This feeling is awakened earlv in life, and is either 
the gilt ot inheritance or has been nurtured iu a 
congenial artistic atmosphere. The talent for 
music runs in families, and is transmitted from 
one generation to another with hardly an excep- tion. Those who have been assisted from child- 
hood by the impalpable iDtiuenee of surroundings have been nearly educated uueonseiouslj. 
Tho third qualification of an artist’ is robust 
health. This in tact becomes tirst for professional 
success iu this art. Not only dues a singer's voice 
depend upon it for quality and power, but its style is doubtless termed by tiie character of the singer's 
physique The demands of public life can oulv be 
endured by a strong constitution. Singing is in itself conducive to health, promoting the free 
use of the lungs, but sustained tome can only pro ceed from organs naturally strong There are 
other physical qualifications which deserve atteu 
tion. These are. a well formed mouth and teeth. 
These organs affect the quality of the tone as well 
as its easy development: also an attractive per- sonal appearance. This is a great advantage to a 
singer. Many instances might be mentioned of 
artists who have achieved only moderate success 
or have been obliged to give up singiug iu public, 
for lack of the favor which is granted easily to a 
winning face. 
The last important element lor an arlist to pos- 
sess is a mind trained to habits of thought which 
develop au intellectual character. It is this alone 
which spurs him onward to conquer the difficulties 
ot art and create a standard which is only satisfied 
with perfection. In comparing the histories of 
celebrated artists, the conclusion to be drawn is. 
that natural gifts have not been tho cause of their 
fame, but perseverance and mental force, aided by 
circumstances, have shaped the material placed in their grasp. 
1 he goal ot au artist s studies aud efforts is gcu 
orally a public career. Throughout the ditt'ereut 
planes of knowledge from which he successively 
rises, the ultimatum to be attained is success be- 
fore au audience. Everything that is likely to 
strengthen his powers is a legitimate part of his 
studies. It is uot always, unfortunately, that the 
highest training, combined with requisite taleuts. 
achieves popular success. This is a peculiar acci- 
dent, not to he controlled. It may he a consolation 
to remember that those persons whose talents have 
been cultivated under adverse circumstances and 
who have worked up slowly from the smallest po- sition in public life, have in their wide experience 
of different tastes, succeeded ofteuer iu gaiuiug the sympathy and applause of the most cultivated 
audieuces. 
u is apparent ttia; the method ot training a voice 
must be more or less modified by its charaetorand 
tile aim of its possessor. While adhering to the 
same goneral principles, nevertheless, tho applies tions of a method may vary in intensity of purpose and rigid exactness of discipline The iirst thing, 
therefore, that a person should do who possesses a voice and wishes to cultivate it. is to ascertain hi* 
qualifications from an unprejudiced musician, and 
the best course of instruction to pursue. Without 
taking such a precaution, many singers must 
spend a great deal of time and money iu vain, or 
at least he disappointed in the hopes which they themselves, or their triends, have raised. Tho tes- 
timony of an able teacher will show that of one 
hundred applicants who are examined by him, not 
one-third have Lhe proper requirements of a singer, 
it is also known that within ten i ears, the number 
of Americans at Milau studying to become public singers was more than two hundred at one season 
Among these only one has risen to eminence. That 
one is Albani. This indicates that many singers 
went abroad to study for an object that they could 
not attain, owing to the false judgment of their 
advisers. In some eases, doubtless, unfavorable 
circumstances interfered with the singer's pros 
pects, often much inlluenced by trilling causes in- 
dependent of the merits of the aspirant. 
The time to commence vocal studies is the next 
subject ot interest to consider. As pupils on the 
violin, piano, and other instruments demanding 
much execution, are known to begin at an early period, the impression is sometimes given that the 
earlier one is taught to sing, the more is accom 
plished. This is a mistake. The voice is not a 
mechanical instrument and is governed liy laws 
often beyond our control. For instance physical 
development, which is intimately connected with 
the condition of tho voice, is hastened, or retarded 
beyond the average age by the degree of heat and 
cold peculiar to different climates, lu the north 
the period of maturity is late and in tho sunny 
south the reverse is the ease Tracing musical 
culture to Italy, the biographies of celohrateU 
singers prove that their vocal studies were under a 
master's direction as early as ten years of age. No 
prima donna of ronown is mentioned, who was 
woro than twelve yearsold when a course of train 
ing was commeuce'd. The advice of tho best mu 
sicians at present does not justify such a course, 
especially in this elimato. The safest rule under 
all circumstances is, therefore, to wait until tho 
singer is physically matured. Before that time ar- 
rives, the system is in a less robust condition, and 
the vocal organs are unreliable After that time, 
the ability to acquire control of the voice becomes 
less certain us tho impulse of tho vocal chords to 
respond is slower. K 
It is stated that the eastern clam has become 
naturalized and thrives in San Francisco hay. 
Since'1874 this clam has taken the place of the na- 
tive clam. Where don’t the Yankee carry h;s 
favorite institution ? | Brunswick Telegraph. 
California's Deep Water Tonnage. 
There are more slaps going from and coming to 
Sap Francisco just now than has been known in a 
long time. It is perhaps safe to say that the num- 
ber now <-,i ,■•>■'(<• is the largest ever known. It is 
certain that California is whitening the sea with 
its ships. Were it possible, with one sweep of the L'lass, to take in all the ships headed this wav. and 
all the ships hailing from this port, the view would 
astonish the croakers who are trvicg to flatter 
themselves with the belief that 'California is a 
worked out and used up State. There are, no 
doubt, somo industrial and political evils that were 
better removed. But inauy of the complaints and wails against the State are utterlv devoid of reason 
It will perhaps astonish some to'be told that there 
are more full rigged ships in the California trade 
than are employed at any other poit in the l cited 
States, not excepting the great port of New York, 
which, while it employs a much more numerous 
lleet of vessels, does not have such a large proper tion of full rigged ships. Siuee July I. isso, there have been loaded and cleared from this port, with flour and grain, dlti ships and barks. It equally distributed between this port and Liverpool, these vessels would be about thirty miles apart, or near enough probably, with the 'aid of a glass, to see from the deck of one vessel to the deck of the 
other. Ot the vessels clearing since Julv 1st, 13d 
have arrived out. leaving ltM now L to des 
tination. There are now ddo ships and barks 
on the wav to San Francisco, or entered out for 
this port. These figures uo not include the small 
vessels engaged in the Hawaiian. Mexican or Cen- 
tral American trade Liverpool heads the list 
with L> vessels, do ot which have sailed New 
York follows with d? vessels. Cardiff coinrs next 
with do vessels. Hull sends us 13, and Newcastle 
ou-l yne Id. hrom Australia, 30 vessels are prom- ised, Id of which are known to be on the way (San Francisco. April d?. 
Ex-Eresident Hayes on Conkling. 
The Cleveland Herald publishes au interview 
with ex President Hayes, iu which h, s.tvs that 
Mr. Conkling is a monomaniac on the subject ..: his own importance. He is so impressed witli his 
own greatness that it has become more than eecen 
tricity. It is monomania. A patient often imag 
mes that he is some distinguished character or su- 
perior being. The men who do his bidding Mr. Conkling considers iu a state of subjection to him. and those who refuse to obey his dictates he con 
siders his most bitter enemies. He thinks they are trying to humiliate him. Humiliate is a favorite 
term with him. la 1S71* Gen. Robinson asked Mr. 
Conkling to come and make speeches iu Ohio, and 
his reply was : Why should you ask me to Ohio 
wheu they have insulted me'there Insulted 
you—howl" asked Gen. Robinson. -Whv. have 
they not indorsed this man Hayes's administration, 
thereby making a direct drive at me C. inkling's 
downward tendency dated from 1S7G. He (lien 
tried in every way possible to defeat the Uepubli 
can party in New t ork. Governor Morgan, a can 
ditate for Governor in New York that year, was well satisfied that Conkling did all ii- his power to 
defeat him. Conklingmade three attempts to betray the Republican party. This was one of them. The 
next was tho Electoral Commission. He had a 
speech already pi .-pared to overthrow tiie action 
or the commission, relative to the returns trom 
Louisiana. Senator Morton discovered his plan and 
succeeded iu defeating it. There never would have 
been a Hotter Investigation Committee but ti.r 
l onkiing. The Democrats were lotii to go into it and only did so at the earnest solicitation of Conk 
ling. 1 will not say he falsified in this ease, for I 
think he really believed that the men on the Lou 
isiaua board had entered into a bargain for the sale 
of that State, and Cockling assured Southern Sena 
tors that 1 would from very shame leave tho White 
House iu lid days after the investigation had begun 
Maine Homoeopathic Society. 
The fifteenth annual session of the Maine li-imc 
opathic Medical Society was held in Augusta last week. The profession was well represented. Dr. 
T. Laird, ot Augusta, read au able paper, advo- cating a revision of the laws of Maine, so that the 
people and the medical profession in the State 
would be protected from impostors and quacks. The main provisions of the proposed law are as 
follows 
N'o person shall practice medicine and surgerv in 
(he State of .Maine, or recover compensation for 
medical or surgical services, except those plivsi eians and surgeons who have received a diploma 
or license to practice, from some public medical 
institution, or society, legallv qualified to grant the same. 
Every person refusing or tailing to eompiv with the requirements of this law shall bo deemed 
guilty ot a misdemeanor, and upon conviction 
shall be punished by a line of *.70 or one mouths 
imprisonment in the county jail for each offence 
each day's practice shall constitute a separate of 
tcuec. It shall be the duty of tho prosecuting otli 
eer of each county to see that this law is enforced 
in his county and the sums received for tines shall 
be paid into the County Treasury. 
Any pel-son registering a false statement or filing 
a copy of an alleged, bogus, or purchased diploma! 
or license, to practice, shall be deemed guilty ot 
perjury, and upon conviction shall be punished ac 
cording to the law provided for that offence. The 
registration shall bo declared null and void and the 
offender may also be prosecuted for violation ot 
this registration law. 
Interesting papers were read on various topics and odicers chosen for the ensuing vear. 
A Now Summer Resort 
j i tie sale ot the island of Cainpobello tu (leu 11. if l’ike, oi Kastport, on behalt of a company, has ! been effected. The greater part of the island be 
; loop's to the estate of the late lion. Robinson 
j t)weu. whose heirs reside in England, Campobello has about I'JIIO inhabitants, nearly all fishermen 
and their families, but only a limited number— 
perhaps twenty or thirty families—own any of the 
soil, the majority ot the population being tenants 
of the Robinson Owen estate, General Pike, some 
time ago. got a bond from Chief Justice Allen, on 
behalf of the estate, giving him the refusal of the 
property up to November I. KSI, the price named 
being >.»d,tiiid. Pike lias at last succeeded in se- 
curing the money and is prepared to complete the 
purchase. The only hitch is with Captain Osborn, 
who lias a lease ot the property up to November, 
j Ins-J, and be asks IHHI to surrender the lease. Pike is not willing to give so much, but it is prob- ablo they will come to terms, and the island will 
on November 1st next pass into the hands ot the 
new proprietors. They intend to buy out all the 
leaseholds, and where laud is held as freehold, 
which the company may require, the owners will 
he bought out or given land elsewhere. It is the 
intention of the new proprietors to turn the island 
into a summer resort, for which purpose it is ad 
Durably adapted. Cainpobello lies opposite Hast 
port on the British side, and contains about 1 I.OIMi 
acres of laud. There are tine harbors, beaches, 
coves, headlands, etc and in the hands of enter 
prising parties it may become one of the linest wa 
tering places in the world. 
Flowers at Eight Times Their Weight in 
Gold. 
The cut-llower business, another phase ot horti- 
culture. is perhaps greater in the Puited States 
than in any other part of the world. Certainly the 
use of out flowers in New York, for bouquets, has 
kets. and other designs, is far greater than in 
either London or Paris, and the taste shown in 
their arrangement here is vastly superior. It is os 
Unrated that three millions ot dollars were paid for cut-tlowers in Now York in ISNil, one third of 
which was for rose-buds. Immense glass structures 
are erected in the suburbs for the special purpose 
of growing cut (lowers to supply the bouquet- 
makers of this city. Not less than twenty acres of 
glass surface is devoted to the purpose of forcing 
roses alone, during the winter mouths. At some 
seasons the prices paid for these forced rose-buds 
are perfectly astounding, hue grower, of .Madison. 
New Jersey, took into New York three hundred 
buds of the crimson rose known as "General 
Jacqueminot,” for which he received, at wholesale, 
three hundred dollars, and which, no doubt, were 
retailed at a dollar and fifty cents to two dollars 
each. A flower dealer in Fourteenth street, a tew 
days before Christmas, received the only four of 
this same variety of rose that were offered in the 
city, and found a customer for them at sixtv dol 
lars.or fifteen dollars apiece,oreight times the" value 
of their weight in gold. [Peter Henderson, in "Practical Floriculture," Scribner tor June 
The Administration. 
"Perlcy" remarks:—The weather prophets say 
that a stormy morning is generally followed by "a 
clear afternoon, and it is to he hoped that the re 
niainder of Gen. Garfield's term will he quieter than the first two months which have passed into 
history. Between the importunities of place 
hunters, the hostility of Mr. Conkling, the illness 
of Mrs. Garfield and the disclosure ot wrong doing 
by some of those who supported his election, the 
newly-inaugurated President has had a trying time. But lie has stoutly stood up for the right, and the most searching investigations are now be 
ing carried on under tile direction of Attorney General MacVeaghaud Postmaster General James. 
There is naturally a good deal of squirming among these who have been directly or indirectly bene fitted by the -star route" plunder schemes, especial- 
ly since the employment of Mr. Gibson, a noted 
journalist of the modern school, who can ferret 
out any abuses or frauds if thoy exist. The Gar 
field administration will not tolerate "crookedness" 
in any of its departments. 
Judge Matthews’ First Decision. 
Curious]}' tho tirst caso which Judge Matthews 
was called upon to decide iu his circuit was one 
involving the interests of railroads. In that de 
cisiou, instead of sustaining the monopoly, as it 
was in this case, he ruled against it. Tho Standard 
Oil Company is one of tho worst of monoplics. It controls several lines of railway and has compelled the managers to charge two dollars a barrel for car 
rving the oil of other producers, while its own is 
shipped at a low figure. Steamboats on the Ohio 
and its tributaries offered to take the oil tor fifty 
cents a barrel, but a law of the United Statos for 
bids steamboats carrying passengers to carry oil when there are other practicable routes. Justice 
Matthows decided that the railroads bv charging 
exorbitant and discriminating rates made such 
methods of transportation impracticable, and there- 
tore it was lawful to ship oil upon steamboats. 
This decision is quite important to the producers 
which tho Standard monopoly is trying to crush 
out. 
There are 10,000 Americans in Home 
Editorial Notes. 
We have received a neat pamphlet containing 
the prospectus of the International Cotton Expo- 
sition, to be held in Atlanta, (ieorgia, this year, 
opening Oct. Oth and continuing until l>ec. 31st. 
The Director (ieneralofthe Exposition. H. 1. Kim 
hall, is a Maine man. Hay is King in this section, 
but we wish our friends of the domain of King 
Cotton every success in their undertaking. 
i lie Baltimore bun recently commemorated the 
beginning: of its forty-fifth volume by publishing 
an interesting history of the paper from the date 
of its first issue. It shows that the course of the 
Sun has been throughout enterprising and consis 
tent. As now it makes liberal use of the telegraph, 
telephone and all tiie modern appliances for the 
collection of news, so in the days anterior to these 
inventions it resorted to pony and pigeon expres 
ses. During the Mexican war it specially distin- 
guished itself in procuring early news, and with 
out entering into details it may be said that no 
paper in the country has gone to greater expense 
or shown greater enterprise, judiciously directed 
than lias the Sun during its forty four years of ex 
istenec Editorially the bun is now and has always 
been conservative in tone it is a people's paper- 
and "shines for all." 
New Yorkers must be fond of cabbage and cauli- 
flowers. Joseph Harris, of Moreton Karin. Koch 
ester, A. suggests the following as a good 
assortment for family use : >0 Karly Paris Pauli 
flower plants, AO Erfurt's Earliest Dwarf, AO Large 
Lenormaud, AO Walehren, .An Winningstadt Pah 
bage. loll Harris'Shortstem Drumhead. 100 Premi- 
um Flat Dutch, AO Stouo Mason. AO Drumhead 
Savory, v.'A Red Pickling. Mr. Harris says: "This 
is not one more than any one who has plenty of 
land should set out for his own family use. Sup- 
pose you should have to give some of your friends 
a few cauliflowers or a few heads of cabbage’ 
What is the good of living in the country it vou 
cannot have an ample abundance of fruit, flowers 
and vegetables of all kinds Mr. Harris has cab 
bage plants by the millions, of all the varieties, 
which he will supply on most reasonable terms. 
Send for circular. 
The Chicago Inter Ocean is a strong Conkling 
paper, but it takes no stock in the slanders against 
Secretary Rhine. In a late number it says -|n 
uendoes and wild assertions are going ihe rouniis 
of the press to the effect that very soon the inves 
iigat; m will show that Secretary Blaine will be 
involved in the star route scandal. Those high 
toned reformers who are always ready to believe 
evil of successful people and those members of the 
Independent press who have made their own ehar 
acters by studiously blackening those of our public 
n.eu. are already beginning to snivel and. whisper 
over the anticipated downfall of Mr. lllaiue. The 
wish is undouh! v.iy in their eases father to the an 
ticipatiun The inter Ocean shares in no such 
feeling or beliefs. We may frequently disagree 
with him. both as to Ins methods and his objects, 
but that Mr. Blaine will ever be found among the 
swindlers and defrauders of the government we do 
not believe is among the possibilities That he 
may have friends and admirers who are in that 
ring of thieves, we think quite likely, but that he 
will take any extraordinary measures to screen 
them from punishment we do not believe. Mr 
Blaine is a man of great brain power and force of 
character He would have been a leader in any 
country and in any age. He has more warm per 
serial friends than any man ir. America." 
At a special meeting of the trustees of the Her 
kins Institution and Massachusetts School for the 
Blind, in March, a committee was appointeu to 
solicit contributions to a fund of *7.">,UU0 for the 
purpose of printing books with raised letters. A 
public meeting has since been held in Trcmout 
Temple, and about one fourth of the proposed fund 
has been raised. The committee have now issued 
a pamphlet giving an account of this movement 
and making an appeal tor further subscriptions 
The income from an endowment of jr.i.000 would 
enable the institution to issue ten or twelve hooks 
every year and to place sets of them in the leading 
libraries of New England for free use. thus render 
ing embossed publications as assessible to the blind 
as works in common print are to those who can 
see. There ought to be uoditlieulty in raising the 
required sum. Mr. Auagaos, director of the Her 
kms Institution says in iiis appeal to the public— 
Will the people ot New England in general refuse 
to open t» her sightless children those sources of 
intellectual pleasure and solace which are freely 
enjoyed by their more fortunate fellow (reaturo 
History, tradition, antecedent circumstances, and 
the never failing liberal spirit manifested in even- 
philanthropic movement, all lead us to trust the 
cause of the blind to the reeling hearts and gen 
erous hands o: the good men and women of our 
community confidently, and leave no room for 
skeptical doubt as to its ultimate success. 
The American .'ship thinks that rom present in- 
dications wooden shipbuilders must resort to uia 
chuiery for building not only the names but the 
knees ot vessels. For more than a quarter <>t a 
century, it says, our Navy Department have given 
rules of the most rigid character lor receiving 
ship knees into the navy yards. For example, 
the length of arm for a o-mcli white-oak knee 
ranged from -5 feet d to d feet 1 inches, measured 
from the centre of body, while, for a 11-inch knee, 
the arm must be from ■> feet d to A feet R inches, 
measured from the centre of the body. Limb 
knees in all cases have the preference by six per 
cent, in price. The black sap so largely developed 
or. root kuees is objectionable on account of lia- 
bilities to rust on the fastening and the discoloring 
of paint. Root kuees are the stronger and best gram 
as u general thing, and their arms are longer, but 
they are more outsquaro and have larger throats 
than is desirable. This is particularly true of 
southern grown timber. 
The American Ship further says tmit no sufficient 
reason has ever been shown why the body of a 
knee should bo longer than its arm. except where 
the butt of a frame timber was covered by the 
body of a hanging knee. The hackmatack knees, 
used both for lodging and bosom, as well as hang 
ing knees, .ire too short. The crowding ot all the 
fastening of a short-armed knee into the spice of 
-i feet, is an absurdity which 110 mechanic will at 
tempt to defend. In t/auada the builders and own 
ers favor iron knees, but sott timber and hard iron 
do not make good bed-fellows. The bolt hole> 
must he larger than the bolt, else the boll will be 
throttled, and it smaller than the hole, the strain 
is upon the head, and whatever play the bolt has 
in the hole through the knee is sure to be 011 one 
side, giving the knee latitude to see-saw around 
the bolts and bed itselt into the soft wood. Bent 
knot -' are the best if the work is properly -lone and 
the proper timber selected. In conclusion the 
Ship says— 
The Government would act wisely it it would set 
up wood bending machinery as well as iron ship 
building machinery, at Annapolis, and thus enable 
the aspirants to the honors of naval construction 
to learn practically of what kind and quality 0: 
materials naval vessels are built, before asking tor 
a commission as naval constructors. Our Eastern 
builders would do well to look into this matter, 
and see how they can improve their art. else the 
iron workers will so reduce the cost of their me- 
tallic floatations that the owuers and builders of 
wooden vessels may be driven to the wall. Shall 
there be a convention of shipowners and builders 
held in Maine in October .’ What say the gentle 
men of the Shipbuilding Association, recently formed \\ hat does the Belfast Journal sav in re 
gard to it ! Speak out, Mr. Editor, new is the tunc. 
\\ e say, hold the convention, by all means. And 
all that the Journal can do to promote it will be 
done. 
Clippings. 
“V oh can t burn up a live town," crows the Soni 
erset Roportcr. The tiro of Saturday' seems 
severe, but Skowhegau is better for it. New and 
better buildings will quickly spring up where the old ones were burned.” 
Newfoundland fishermen are said to be terribly' 
indignant at the thought ot paying the l uited 
States fifteen thousand pounds to balance the For 
tune Bay outrage. Now they know how the 
Americans felt when compelled to pay nearly four 
hundred times as much for the privilege of fishing 
twelve years in Dominion waters (Lewiston 
Journal. 
Chase's Knquirer repeats the common assertion 
that the national banking system can onlv be marie 
permanent by making tho public debt permanent. 
Why so f The bank act retiuires the notes to be pro t.ectocl by a deposit of securities : but why need 
the securities be United States bonds ! Other good 
securities will answer just as well [Portland Ad 
vertiser. j 
The Sullivan Bulletin wants the Hon. 1’oseoe 
L'onkling elevated to the Presidency of a Maine 
mining company ! Xoiv, we protest. To say noth 
ing of the chances of his -resigning" just at a time 
when his services would be most required, he has, 
if report is true, been guilty of jumping another 
man’s claim, and such proceedings would never be 
tolerated by the good people of .Maine." [Maine 
Mining Journal. 
Tho natural scenery ot Maine is exceeded in 
beauty by that of no other State. We have a great 
profusion of beautiful landscapes, iu finitely varied, 
comprising beautiful hill and mountain scenery, 
together with river, pond and lake views very 
pleasant to behold, besides a great variety of sea- 
shore scenery. Nestled in among our hills and 
mountains, along lakes, ponds and rivers are him 
dreds of villages which should be made to take ad 
vantage of the beauties of their natural surround 
ings. Let those villages be decorated and they will become attractive places of abode. | Lewiston’Jour. 
Maine Matters. 
NK'Vs AM! o< *>S11‘ FKuM AI L OVKK THE M ATE. 
ETIXG OF Ti tfAP 
it ; r:i-< an:* ship owners 
In accordance with the circular ot the society, 
the Maine S'.i:» builders and Ship owuers associa- 
tion met at the Board of Trade room> Portland 
June Till The meeting was fully attended by 
ship builders and ship-owneis from all over the 
state. Among those present wore Wm Rogers of 
Batn. Captain J C Nichols, of Searsport, Thomas 
J Stewart, or Bangor, Captain Adams, and Captain 
Wm Emerso: of Thomaston. u iv C. Goss. Z LI. 
Blair, and A «• Page, of Bath. Captain Watts, of 
Hallowed, Captain Small, ot Yarmouth. Captain 
Harrington ami Captain Berry, of Stockton. Cap- 
tain Tenney, ot Peering. Capt J S Winslow. Cap 
tain Washington Kyau. Capt. C H Cnase. Henry 
Fox. Wm Leavitt. J il Hamlen. Charles Merrill, 
Edward Waite, Edmund Phinuey.il. P Dewey. 
W. • « l>a?is. Wm. K. Wood. Captain J W. Beer 
*ug. T C Hersey and J. L Farmer, of Portland, 
Norton Stover, ot llarpswell. Cuj tain Edgar <>rr, 
Capt Pi Harding, ot Yarmouth, and many others. 
The convention was called to order by Guy C 
U'js? «.»! Bath, who opened the meeting as follows: 
(ieutleinen of the Ship Builder* and Ship-Own 
er*' Association Upon your obedient servant was 
conferred the honor ot the Presidency of this asso- 
ciation formed last winter at Augusta under a 
charter which gives us a standing before the coun- 
try. Hitherto Maine has had no organization, and 
hence there has been no concert of action with 
us. We have justly complained at our declining 
shipping interest \\ e have submitted to the ex 
actions ot government without pre-tot We look 
at the rapid strides England and other nations are 
making towards securing the earn mg trade of the 
world, with hut feeble effort being made to corn 
pete with them in friendly rivalry, and we talk 
about uiscriimnating duties on our products car- 
ried in foreign bottom* We ought rather to copy 
alter the matchless navigation laws which keep 
abreast all the demands d tins enlightened ;»ge 
We look at our naviga’ion laws with but few 
amendments since i80ff We look at our consular 
system, and we blush with when we com 
pare it with Englands ours a reward for political 
service, theirs for meritorious services We lo >k 
over our ship accounts and iind unjust charges 
made by consuls, and if the charge does not ex- 
ceed £l"ii we probably submit, lit when it 
reaches $bno or >700. as has been the case, then we 
appeal to the government for redress The three 
months xtra pay exacted by the government 
when a sailor is discharged, was a wise provision 
when the law was enacted But now nine-tent .s 
<f the sailors are at home in a foreign port. Even 
were it otherwise and our seamen were discharged 
act unt of sickness, or from ary other cause, 
there are the hospital dues fund, to which every 
seaman sailing under the American Hag has been 
d imed to contribute until it has amounted to j 
millions of dollars, and sufficient to provide for 
the sailor in sn-kne-v-. and pension him off when 
he has rendered long and honorable service, and j 
> no longer able to brave the dangers of the * 
ocean or endure the t on shipboard. It s true j 
part Engiis iw in ship- 
ping and discharging seamen. But we stopped 
halfway and that part which encourages honora- 
ble and faithful service, and which if if had been 
adopted would have given us a better class of sea 
men. was left out And we might go on and 
enumerate charges singly small, but in the aggro 
irate a burden, which is bearing us down, and 
which renders competition with or her nations im 
possible. 
We submit to the compulsory pilotage of i.thci 
States: some <f which are on a par with the 
ancient robbers ot ihe Rhine, exacting toll when i 
no service is rendered or desired 
The formation of this association .-i -h.n-.ted 
with the Committee on Commerce ii: our Stut“ 
U-gislature last winter. To this committee was 
referred the petition of the citizens of our seaport 
r"W-.s aud cities asking the leg:s!afire to memori- 
alize the Assemble of the Stale mi New Y rk to 
repeal the obnoxious Hoi (Cite pilot laws This 
had been done the previous winter w ith apparent- 
ly no effect. Captain N mis. member f Sea 
port, suggested the idea < fthis association It met 
the approval of youreliieient member in the legis- 
lature. Air Str«>ut. who drew the bill for the charter 
under which we meet and act to-day. It was sig- 
nificantly asked by a leading New York maiitime 
journal, "\\ hat had hecoiue of this association "f 
which so much was expected, with a members:.:;, 
of off'' of the wealth and inllueuceof our State It 
is our earnest wish that we c-an show to the eoi:n 
try that we have a live organization that is ready 
to co-operate w ith similar associations ;.>r ti,e pro- 
tection. the advancement, and tlie upbu.ldicg of 
our declining ship building Individual effort 
a.id protest will amount to little, out united it will 
be a power which wi.i be felt 
All our great industries are organi/.« :s (Mir 
agricultural societies, the foremost In ur land 
upon winch commerce depends, have their wool 
growers' association, m.lk producers, and various 
others Our mining iuteivMs have their associa- 
tion also the various manufacturing industries, 
and they hold their conventions and demand of < on- 
gres- protection There are various sutje«-!s which 
will come up for disc; sron at this > -.>.0 *n. to s -me 
; which I have briefly alluded. 1 would s :ggest 
that in each custom house district auxiliary associ- 
ations be formed : that a fair and just representa 
tion may be had of all our wide, extended sea- 
vast: the abuses arising may be brought to the 
attention of the main branch of this association. 
Also that a fair representation may be had at the 
various national conventions which may be held 
lrom time t« time. 
Air A A. Strout. Ke<- >rd*ng Secretary. read the 
act of incorporation aud t:>e by-laws' proposed, 
which were reported :*y the committee through 
Henry Fox, chairman, i’he by laws were amend 
ed aud adopted. 
1 !u* Corresponding >ecretary. Air. H l*. Dewey. 
■' S Winslow A Co read a letter from Kock- 
port from Carleton. Norwood a Uo and from S. 
A1 Bird of Rockland, regretting inability to be 
present and expressing hearty co-operation with 
the society. 
A immittee of three, consisting oi Henry Fox 
•f Portland. ( apt. Nichols of Searsport. and Wil- 
liam Rogers of Bath, were appointed to nominate 
committees on liuauce. publication and member- 
sijip. and reported us follows 
Finance—J Manchester Haynes of Augusta..I. 
1 »• Pendleton of Searsport. Franklin Ree<l of Bath. 
Benj Webster of Portland, S B. Hume. Eastport. 
Publication B B Thatcher of Bangor, W R 
Wood of Portland, c. S Pennell <d Brunswick. 
Membership—T < llersey of Portland n c. 
Pitcher of Belfast. F. W. Weeks of Bath 
Tiie President, by request, appointed the follow 
ing committee to procure proper legislation and 
appoint delegate to the national convention: J 
■V \S in slow and Charles H Chase. Portland. Henry 
Lord. Bangor. T. Uili. Bucksport. and A Brad 
ford. Eastport 
It was moved by C li Chase and voted that the 
next annual convention be held in Bath. 
Captain Stuart of Bangor, said lie hoped the 
next annual meeting after that in Bath would be 
held in Bangor as it would awaken the people there. In June there is a large lleet of vessels 
present in Bangor, and he was impressed with the 
advantages that would accrue to the association 
by interesting the owners and masters oi some i.»u 
coasters then assembled. 
Capt \\ Ryan of Portland, moved that the 
.greetings of this association be sent to the New 
England Association then in session in Bos 
ton. The motion passed and Secretary S trout 
wrote and sent such telegram. 
( apt Stuart thought the great injury to the shipping interest consisted in compound engines ami consolidation ol capital. He thought our 
ship owners should not be satistied with pulling individual strings, but act as a unit in the matter. 
He thought it men <d capital were satisfied with 
government bonds bearing :H per cent, interest 
they would do better ro put that mouev into ves- 
sels which would not only pay them as large a 
per cent, as the government bonds but would have 
the additional effect ol employing labor, building 
up industries and increasing the prosperity of ihe 
country. 
'-apt Cyan thought Capt. Strout had hit the 
nail on the head lfe thought the shipowners 
were down largely by their own fault. If they would follow the example ol the manufacturers 
and agriculturists they wuuld protect themselves better and be in better condition. 
Capt. J. S. Winslow thought what the association 
needed was money and members. Then they could hack up their demands and be a power. He 
thought all the associations should work together 
tor the good of all. The Boston association is glad to know that the Maine association is at work, and 
by helping each other we help all We shall 
urge upon and get ( ungress to repeal our naviga tion laws so tar as foreign trade is concerned Ad 
toil ail materials, manufactured and nmnanulactur 
ed. to he used in the construction and equipment of steamers and sailing vessels, free of dutv. Per 
mit all supplies of foreign production used in sail 
ing and steam vessels to lie taken out ot bonds 
free of duty and secure the abolition of compul- 
sory pilotage. 
Mr. Stuart hoped that every assistance possible would be given the secretary either by suggestion 
or otherwise, so that the society could be made 
stroDg and powerful. 
It was announced that Jo members had paid dues aud signed the books at this meeting, while at 
Augusta the number signing was I'l 
The meeting was most harmonious and it was 
pleasing to see the interest taken hr the gentlemen 
present, who represent all sections of the -tale 
'The. international Steamship Co. have offered to 
lake delegates to their conventions whenever they 
occur, at halt fare. | Portland Press. 
« <jn<;uk(;a ion a l confkkknn k. 
Rockland. .June s. The second da}’ of the Lin euln and Sagadahoc Congregational Conference 
opened with devotional exercises, alter which 
Kev. .1. K. Pond presented the report of the churches, showing that the twenty two church- 
es embraced in the conference include nineteen 
hundred and eighty-seven members—five hundred 
and twelve males and fourteen hundred and fifty live females. Over twenty thousand dollars were 
raised the past year for homo expenses and thirty- three hundred dollars for benevolent purposes. The question "What shall he done with our Sun- 
day r was then ably discusseif by Kev. Hr. Fiske liev. C. If. Pope aud others Woolwich was se lected as tlio place of meeting next year and com- mittees aud preachers were appointed. In the afternoon a sortnun was preached by Kev. W. K Ktehards. ot Bath, followed by the observance of the l.ord s supper after wbicb the conference ad- 
journed. 
EOCKLANIlS KLUTNIiING ItoNfis. 
The new bonds of the city ef Kockland, now on 
the market read as follows— 
State of Maine. Kockland City Loan. This is 
to certify that for value received there will he due 
from the City of Kockland, payable by the City Treasurer, on the first dav of July, A I) i!U I. or after ten years from the date thereof at the option of the City, to the holder of this Bond, the sum of 
---Dollars, with interest at the rate of 
four percent per annum payable semiannually 
on presentation of the interest warrants hereunto 
attached. This loan being created and this bond 
issued in pursuance of an order of the City Council 
passed the doth day of April, 1881, and ip confor- 
mity with an act of the Legislature of the State of 




HAYNES. THE MUKDEREH. MAKES A DESPERATE 
KFIORT TO ESCAPE AND IS SHOT. 
Thomaston. June 8. A bold attempt was made 
just after noon to-day. by Samuel 1). Haynes the 
Koekland murderer, and tVm. E. Bragdon. a com- 
mon thief of 1‘ortland. to escape trorn the Maine 
State l’risou. Immediately after dinner all the 
convicts passed out of their cells to the various 
shops, but Haynes and Bragdon remained behind, 
and when the yard was clear. Haynes passed up to 
the inner guard room door with a parlor bracket 
■and what appeared to be a bottle of mucilage. Brag 
don following close behind. He said to the guard 
on duty (Edward Barrows) that he wished to pass 
in the bracket. 
Mr. Barrows opened the door when Haynes 
threw from the bottle some strong "hartshorn'lini 
mem” and black pepper into Barrow's eyes com- 
pletely blinding him Haynes gaining admission 
into the g iard room made at once tor the outer 
door, not LOticing that Mr Ira Northey, another 
guard, was on duty He at once seized the Henry 
repeating ritle near at hand, and demanded of 
Haynes to stop, but the desperado nothing daunt- 
ed made for Mr Northey with a large bowie knife, 
some eight or ten inches in length. Haynes did 
not take more than a step or two before Air. North- 
ey tired hitting him in the right breast. The ball 
passing through the lung, coming out through the 
shoulder blade 
Mr Northey now turned his attention towards 
Bragdon, who was close behind Haynes, and just 
put his head into the dour, but as soon as he heard 
the report ofthe ri lie jumped back behind the door 
just in time to escape the shot tired at him by 
Air. Northev. This was only the work of a few 
minutes, and before another shot could be fired 
both men were secured. 
Haynes was taken to the prison hospital and 
Bragdon nut in solitary confinement. Haynes 
spits blood and complains of feeling badly. His 
ease is critical. On searching them atterwards a 
large bowie knife was found on Haynes and his 
pocket was half full of black pepper. He also had 
an improvised key which he could have unlocked 
the outside guard room doer with if he had not 
been stopped by the shot of the guard. Bragdon 
I had two sharp knives in his pockets and a large 
I amount of black pepper. 
Croat credit is due Air Northey for his prompt- 
| ness on the occasion. Haynes is a desperate lel- 
1 low. who killed his guard at Rockland a few years 
igo. .Hid for which he was sent to State Prison for 
| :re This is his third or fourth attempt at escape 
; from the prison, all of which plans involved the 
killing or maiming of the guards or watchman 
There is a prospect of the recovery of Haynes, 
j He says he meant to get out it he killed a dozen 
! men 
YEARLY MEETiN'i OF FRIENDS. 
The Friends'New ilngland meetingin Portland, 
i Saturday, the second day. opened with about 
j seventy-live representatives present. Kpistles 
1 were received and read from yearly meetings in 
London. New York. Baltimore. North Carolina. 
(*hio. Indiana. Western Iowa. Canada. Kansas, and 
the monthly meetings of Brumana on Mount Leb 
at’an ir. Syria The following committee was ap- 
j pi.iiited to prepare essays of reply and report here- 
I tfror- Bcnj F Knowles, John Paige. Deo Rich- 
ards<.n. Wm. P Macomber. Clias M Jones, Allen 
; Joy. Henry T Wood. Alfred Jones. Daniel H. 
j Beede. Deorge Howland. Jr.. Chas H Thorndike, 
Thomas F Nichols. K L. Jones. Timothy B Hus- 
sey. Peter M Neal, nlney J Meade Reports were 
| presented from all the quarterly meetings, show 
ing the deaths of many aged ministers and elders 
Saturday afternoon the reading of epistles from 
abroad was continued, and the report of the Prov- 
idence boarding school was presented. Saturday 
evening was devoted to private committee meet 
ing> Several ministers aDd elders supplied the 
j Portland pulpits Sunday. 
I HE KU< ELAND RA' ES. 
K<i' iii.ani), .lime x The .second day’s races *.} 
the spring circuit, at the Knox Trotting Park, 
‘•ame otf successfully to day. There were two 
races for two tifty and two thirty four classes, re 
-pectively. seven horses starting in the former 
i and three in the latter, for purses ot one hundred 
and tifty dollars. In the two titty race the winner 
i m three straight heats was ‘-Black Ranger.’ en 
j terect by F P. Butterlield and Sou. of Fast 1 >ix 
! iield. Time two thirty eight ones half. two. | 
! thirty nine, two thirty eight three-fourths: second I 
; money was taken by “Claymout" and third by 
! •Achilles.’ The two thirty-four race was v.on in 
three straight heats by Little Pete entered by i o ,1 Shaw ot Hartlaud Time two thirty seven 
Lydia M came in seconil and “Mollie Morrill 
third. 
a lor*. 11 stokv. 
Fourteen years ago a Maine man left his wife 
i mid child a* dinner and sauntered away. One day j 
ten years later he sat in a hut unde; the eomforta ; 
Me shadow of Table Mountain. Cal., a tired, un 
lucky minor, and was eating his brunette bacon j 
and beans His wife and daughter tthe latter ! 
irruwu to be a young lady) entered He raised his i 
eyes from his plate, said Ye’ve got here at last, 
hev \e and continued his meal Two years later | the woman disappeared from that home. The 1 
other day the mother was fourth in a San Francisco 
walking match, credited with Bps miles, and the j 
daughter, forsaken by a lover, tried to drown her j 
self, was confined in Oakland while laboring under 
temporary insanity and is now in the care of her 
mother. Bret Uarte. where are vou with this fact ! 1 
(N. Y Herald 
HISTORICAL « ON rNl>l:i MS. 
The editor of the Brunswick Telegraph says : 
We have always held the opinion, as we stated a 
week or two since, that we have only opened up 
the history of this region, and our interest clings 
around Pemaquid, Sheepscot Farm and Castine. 
i There will be great interest to learn in full what 
the writer on Scandinavian immigrations to these 
'bores has to say in explanation of his theory. 
Paved streets, sites of numerous buildings, r*e- 
mains of extensive fori ideations as at Castine have 
.i history, perhaps in the long past, which should 
incite every historical student to diligent enquiry. 
Not many years ago historians scouted the idea 
that the Northmen ever visited these shores: now 
there arc few intelligent readers who do not ac- 
cept the statements as given by the old writers 
What means the Cult of Gomez as applied to Pe 
nobscot Bay ! Spanish explorations ! 
is or.XERAI. 
-a'.nun ~eveniy-nve men are now einpiujedon 
tin- Richmond cotton mill, and the work isadvane 
iim an rapidly as possible. 
The Maine farmer of last week published four 
columns ot reports from all parts of the State, 
written before the late frost, winch represent the 
outlook as very promising Crass never looked 
better: an increased acreage of crops has been put 
in: early sowed grain is looking linely and fruit 
trees are covered with blossoms There is a large 
increase in the acreage of sweet corn planted tor 
canning purposes. 
In the annual race of the Portland Yacht Club, 
Thursday, the schooner Kay, ( apt E. E Preble, 
won the first prize, sailing thirty one miles in ti 
hours. Ik minutes and TJ seconds’ In the second 
class tiie sloop Clarence, (‘apt K \V. Jones, sailed 
eighteen miles in hours. 4? mmutes and sec- 
onds aDd took the prize Nine yachts participated. 
The Castine Packing Co. put up some 8(>,000 to 
fk.iio'i worth of blueberries in Cherry field last year. 
A Washington county correspondent of the Ma 
oliias i nion says the girls down there are forming 
the habit of smoking cigarettes. Better swear oif. 
girls. 
I ader the head ol Millbridge the Union para 
graphs a live Yankee as follows: "X. I! llyer 
keeps the Drug Store. He is an active trader. Be- 
sides iiis store trade he buys and sells carriages, 
horses, harnesses: keeps ready made caskets, 
breeeli loading shot guns: house and garden 
plants ot all the various kinds : pays the highest 
premium for old coin : keeps and makes picture 
f rames, and all kinds of cornices and mouldings to 
order, and runs a Circulating Library. He is a live 
Yankee, a native not of Vermont but Maine. 
The Knox County Reform Club Convention 
which met in Rockland Wednesday continued 
through Thursday with a small attendance, and 
closed witii a meeting in the evening witli a larger 
number present. A spirit of earnest devotion to 
tile cause was manifested by those in attendance. 
The New York Herald says: Prosper M. Senat, 
of Philadelphia, will soon occupy iiis summer 
studio at Mount Desert. R. W. \ an Boskerck 
will tirst go to New Jersey and afterward to Mount 
I (esert 
A correspondent of the Boston Journal, writing 
from tiie City of .Mexico says : Col. Samuel Bran 
nan. a prominent citizen of San Francisco, is in (he 
city and has adjudicated a claim which he lias 
long held against the Mexican government. In 
payment he has received a grant of a large and 
valuable tract of land. Co!. Brannau is a native of 
Saco, Maine, and goes from here to that State on a 
visi t. 
Tne body of Fred Morrill, the missing Parkman 
man, was found in Dexter pond. 
The Portland Argus understands that tiie execu 
live committee of the soldiers' and sailors' reunion, 
have decided to hold said reunion at Winthrop 
beside the beautiful Lake Maranocook. 
So severe was the frost on the intervale farms 
in the Saudi River Valley Monday night week 
that the growing crops were totally destroyed. 
'1 he Boston Sunday Herald w ill run a train over 
tiie Maine Central, Sundays, commencing tiie PJtli 
of this month 
Mr. Henry A. Hall, of the linn of Boardmau A 
Hail, publishers ol “The Home Farm." has disposed 
ot his interest in that paper to Mr Samuel I,. 
Boardmau. 
Senator A II. Walker, of Oxford, has tendered 
his resignation to Gov. Plaisted He is about to 
remove to Bridgton, Cumberland county. 
The Hon. Mark Dennett, ot Kittery, is Ihe out- 
living member of the lirst Legislature of Maine— 
1819 ’JO, and was also a member of the Massachu- 
setfs Legislature from 1811 to iSI'J. He is now ‘15 
years of age and in excellent health 
The town of Dexter is excited over some start 
ling disclosures resulting from an examination into 
the management of its Poor Farm. Gross mis- 
management aud extreme cruelty are abundantly shown in the evidence obtained. The manager of 
tiie farm lias been arrested 
me Register says the Hallowed Cotton Manu- 
facturing Co "s gross products lor the past six 
months has been 1,000,000 vard3, an increase of 
dOO.OOO yards over the product of the preceding 
six mouths Many different patterns of fancy 
goods are made. Their amount for the present half 
year is 1.000,000 yards. 
The holders of the second mortgage bonds of the 
Uangor <t Piscataquis Railroad have agreed to 
unite with the city of Bangor in the bid in equity 
asking the Court to appoint receivers to take 
charge of the affairs of that road. It is expected 
that tho hearing will take place somewhere within 
a couple of weeks. 
In a game at Watervillo Wednesday afternoon, 
the Colby base hall club heat the Bowdoius lb to 5 
Kzra Cetchell, proprietor and landlord of tho 
Wintbrop house at Wintbrop, wed known to the 
traveling public, died Thursday vory suddenly of 
heart disease, aged seventy two. He retired well 
and died immediately. 
The Somerset Reporter gives the particulars of 
another bloody affray in that county. Samuel G 
Burton, of Maryland, struck Alonzo" Bartlett with 
a hoe, crushing the skull and gouging out one eye. 
Tho trial justice, tinding Burton to he on his own 
premises and acting in self defense, acquitted him 
Bartlett is doing well and will recover. 
The house and farm buildings of George Well- 
man of Hope were destroyed by lire Thursday 
afternoon. The buildings were nearly new. Boss 
$>000. 
The new shoe shop at Richmond employs about 
four hundred hands, young persons, mostly people 
living there. 
The Telegraph says that a man named Richard 
Koussea was run over by an engine. Sunday, in 
Topsham, and died IV ednesday. He was intoxi- 
cated when run over. 
The following named natives of Maine are among 
the gentlemen who are said to have accepted in- 
vitations to be present at the banquet at the 
Palmer House, Chicago, to be given June loth, bv 
the Sons of Maine in that city: Hon. Hannibal 
Hamlin. Hon. James G. Blaine, Gen. S. .1 Ander- 
son, Hon Biou Bradbury. E. 1) M. Sweat and C. 
A.Boutelle; Massachusetts.J. It. Washburne.Hou. 
Henry W. Paine, Hon J. T. Drew, George F. 
Emery of the Boston Post and Gov. J. 1) Hong: 
Georgia. H. 1 Kimball: Pennsylvania. Hou. G. p. 
Marrelle: \\ iseonsin. Hou. It. II. Wells: Minnesota. 
M. H ltaunell : Iowa, ex Gov. Samuel Merrill: 
Washington. 1) C lion. Horatio King 
John W. Bennett's steam mill at Gilead was 
burned Pridav. Cause and loss unknown Insured 
for $'IoOtl. A large quantitv of spool wood was 
burned. 
1 he "Hack Boys." so called, in the mule rooms 
ot the Peppereli and Laconia mills. Biddeford. 
united in a strike for higher wages Finlay This 
has caused the stopping of nearly all the mule 
rooms in both corporations and has thrown quite 
a number of older operatives, who are dependent 
on these boys tor their work, out of employment. 
At Hates College Friday the annual celebration 
of Ivy bay by the Junior class occurred, with an 
oration, poem, presentation of class honors, paint 
ing the Ivv. etc 
Thursday a man named Shaw, about years 
old. employed in the woolen mill at Dover at 
tempted to jump on a passing train of the H. A P. 
Railroad in Guilford and leii beneath the trucks. 
One of his legs was crushed in a frightful manner 
and was amputated Lie is m a critical condition 
Miss Annie Louise Carey sang at the Free street 
church, Portland. Sunday. 
Nathan Webb aud Nathan Cleaves of Maine, are 
candidates for the seat of Nathan Clitford on the 
bench of the V S. Supreme Court. 
Governor Plaisted of Maine, called on Governor 
Long of Mass Friday Saturday he was at Frarn 
ingham witnessing the drill of the Sixth Regiment 
of Infantry. 
Bishop Neeley of Maine has been appointed on* 
of the trustees of the *-‘>4.000 for the endowment 
of one or more missions in Maine, left by John 11 
Swift of New York. 
The Portland Press says: Heavy frosts have 
been reported in this vicinity the past week, doing 
considerable damage to the vegetation. Some- 
gardens were destroyed. 
A call has been issued, signed by Solon Chase. 
W. F. Eaton, J F. Turner and R. M. Springer, 
for a straight, greenback convention, to meet at 
Lewiston. Wednesday. August Bd. “for the purpose 
of choosing a full and efficient State committee, 
and otherwise perfecting the organization of the 
party." 
A sad accident occurred at Carratunk Falls. 
Solon, at four P M Sunday. Three brothers 
named Huggins, of Concord, sat on the rocks be- 
low the fails, watching the river drivers A log 
came over the falls, swung around and knocked 
one off. Another sprang to save him. and both 
were thrown among the logs directly under the 
falls, and drowned. Frank, aged HO. leaves a wife 
and ehibi Elmore, aged -C. worked in Boston, and 
was home on a visit The bodies have not been 
recovered. 
It reported that the Grand Trunk is negotiating 
from the purpose of running a tirst class passenger 
line of Liverpool steamers from Portland 
S. B Walker, of Auburn, who had been missing 
twenty-four hours, was found drowned in his well ! 
Wednesday morning He was about sixtv five i 
years of age. 
The annual meeting of the Maine Branch <d the j 
Woman's Board of Missions, was held in Portland j 
Monday evening There were h‘»o .-ollerted last 
year Mrs. W li Fenn was chosen President and 
Mrs W. L Dana. Treasurer. 
Simeon Cushman, of Bath aged hung himself 
Sunday night Fear of being taken to the poor 
house is said to be the cause His first wife com- 
mitted suicide some tears ago His second wife 
lives in Lawrence. Mass with whom he has not 
lived of late. 
The woolen factory at Pittslield caught lire Sat- 
urday morning in a very singular manner. A nail 
or apiece of iron passed through the picker, thence 
into the waste line aud under the mill, setting the 
waste on tire and also the under part of the mill. 
Luckily it was discovered in season to save the 
works from destruction The damage to stock, 
machinery and mill is estimated at S’Jooo t,»*_'.'>oo 
tullv insured 
Generalities 
New Yorkers had a clear view «>t tin- ccLpsc 
Saturday night. 
New York city lias had a rain every dav this 
month, save one 
President Garfield addressed the graduating class 
of the Naval Academy Friday 
Six hundred cabiu passengers leit on seven 
steamships for Furope Saturday from New York. 
The business transacted in May exceeds that <»t 
any other mouth in the history of the country 
John Burroughs'experiment in introducing Fug 
lish skylarks into this country is not a success. 
Many of the old Whigs in Virginia have joined 
the ranks ot the Read j osier parry in that ‘state 
Fast week's storm was severe on Hie Middle At 
lantic coast, and a number of vessels went ashore. 
It is thought that a drunken man entering a 
stable with a candle was the cause of the Quebec 
tire. 
Secretary Windoin was most cordially greeted 
on 'Change in Chicago Saturdav He made a brief 
speech 
The hiograpM and c-oiTespondence or VS illiam 
Floyd Garrison will make between three and six 
volumes 
J M. Hiil. the Boston theatrical manager, has 
spent 1.1.(1110 within five jears for newspaper ad 
vertisiug. 
The centennial of the birth of George Stephen 
s-m was celebrated in manv places in Kngland. 
Thursday. 
Gen. VY '1. Sherman lias accepted an invitation 
to attend the New Fngland Fair at Worcester. 
September th. 
< alifornia has a girl teu years old who is a won 
derful rifle mot. She breaks glass balls and hits 
ten cent pieces. 
The wire worm has made its appearance iu 
Carleton county. Out., and is doing great damage 
t" growing grain. 
The first car of new wheat for the season, from 
Ft. Worth. Texas, has arrived at St. Louis and sold 
at Si oil per bushel. 
The graduating exercises at West Point were 
held Friday. General Sherman and Secretary Lin- 
coln addressed the class 
A duel was fought in Clarendon. S C. the other 
day, the pistols being loaded bv friends of the com- 
batants with cork bullets. 
Chios experienced another earthquake Saturday. Two men were injured, aud a minaret and several 
ruined houses were overthrown. 
The Ohio Republican convention renominated 
Governor Foster by acclamation. President Gar- 
field's administration was endorsed. 
Au organization of ex-Coutederate soldiers will 
tender a reception Id tlie Array of the Cumberland 
at the annual reunion at Chattanooga 
The tireenbaek national committee met at St. 
Louis and elected Jesse Harper, of Illinois, secre- 
tary in place of T. H March, resigned. 
The total foreign commerce ot Boston in April 
amounted to nearly ¥14,01)0,000, and greatly led 
those of any othei port save New York. 
A London dispatch says the American dory Lit 
tie Western will start on her return journey from 
Westminster Bridge, Tuesday. 14th iust. 
The statement that Governor Cornell had written 
a letter declining to he a candidate for the Senate 
appears to have been an invention of the Conkliug 
men. 
Miss Dora Wiley has had a benefit at Halifax, 
which, according to the local press, was patronized 
bv the lieutenant general, the general, (lie,admiral 
and the mayor. 
Lieut. Fred Grant, 1th Cavalry, has not resigned from the army, as is the general belief: lie lias 
simply resigned his position on the stall'of Lieut. 
General Sheridan. 
A finely equipped expedition for the Jeannette 
Arctic search, is soon to start out. file steamer, 
the Dodgers, iiss live years’ rations, and is put in 
iirst class condition. 
An autograph testimonial album to Mrs. Ifuth- 
erlord B. Haves has been finished. It consists of 
six large volumes of dud pages each,efegautly bound in lull Turkey morocco 
A cyclone killed five persons aud destroyed many 
buildings, Thursday evening, at Beloit, Solomon 
City, Bennington, Minneapolis and other points in Solomon Valley. Kansas. 
A popular vote on the question whether the 
sale of spirituous liquors, with the exception of wine and cider, shall be prohibited, will be taken 
in North Carolina in August. 
An attempt wins made Thursday night to blow 
up the Liverpool Town Hail. Two Liverpool 
Irishmen, who recently arrived from America, 
have been arrested for the offence. 
The total loss in the Quebec fire (June 8th) is ¥1 .oOOjNkl with insurance of ¥fio0,000. The total 
number ol bouses burned is tk>7. Three persons lost their lives, and two more are missing. 
General Deveus was elected president of the so 
ciety of the Army ot the Potomac General Beal 
of Maine was elected president of the Twelfth 
crops. The next reunion will be held in Detroit. 
Mrs Garfield will spend the next few weeks at 
the Soldiers' Home, her husband and her three old 
est sons being with her Harry and James Gar 
field will take the Williams examinations in Sep- tember. 
A diabolical plot to blow up a stove foundry in Chicago, by loading a mould with powder, was dis- 
covered Saturday just as the workmen wore about 
to turn in the red hot iron The plot was originat 
ed by strikers. 
A Washington suecal says it is rumored among 
army otlicers that the President has received a 
private telegram from Gen. Miles, saying the court martial had sustained the charges against Whitta 
ker. colored cadet 
The lumber resources of Washington Territory 
are very great. The average size of the fullgrown fir is six feet in diameter, while many of the trees 
are 300 feet high, anil one tree alone lias pro 
duced 30,000 feet of lumber. 
Advices from China stale that tho steamship 
Chong, manned and officered exclusively by Chin- 
ese, sailed from Hong Kong for Victoria, Uritish 
Columbia, tho first of June, with "sin Chinamen, to 
work on the Canadian railroad 
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Steam aDd Iron 
The agitation of the free ship question 
lias had cue good effect, at least. It has 
directed attention to our shipping inter- 
est, brought about investigations as to 
the causes which have deprived us of our 
former large share of the foreign carry- 
ing trade, and led to the organization of 
associations for the purpose of protecting 
and promoting American commerce. The 
general verdict appears to he that the 
wooden sailing ship must go: that iron 
is superseding wood and steam taking 
the place of sails; that the held for the 
profitable employment of sailing ships is 
becoming limited, and that the increasing 
cost of wooden vessels places them at a 
disadvantage with the longer lived iron 
vessels. ( anada is having an experience 
similar to outs. The falling otl'iu the de- 
mand for wooden vessels lias had the ef- 
fect to diminish the number ot vessels 
built in the Dominion. In former years 
the Canadian shipbuilders built largely 
for foreign buyers. In !~7<;. •'!> percent, 
of the tonnage constructed that year was 
disposed of in this way, while last year 
only d-'lj per cent, found purchasers 
abroad. The St. John. New Brunswick, 
Telegraph says the opinion is fast gain- 
ing ground among the ship-owners of 
that Province, that it is only a question 
of time when the whole North Atlantic 
trade between the principal ports, even 
in the carrying of deals, will be done by 
steamships, so rapidly are they now en- 
croaching on freighting business, over 
which sailing vessels had once exclusive 
control. 
The lialtimore American stys that the 
cessation of the demand for sailing ships 
1 built of pine in favor of steamships built 
; of iron is an incurable disease, •■for it im- 
plies that one-ipiarter of the globe is 
sticking at an industry which another 
i[uarter is quite able to supersede by 
nicer and cheaper processes." The Anieri 
can then goes on to say 
Our shipbui.ding used to be done at St Michael's 
and Kell's Point, with Maryland Southern [line. 
Now that iron supersedes this material, we are 
forced to send to the Delaware and the Brand)’ 
wine for our contemporary vessels The visible 
falling otfin the Canada and Maine tonnage which 
is reported is due to these inlluenees almost en- 
tirely. A vessel turned out on the St John river, 
or in Maine, will last, say eight years classed ns A 
I. The same sort of vessel, same register, built of 
iron, will cost go per cent, more, but will be under- 
written for sixteen to twenty years A I and will 
carry go per cent more cargo. If a steamer she 
will make live times as many trips, and do that 
much more business yearly. 
Naturally enough the establishment of 
the business of iron shipbuilding is agi- 
tated in Panada, as in this country. With 
us this interest is a growing and bids fair 
to become'at no distant day an important 
one. one of the largest firms of the 
Delaware river shipbuilders has been 
compelled, by increasing contracts, to 
lease, for the term of fifteen years, the 
Erie basins at South Brooklyn, the largest 
dry docks in the country. The same firm 
has delivered one, and will soon complete 
three of a lot of four iron excursion steam- 
ers for New York harbor. 1’wo iron steam- 
ers of ’2,0(10 tons each, destined lor ser- 
vice between Boston and Baltimore, are 
on the stocks. The keel is soon to be 
laid for an immense steamer for the Ore- 
gon and California coast trade. The 
Alexandres, of New York, have building, 
by the same linn, a splendid steamer of 
"-1,000 tons for their Cuban sendee, and a 
steamer for the Venezuelan coast trade, 
has just reached Laguayra. This, like 
the other vessels, was built on the Dela- 
ware. 
The general fact cannot be denied, 
that steam power is being employed in 
the propulsion of vessels to better advan- 
tage every year, in consequence of im- 
provements in its mechanical application, 
but it is conceding too much to admit 
that steam will ever supersede the use of 
sails, or steel and iron do awa> with 
wood as materials for construction. (>n 
the contrary, there is a vast field in our 
coastwise trade which steam can never 
invade, also in the transportation, of 
coarse freights on some of the long routes 
of tratlic. 
At a serenade to Judge Robertson at 
his home a few evenings since, Mr. Rob- 
ertson said : “While 1 am opposed to the 
machine, 1 am heartily in favor of party 
organization, for that is essential to the 
efficiency and success of the party itself, 
but it must be a healthy organization, not 
the property of one man. It must repre- 
sent the general sentiment of the republi- 
can party, respect its wishes and carry its 
will into effect; it must invite every re- 
publican to participate in its counsels, its 
conventions, its nominations and the labor 
and struggles following the nominations. 
Such an organization would strengthen 
the republican party immensely.” 
I he t.azette says that Rockland's new 
loan is being taken quite rapidly and is 
regarded as affording a desirable invest- 
ment. Four per cent, government bonds 
are now worth a premium of is per cent. 
Holders of then- who sell out at this rate 
may get four and a half years’ interest in 
a lump, and then put the principal into 
the Rockland four per cents., and draw 
the same interest as upon the govern- 
ment bonds. 
Even the Calais Times kicks against 
the foolish stories with which the aver- 
age Greenback paper deludes its rural 
readers. 
Secretary Blaine is reported as say- 
ing: “Aly relations with Conkling are 
the pleasantest imaginable. 1 have not 
spoken with him for ten years." 
Conkling’a Capers. 
The New York Mail says: “Party his- 
tory may be explored in vain for a prece- 
dent for the meanness, ingratitude, reck- 
lessness ami lack of all political piiuei- 
ples that are now displayed by Mr. Conk- 
ling in his scheme to cheat a Republican 
.State out of its representation in the 
higher branch of our national Legisla- 
ture." This is very true; but it is a con- 
solation to know that Mr. Conkling’s 
scheme is not likely to succeed, lie has 
apparently abandoned all hope of secur- 
ing a re-election, and the last move of 
his adherents was a desperate effort to 
adjourn the legislature in order to defeat 
the election of Republican senators and 
bring in two Democrats at tlje next ses- 
sion. I his scheme if successful would 
give the control of the United States 
Senate to the Democrats. Hut it failed. 
The sacrifice was too great. The mem- 
ber who votes for adjournment under the 
circumstances will have to settle with his 
constituents. As the New York Tribune 
puts it "he would be not only voting to 
put the control of the United States Sen- 
ate into Democratic hands, but voting 
to dishonor a worthy man infamously 
abused and to carry out a Democratic 
plan not more decent than the Morey 
forgery." 
The attempt of the I'oukliugites to cre- 
ate a diversion in favor of their leader by 
a charge oi bribery has proved a most 
ignoble failure. Assemblyman Bradley 
"as put forward to state that Senator 
Sessions had given him 8-,00(1 for his 
vote lor Mr Depew. He said lie took 
the money. These statements were ex- 
pected to make a great sensation and to 
diminish the vote for Mr. Depew. But 
the job was so thin that everybody saw 
through it. It was plainly a Colliding 
trick, and was :m> at once accepted b\ 
the public. The denial of Senatoi Ses- 
sions and the earnest and indignant dec- 
laration of Mr. Depew himself were hard- 
ly needed: and the fact that Mr Depew's 
vote rose to bti after this charge, shows 
that a clear majority of all the Kepubli- 
eati members of the Legislature placed 
no credence in it. Bradley's account of 
the alleged attempt to bribe hint to vote 
against Confeling resembles quite re 
markably the story that Swan told about 
the alleged attempt to bribe him. Swan 
however was careful to keep the moiiev 
he said he received in his own hands, 
while Bradley it appears passed his over 
to the Speaker. The career of Swan 
after figuring in the bribery business was 
about what might be expected of men 
who accuse themselves of being bribed 
in order to iujure others. 
The report of the meeting in Portland 
last week of the Maine Shipowners and 
Shipmasters' Association, published un- 
der the head of Maine Matters, will be 
found of interest. The objects of this 
association, a.-, set forth m its by-laws, 
arc the protection and promotion of the 
rights and interests of shipowners and 
■ship masters, and the general interests 
of commerce and navigation, including ! 
shipbuilding : the dissemination of useful 
information, and the promotion, as far as 
it has the power, of all legislation, both 
state and national, which will tend to 
better the condition of our maritime in- 
terests. and so protect and assist those 
engaged in building or navigating ves- 
sels. 1'lie organization of this associa- 
tion is a move in the right direction, and 
ot its usciulness there cannot be a doubt. 
No one should grumble at the few days 
<>f cold unseasonable weather experienced 
of late. In other States not only have 
the frosts been more severe, but there 
have been floods and destructive gales. 
Maine seems to be on the outer edge 
of the great atmospheric disturbances. 
Last winter we escaped the heavy, drift- 
ing snow storms, which delayed travel in 
New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey 
and the Western States: and blizzards 
are unknown here. The gales which 
annually sweep the other portions of the 
New England coast rarely disturb our 
waters or do damage upon our shores. 
There are certainly worse climates than 
that of Maine, to say the least. 
By way of Washington we hear the 
curious story from New York that the 
('onkling people proposed to make an al- 
liance with Tilden to return (‘onkling and 
Tilden to the Senate. Tilden to be given 
Platt's place, but that Tilden declined it, 
stating that he would not have a scat in 
the Senate if he could receive it unani- 
mously and that, moreover, he was on the 
side of the president in this controversy 
on the ground of law as well as choice. 
1’lie American horse is looking up. 
East week w e chronicled the winning of 
tiie Derby, the great event of the Eng- 
lish tun. by Mr. Eorillard’s colt, Iroquois 
and this week we announce the winning 
ol tiled rand Prize of Paris, by Mr. James 
Keene's cult, En.xhall. Foxhall was bred 
in Kentucky and is a noble specimen of 
the American horse. 
Will S. Hays w bo 1ms written something less 
than five thousand songs. is a candidate for mayor 
of Louisville. 
Mr. Hays is evidently not of the opin- 
ion of the “very wise man" who “believ- 
ed that, if a man were permitted to make 
all the ballads, he need not care who 
should make the laws of a nation." 
1’lie New York Herald, editorially and 
through correspondence, is trying to cre- 
ate a new party. It wants ;t new party 
for <'tinkling to boss. 
Now appears to be the opportune time 
for ('.inkling to make the greatest effort 
of his life. 
lu Ins address tc. the Naval t'adots at Aunapolis 
last week. President (Jartield paid the following 
handsome and merited eomplimeut to the Navy— 
I'ho profession to which you belong has made 
ties Nation A sailor was first to give tins laud 
to you The sHilor has erystalized the borders 
of the seas. The Mediterranean was the first 
through which they sailed, but it was too small tor 
the rising ambition of the world. Then the At 
lanlic was the theatre of the world's drama, and 
the Pacific is yet to be opened, and you, gentle 
men, will be the ones to scout it for us. Before 
long you will sail through the Isthmus to open up 
the Pacific, (i I real applause.) 1 hope the American 
Navy will be that one first, as it was the one to 
open commerce with Japan. 
’flie New York Herald is infringing on Vennor's 
prerogative in telling its readers what the weather 
is going to be. In a recent issue it says the season 
is now becoming more settled, and with the ex 
eeption ol one or two more cool spells (possibly in 
the third week of this and the first week of the 
next month) the farmers may count on moroeqiia 
ble and solstitial weather 
It was announced a day or two ago that The 
Critic, an evening paper published in Washington, 
had changed hands and would become an admin- 
istration organ. Now it is said the Critic will not 
bo an organ but is expected to criticise the admin 
istration. This is just as well. The day for Uor 
pans" is past The administration needs no spe 
cial editorial champion 
The .mutest for the Republican nomination for 
Representative to Congress from the Second l>is- 
trict is waxing warm. It is understood that Saga- 
dahoc county has ciaims v hich the convention is 
bound to protect if the Republicans present a 
united candidate. Three candidates are iu the 
field—Capt. (iuy C. (joss of the tirm of (ioss A 
Sawyer, shipbuilders. Col J W. Spaulding, of 
Richmond, and J. W. Waketield. postmaster of 
Bath. Bowdoiu, Topsham, Bath and West Bath 
have elected Waketield delegates. The Bath 
caucus decided in favor of Waketield by a vote of 
•», 1 to 105 for Capt. (ioss—thus giving the former 
the K. delegates of that city. 
The Ohio Republican platform, adopted June 
'■Uh by the convention which renomiuated Gov. 
Foster, indorses the Administrations of President 
Garfield and of Governor Foster congratulating 
the latter on the successful refunding of the State 
debt at a rate less than 3' per cent interest. The 
temperance plank is as follows 
Resolved. That the public interests require that 
the General Assembly should subu.it to a vote of 
the people such amendments to the Constitution 
of the State relative to the manufacture, sale and 
use of intoxicating liquors as shall leave the whole 
matter to legislation. 
Thk Maisk Rk<»istku. This valuable book of 
reference is growing iu size as well as in iuterest. 
The volume for IS*G. just published, contains 3vJ 
.pages more than the Register for 1SS»? Evidence 
ot diligent labor is to be tound on everv page. 
Ihe eeusus of isso and the valuation of 1S^1 are 
given in detail, with the usual eleetiuu returns, 
tow n directories and other items of useful informa- 
lion winch mike this manual indispensable to 
every business man. Price >1 Published by 
Hoyt, Fogg A Douham. Portland. 
A new industry is spri gir.gup in the South -the 
cultivation ot jute lu good soil, properly culti- 
vated. 4000 pounds of the tibre can he be produced 
A mill is to be built at Now Orleans to work up the season's crop. 
For some fifteen wars efforts have been made 
in Louisiana to cultivate jute, but the trouble 
heretofore has been to secure proper machinery 
for preparing the fibre. A member of the New 
Orleans press invented a machine for the purpose I 
about twelve years ago, but we have not heard ! 
whether it proved a success 
Gen Sherman, in his speech at the reuni m ot | 
the Army f the Potomac in Hartford. Ct last 
week, reviewed some of the statements a the re- 
cently published book by Jeff Davis, m-.i Nearly 
showed the falsity of charges affecting himself. 
Mr Davis lacks the essential elements of a i.isto 
rian and his bo *k is little more than an exhibition 
of personal spleen and bitterness of spirit. It re- 
ceives but little commendation. « 'eii :; iit the 
Southern pn *s. 
Never before in the history of naviga’iou has 
there been so much crossing of the Atlantic ocean 
as at the present time. On Saturday last seven 
largo steamers sailed from New York alone for 
European ports, all with full passenger lists This 
week eighteen more will take their depart lire from 
the same port, aud next week fifteen, each with 
every berth engaged long in advance Meantime 
every vessel coming from Europe !•» this country 
is fairly lull ot first-class passengers, ami all are 
literally crowded with immigrants. 
A veteran in the business, who resides in anotli 
er State, assured <>ur reporter yesterday that IV 
nobscot river me is much heavier per cubic io.it 
than ice cut in the Kennebec | Whig 
Of course our newspaper friends <*u the Keune 
bee will not alh*w this imputation to pass unno 
Heed The reason lor this difference probably u 
that the water in the Penobscot is wetter than the 
water in the Kennebec 
Commenting on the wish expressed bv the Jour- 
nal, that one of our local fishermen u rn! I have 
plenty of bites, and not from mosquitoes. the Kich 
mond Bee says 
Would the Journal prefer having the fisherman 
bitten by a bull dog. or a shark 
The Journals preference has nothing to do with 
it. It is just as the fisherman prefer." 
The Buck land Free Press does not approve of 
Mr. Kailoch’s discourse iu that city «m Sunday the 
bth lust, and criticises t severely, it concludes 
as follows *1 pou the whole, we regret that Mr 
Kalloch should have opened anew this discussion 
ot himself in this city It has done him no good, 
while it revives matters which had much better 
been allowed to slumber." 
The Boston Sunday Budget, under its new 
editor, Mr. W. A llovey, formerly editor of the 
Transcript, is more readable than ever The : 
Causerie of the editor are paniculuri\ ph-a-i.it | 
reading. It is proposed to add other teat ure?* 
of interest aud value, and the Budget bids fair 
to take its stand at th heal t ic Boston Sun I 
day press. 
“The arch tempter from Penobscot" is the way 
old Joe Howard designates Secretary Blaine in a 
Washington letter to the Herald, written in New 
York. Joe is evidently .t Frenchman from Lim- 
erick. 
Henry Ward Beecher> popularit} as a lecturer 
is waning. In Cincinnati recently his audience 
did not exceed over one hundred and titty He 
had better devote his attention to farming 
The article ou Musical education published on 
the tirst page will commend itself to music lovers 
and students ll is exceedingly well written and 
is evidently from the pen of some one thoroughly 
j informed on the subject. 
The Bridgton News calls potato hnc > .t'ernal 
machines [ Wbig. 
Strange to say the potato bugs dou't seem to 
I mind it in the least 
Fish ami Fishino V K.mgeley Lakes coriv-- 
! poudeut of the Lewiston Journal writes Trout 
caught by L. W. Lawton of Waltham r lbs “1 
I inches long, girt I 1, inches one by Weston Lewis, 
! Boston, i'd lbs: one by C W. llcrsey. Boston, f; 
lbs_Otlieers of Oijuossoc Angling Association: 
President. A I> Lockwood: N ice President. Wes 
j ton Lewis Secretary and Treasurer. James A. 
Williamson: Trustees. A !». Lockwood. P:<• vi 
deuce, K 1 : Win. 1'. Frye, Lewiston, Me Weston 
Lewis, Boston Charles W. Hersey, Boston Frau 
cis Ll. Leggett. A don Smith, (ieotge P IB-well. F. 
H. Lovell. James A. Williamson. New York... 
When a statesman goes a fishing the papers record 
the fact with a hurrah. But who ever hears of the 
lish_Large parlies are visiting Farmington and 
Phillips and enjoying tin- trout lishiug.... Fast- 
! port harbor is swarming with young pollock. 
Hood tishing is reported in that vicinity_The 
Machias I'nion says that the capacit} of Woltf A 
Keesing s sardine factory at Milbridgo. is jdu eases 
daily, which is 100 cases larger than any other 
I factory in Maine-Messrs W A H Brown are 
proprietors in nine factories in Fastport. two at 
Lubee, one at Joncsport and ouc at Milbridge. 
Probably they are tin* largest operatives in the 
United States in the packing, canning business, 
I having large establishments at New York and 
j Chicago-A eodtish which weighed seveut v live 
i pounds when taken from the water and measured 
live feet from tip to tip, was displayed l.ist week 
iu ail Augusta market It was taken ll' Ocean 
Point, between that place and the Hypoenti s.... 
The Ellsworth American says: Tin- Salmon works 
at orlaml have been improved under the direction 
of Harry Buck and already I AM salmon have been 
secured aud deposited. The) expect l<> use from 
MOO to 700 salmon at these works.... Prof Baird 
is to furnish a carload <•{' shad tor the Kennebec 
and Mattawamkeag rivers-Large numbers of 
lishertuen are now passing over the Sandy River 
R. K. m r>>ut' for the fishing section in Kangeley 
aud vicinity-W. G. Sargent A Soil, of Sargent 
ville, have sold and furnished to vessels, about 
eleven hundred bbls. clambait this spring_A 
correspondent of the Providence Press describes 
Grand Lake Stream. Washington county as the 
paradise of the disciples of l/.iak Walton, lie 
who is fond of rod and reel can here have as rare 
sport as eau be desired, for here is found the land- 
locked salmon, which stands pre-eminently at the 
head of all game tish. possessing all the qualities 
of the speckled trout, coupled with the tenacity of 
the blue tish and the strength ol the black bass 
The usual catch is from eight to twenty a day_ 
Alewives have been running lively in the East 
Machias river. Cyrus F Blackman caught forty 
one barrels iu two days lishiug The) sold for 
about MM cents a barrel_About IU0.MMM alewives 
have been taken at Waldoboro this season_Mr. 
George Eckardt, Jr., son of the proprietor of the 
great carp ponds at Lubbinchow, Germany, is now 
iu this country, and will remain a year for the pur- 
pose of studying our method of lish culture He 
will visit the salmon establishment of Mr. Charles 
G. Atkins, Bueksport, on his return from the Pa 1 
citic coast-The Portland Press of Saturday 
says: Two schooners, the Young Sultan. George 
W. Cushing, master, and the Cosmopolitan, George 
E. Orr, master, came into the harbor yesterday 
laden with two of the largest lishiug catches of the 
season The stock they bring is valued at S'-'MMU 
They were out less than three weeks 
Letter from Montana Territory. 
Scammon's Kantu. Mcssklshkli. Kivhr. / 
Mar 1881 1 
Mk. Ehitok: 1 should like to tel! you some 
thing ot my trip to this eouutrv. Some parts of 
the journey interested me. and may interest v»ur 
readers. Almost the hirst thing that weini|itired 
for on our arrival here was the dear old Journal. 
It seems like au old friend, and we shall wait u ith 
impatience its arrival every week. Well, we start 
ed from Belfast April ddd. in good spirits : arrived 
in Boston by rail that evening at h o'clock, where 
Mr Morison met us at the depot There was a 
young lady in our party. Miss Clara Wing, from 
Searsmont, going to Montana to meet her future 
husband. We stopped in Boston over night, and 
started Saturday morning for the west. Ni thing 
occurred worthy of mentiou until we left the 
S'ntes. Oh yes, 1 must tell you something about 
the floods, and the beautiful farms in Minnesota 
and Dakota. Such great level prairies; acres and 
acres of land under cultivation, with perhaps two 
dozen men at work seeding it down. Even thing 
done in such order. And one can look for miles 
and miles, as far as the eye can reach, and see 
nothing but one level piece of land without a tree 
As we neared Sr Baal Minnesota, the level eouu 
try was ail submerge I ; the water had risen so that 
houses were all alloat. and for a long distance on 
our lett as t.sr as we could see. was one vast stretch 
of water, the trees rising from li with the tops as 
given as iu summer It was a grand and awful 
sight The ears run very slowly toi a long time, as 
tile water came up within two or three feet ot tiie 
track, and they were afraid of washouts When 
wo arrived at St Paul it was indeed ri uwfu! 
looking sight The whole lower portion of the 
town was ail oat. and about one thousand of the 
inhabitants turned out of doors. The depot was 
tall of people, who had no place to go. looking for 
boarding places. A piece of the railroad track had 
iH’on wasneti out and a tram ot freight cars tipped 
over, which were in the water almost out of sight 
It was a novel experience to stand on the shore 
and see the people stepping out of do rs and win 
dow« into the b;u* th?* were r.*-uiv t »: e^:ve 
them. Boats were running from the si..-re to 1 
their relief all the time. The water ran with treat 
rapidity, an 1 as we sto-ei on shore we saw. me g 
other things that tl n ted by. a small house the r- f 
ot which was only visible. Kvcrything vou can 
think of was floating down stream Th w iter 
rose two feet during the night before our arrival, 
and during the three hours that we remained it 
rose three inches, and was still rising. 
Tor a long time after we ieit St. Faui we cm.; I 
see the ravages ot the tloods We arrived in Bi- 
marek Friday. -Nth. 7 ! \t.. and such a place as it 
is The principal occupation of the men is whiske\ 
diinking aud gambling. They sa\ a mau is not 
site there alter dark unarmed, f ie most of the 
buildings are little, low. cru/.y looking houses, 
great many of which are built ot logs. There are 
not many ladies in the place We had to wait 
there a week for a boat. The tloods did great 
damage to the boats, aud they were delayed We 
took passage on the tiist one that came in, the Far 
West, a very nice, pleasant little craft, with veri- 
good accommodations. \\ e sailed Tnursdai. Ma\ 
oth, at l a. \i and 1 must say that s -uie ot the 
enery of the Missouri river is far ahead of any 
thing 1 have seen or read about We saw ail kinds 
of game —lot) buffaloes iu one herd i.it*dope. 
deer. elk. mountain sheep, heaver, and cits of dit 
fereut kinds of birds. One day we passed through 
twenty miles of most beautiful scenery In places 
>'• ■ banks of the river rose two or three hundred 
feet straight up on both sides of the boat, and at 
the top looked like the rains of old temples, and 
\ou could imagine you saw all kinds ot statues 
It was almost impossible to believe that it was tin 
work of nature. There are twelve rocks called tin* 
twelve apostles, and they look just like statues 
Two others are called mother and child, and •!.» 
are close to the water’s edge. Then awav up. t-.c- 
hundred tcet or more, is a largo wail with a hole 
that looks 11» he about a font ami a halt in diaiue 
ter. but the captain told me that it was actually 
huge enough to drive a six mule team through It 
is called ••The Hole iu the Wall W e pass d the 
rums ..if Fort Feck, which was about a mi,.- from 
the since when built, but new is within iiftv feet 
tin* bank> having washed away This the 
peculiarities of the Missouri. The i-iuks are con 
stantly washing away, and the water is always 
muddy, never clear, and the channel is always 
changing. The water runs ijuite raj idly The 
captain sai l it a person fell overboard it was al 
most impossible to save him or h**r. as the mud 
and dirt iu the water took them to the bottom and 
held them there, soaking into their ■ hdhmg so it 
would be imp. ssible for them to rise It is a n-.,d 
tivaeherous river. 
At fort Bittord. where we stopped, there wci<- 
about -do Indian touts. a> we would call them, but 
they are called lodges here. The Indians are 
hideous, dreadful looking creatures. There was 
! unite a little army of them assembled on the shun- 
to witness the arrival of the tirst boat of the season. 
What we hear and rea l aho it ludiaus does 
give a correct impression o, them Their laves art- 
all painted with red and yeiiow even to the plao-- 
where their hair is parted, and their clothing eon 
•dsts chivtly of a blanket throw n around thorn. A 
dreadful, evil, treacherous, frightful looking set. 
We arrived at Fort Benton the 1'dth of May a:id 
loti mi Mr. Scatnmon waiting fur us Lie was look 
mg the picture of health, and well tanned, as are 
all the men in this country. He was very mm-h 
pleased to see his boy. We started from B -nton 
to go across the country home on IT d at 1 a 
m riding in a large two horse canvas covered 
wagon We slept in the wagon at night ami 
cooked our meals on tiie road. We weie tivedavs 
and tour nights making the journey, travelling 
two days without seeing a cabin. We pa>sed fr u. 
; the I ; cl it h into the Musselshell valle\. throng!, 
the .1 udith Tap, between tin* Sin-wy md the Be : 
mountains About miles fr« mi the Tap m-.l. 
Severence and family Mr S is ,.ue ot the promi 
nent sheep men of this country, owning a io-rd oi 
between T.tHH) and B.000 head Mr S. was for 
merly ot Waldo To.. Me Three miles farther down 
live Fred Alden and family, a7so engaged in sheen 
business—formerly of Faimlen Fifteen miles 
further on is Scatnmon, Ballard A Stone s ranch. 
< icorge Stone, of Belfast, being om- of the partners 
They are engaged in the sheep business and h.ivr 
a very pretty location on the Musselshell river 
The cabin, of two rooms, is situated mst under a 
lovely little hill; in front is a large level piece f 
land ; next the river with beautiful green trees on 
the banks, and beyond t hat are f lie old Kovky T. 
covered the year round v ith snow It is a beau 
tiful sight from the front of the cabin As I sit ia re 
I can look across the river ami see a thousand 
bead of cattle I wish you might take a trip tins 
way. you could timl so much t«< interest v m 
About one and a halt miles below here is Mr 
Thomas Turney, from Belfast, who lias a sheep 
ranch Fight miles below him is the Bern 
brothers* sheep ranch, formerly ot ITiity .1 .1 
Hennessey is doing a thriving business in a shot- 
store at White Sulpur Springs, where he is much 
liked. 
I think this must he a beautiful country lor pen 
pie in poor health, the air is so pure and invigor 
uting We have such lovely mornings ami even 
ings. cool ami clear. What deceives people most 
is distance For instance, a mountain om* would 
think was about two miles awav, is in reality tii- 
teen or twenty miles distant. The air is so clear 
you can sec a great distance. Flok \ I Bi \ck 
The Uockiand Free Press publishes a sketch of 
the life of Madame Junauschek, the facts having 
been obtained during a long conversation with the 
great actress. Madame .lanuaschok was born and 
educated in Prague, the capital city <>f Bohemia. 
She was the fifth in a family of seven children 
her father was a merchant of Prague, and her 
mother died when the actress was very voting As 
a child she gave evidence of great musical talent, 
and wishing to put her powers toa useful purpose, 
she was placed in training for a public life as an 
instrumental and vocal musician A slight acci- 
dent to one of her bands interrupted tor the time, 
her piano practice, and as she made the acquaint 
ance of dramatic artists in pursuing her musical 
education, she was induced by them to adopt that 
profession. She made her iu Prague, playing 
Schiller’s Love and Intrigue." while still very 
young, and having visited some of the smaller 
places iu Bohemia, she went tu Frankfort, wheie 
she remained as loading lady for several years. 
She had established her reputation as a great 
tragedienne, in all the leading cities ot the conti- 
nent. and in (ireat Britain before her first appear- 
ance in this country, which took place in New 
York in I Si VS, when she acted Medea at the Acad- 
emy of Music She at that time visited the prin- 
cipal cities m the Fluted States, returning to Fu 
rope at the close of the season. Her family rela 
tives remain iu their native country, and for the 
purpose of visiting them, and in the pursuit of her 
profession, she has crossed the Atlantic twenty- 
one times 
Fogg’s ('hronicle has gone up. An exchange 
says F<»trg “will return to Listirst love," the law. 
News of Belfast and Vicinity. 
Dili you see the ellipse «»f the moon early >umlay 
morning? 
Farmers are holding their wool for a possible 
higher price. 
The almanacs say that summer l>egin- on Tnes 
day of next week. 
Fred Atwood, of Winterport, has sold a large lot 
of scythes to Connecticut panic.--. 
We are now having the longest days in the year 
On the Jid the days begin t*> shorten. 
The question of instituting a lodge of Odd Fel- 
low- at I'nity village, is being agitated. 
lleaw freighting on tin Belfast railroad ha 
caused a delay in the noon train for several days. 
>« h. t.eorge B. Ferguson will bring to this port 
1<W0 barrels of cement for the Waterville cotton 
I he next session of the l*rospeet and l nity quar 
terl\ meeting will be held at Thorn-like eentre. 
dune i-'.-JT. 
A Sear.-*pi »rt cor respom lent of the Maine Fa rim 
thinks that Waldo county farmer'* lost fully «»n« 
thousand sheep by the recent severe weather. 
Oeorges Royal Arch ( hapter was consecrated a 
l.il>ert> la>fc\cuing. \numberof Belfast Ma-*n- 
d|-' > e out t*> a>-ist t!u (.raii'i ('hapter. 
Th. New York lleruM says tiomge Wasso.i, 
tiie young Ito-tou marine painter. w U! u-e his a» lit 
l“r a stmlio timing a siimnii! entire in ami about 
l*enob«\.t Hay. 
1 lie city s« |n*ols close next week, with tin* « 
lion of the High -ehool, wliieh will com a no another 
week, owing to a -hort vacation recently anse.l i.\ 
the illne-- of the teacher. 
Tne revenue outter I.cvi Woo.lhury r.mu- m|.. 
l*»i-t >alni''la;. ar'fernoon, leaving earl;- '-umiav 
morning. [.\ lifer ami inmimcr play an aeeom 
panim-mt to the •apstan while getting the anchor. 
'li <*. '\ Pitcher has a gang of workmen « n 
j*1«>\ tol at low water removing mm 1 from h* l. 
lie iutcmi- to «1 r*• l_rt* a foot or more, divine e 
amount of mhlitional water at hi- wharf. 
Tiie heavy frost of last week -Ihl emi-M.-r ihi. 
■ l a n a g e in Wahl" u part. liar'v i:i .>w 
IH*“' r,*r ate-t autferer-. »ne in 
this town lost Hi) hills. < .•rM that \\a--trl ken w ; 
conn- up again. It i- [.. early to W arn w nut UV. t 
the frost will have on fruit tree-. 
"eli. \\ elaka, of Helfast, while lying at at hor : 
ly H ’k. 'th inst., was run int• 1 the it .[ 
hark Hri-to], l he Welaka lo-t bowspi it, lane _< 
cutwater ami foretopmast. Fin* hark h*-t iM..» 
'l'h.- eaptain of the Bri-'o| aekuow h-'lgo.l ! i- : k 
I, ami -av he will pa\ tin* 'iaie.ag.--i 
(apt. (.eorge F. It van, of this * it y, iia- receive.- 
fi- in I'm-mmui lunlgr. i. n. n y ,,f i 
< ah, a vipv ot a series of n -olution** on the cha 
<•1 hi- brother William Henrv U\.a< w !;■ ivtnni! 
■iie'l at that place. Mr. U\an wa- hi-iil 
re-pe.-t i.y the members of tiie io-t-e ami b 
fellow townsmen. 
Tin next meeting rimma^ II. Marshall l*. 
\ lh. will he liehl •-at aria; e\■ a: Ma-oui 
* ^  11 it* paragraph ••••mvruing ill p. t1 
Ih'eklaml («a/ette -ay that the member- K«tw n 
I-ihliy po-r, on their return home -poke ••in hu 
prai-. of the hospitality of the member of \\H., 
l*o-t ami of it- prospects." 
•John I L’oger-, form- rly of B. Ita-t.n mpaum 
i-y I)r. Milieu, has lR»gim the uiamu leture. at U*x k 
land. M i" -f bream -bifid* -i ..-maker-. 
de><ripti<>n ■ whirr. wa- given in the .Journal 
U w week- ago. The new enterpri-e 1- .ailed u 
iuit:ii Mv.a-t "hiei and lie v. ..rl r-• 
’u Lam- A ( hi|nnan > -h.-- taet. 
I’be -ky wa-ehar "unday m.-ruing. alV.-i ling 
e\i*ellenl view .>f the eelip-r. Many remainerl 
a!! night, n«»t daring fo tru-t theuiselve- to w ake (. 
M lien t.'tali; veil. | tie- :«1 *«• .a ;i .. 
>*t being el.mded in mm,ke. only a dim "Ut'in 
the orb bring visible \ fun. real -. -at: >u < 
.•ver one a- the moon gradually went into 
sha'low 
I 111 I**-I I a-t Liv erv < ... hav e ju.-l lvnov a ted t 
large nine passenger ••oaeh. I hi- airiage. nun: : 
their order at C-neord. i new ery eo.d-.nnr ,i 
iiolstered and painted, and a- good a- new u<>tw it 
-landing it- thirty year- of -em i •< Will:.tin n 
mounts the box with new pride Phis ...mpai 
wa- never —* well storked a- n -w. living mi 
new and handsome horse-and trnage- 
ib. an a.-t <.f the Maine Legi-kPure ..r 1--I. a- 
aU. r all eaudidate- f «r adm:--ion to the liar w 
be examined in "pen Court at some regular t>" 
t hief -lustier Appleton ha appointed examine? 
eaudidate- for admi —ion t" the bar U r ea.-li < 
ty* I be tollowing ar. the examiner- for \V 
-•"unly W. M. Fogle .1 William on, Vi 
-ey lir-t Tue-day in .lanu.aty .m.I t h.i •. 
in < > tobei. 
"peaking of the atr.uupt <>f Crank It. k- 
bu’i'or inf., the eorn stealing mow 
neighbors iveenily devised a -. are erow 
i* w a- rtVeefual. 11. en-d.'sed hi- r<*.»- 
■'a-e. Whieh he elevated on a pole near th 
Jb Id. Cr-nn early morning t>. dewy eve :h. d. ;i.i. 
el.ariou notes of elmmieleer lv-ouuded, nut; 
blaek marauders .patted the neighbor!. 
Vow of llie r<-o-.frr proved t".« mm l, ior ihr 
.•row 
Ihe Keil.a-t fin-- for th. Marat.ae k 
festival, numbering nearly forty. i- making 
•able progress. This is due largely to the pei- 
etbut-oi Mr. t.eojl. Make, of ( helsea. Ma*- 
-n al instruetor, who ha- several ela->e- in 
'bate, and is ai ling Mr. 1 orrens, the dire.-i 
hi. t. Mr. Make i- a eonnnereial traveler, 
enl.-d musieiau and an exeellent t. a.-her. II. 
noimee- the Itelt'a.-t •• lass one "t* the i..--t 
-tale. I’lie l. -lival ar the lake ink. plftee .>n \\ 
ne-day of next week. 
I he foundry building i- getting to be a it. 
plaee The hum of Pottle saws getting mu 
‘"f kits make plea-ant mu.-ie. Staves n. 
u:t and then have to bo thoroughly kiln drub 
b.*v they are made into kit-. When the fa : 
get to running in all it parts the -Journal will 
it- reader- h-.vv maekerel kiln am: pail-ar.- m:,. 
••■•The pattern room at the humdry. ha- m 
• •hanged t-» the -"Utlnniv end of the building.... 
mil'irdav some heavy ■•a-ling- were ioa if f 
mine- in llaue..ek ■ unt\ 
At the tir-f meeting the Maine s 
Builders;111>i ship Hvtier* As-oriation m l» : 
Iasi week, the president, Mr. *.os-, of Hat: 
tlu* i'lea ot an a--oeiation of thi- kin-l ii;i 
w ill: t a|a. -t. ( Ni-hol-, of *'ear-pori, a memo, 
!lie lrii'i —lilt lire *>t la-t winici. Vm mg im--. .itte; 
in- wv noti.v apt. -1. No-ii,,t •■, 
(apt-. Harriughm ami Berry, ot "Mi kl-'ii. li 
tin- county. ( apt. Nichols wa- me of the :! 
member- t » nominate committees un Unauee. \< 
eat ion ami member-diip. (apt. <. FVmi > 
Sear-port, is on the committee on linam ai 
W ritelier. \ ... «»i il'm eii \. i- on ilu-* oine. 
on member-hip. 
Howard Murphy has Un tin ,., t u 
way of milk wagon-. Ir wa.- Iniilt from lie- 
designs by Frank Khoades, of Northport. who 
the woo.I work, iron work ami painting, tun 
the \ eliiele out rea.h, for u<e. lie U entitle'1 
-•eat credit for the faithful workmanship *ii-j•: 
e l l’he Wilson is light, low, and com cnicut;» 
ranged fop tin* purpose f,.r w hi. h it i- desig 
and i- pronouneetl a derided sueer.-s hv tin*-, u 
Ii ia .* examined it. t in* hardest part of a milk 1 a. 
work i- the climbing in and out of a wagon.ai 
lifting of hea\ y eans, and the new wagon does a w 
w ith this to a great extent, and also faeilitai. 
delivery ot milk -*» a- to materially shorten 
time neee-sary for serving a route. 
street commissioner Panicl Faum-e u niakii 
eided improvement- in tin* highway of li, 
!.a *t year N» rthport a\»*m:e from tlu foot 
Square rods southerly, wa- rebuilt, amt ; 
it is a- line a pieee of highway a <an l.e 'on, 
Maine. Mr. Failure i- m*w ••ug.-u -l in iem 
llu* improvement- in tin -aim dire* tion ami * 
rebuild rods of the a\ ime New w aft r 
aeross the -treet are heiug built eight fret w a 
The greatest change i- mad** in the gutters. I 
outer -idr- ot tin* street are redueed. making 
same wider ami giv ing tlu* street a true -w erp i. 
gutter to gutter \ «-arriage an l»*• driven ini 
kind of a gutter without danger of overturn 
The street- an* reeeiv ing a lihei al ■ onting of b- 
The Maine Faruu*r in an article on •* Maim* 
mer Vttract ions, give- a truthful picture *». 
many beautiful re-ort- in this-tat**, which ar* 
< a miing n«*iv popular year after year. In entim 
a ting these summer r«*-ort- the Farmer mend 
Belfast and Northport. mil* city is bceomim 
favorite resort to many ami present- advanl.i- 
n«*t found elsewhere. Belfast do**- n«»t h;»x«• 
hold and rugged sea front of Mount Pesi rt.m il 
does it have so much cold damp fog. Our i*:iit 
steamboat and mail facilities are of tlu* best. " 
bay and harbor, the finest on the coast, otlei < 
iu* It teem* ait f**r yachting and excursions, win 
the sea-on, no better tishing groluuls can l•*■ 1 
Last year a large l>o*lv of mackerel frequent 
our bay for months, not only furnishing exorll* 
sport for pleasure hunters, but prolit to the li-h 
man Tin- beaches below the city are ex* *T 
bathing places; the town is clean ami healthy, a 
lhere are pleasant drives in tin* vicinity. The bca 
til in grove known as the Northport Camp linem 
is only a few miles distant, while two mile- » 
yoml is Mouiig IVr**ival, where a greater varietv 
scenery can be had from its .summit than from » 
other point on Penobscot Bay. A few mile- r 
east is Islesboro, fast Incoming popular as a -m 
mer resort Tan* l where many cottages are now bci 
erected. Taken all in all Belfast and l*«*n»»l• 
Buy oiler as Jimmy inducement- for the t-mi it -1 
any point tn tlu* -tale. 
:remains of Mr>. William 1\. Bickford, who \ 
■cd in Cambridgeport on Monday, arrived at Bel 
n Wednesday. Tin funeral seniors were : 
Id at the residence of e\ Mayor Swan. 
Tin* following were eleeted otlieers of Aurora 
Hegree Lodge I>. of II. I. O.O. F., in this city, on 
it '1 tv evening last—Airs. 11. I). Clough, 
'll' Adelbert Knight,'. <«.: Mrs. I. 11. Harmon, 
Mrs. Nelson ltieh. Treas. 
Woodeork A: son have reeei veil from a well known 
jivrii house in Maine a large and choice collection 
potted plants, which are now on exhibition at 
Mieir store. Ladies who desire house plants, 
id no well regulated house i> without them, should 
call earl' and make a selection. 
Tin- Methodist society of searsport, on Tuesday, 
organ the erection of a society building at the 
\orthport t amp (iround. The new building is i*» 
lo bv _M feet, two stories high, and occupies the 
I die adjoining the 11 unpUen sooiet\ cottage. 
; at* veteran \\ m. J. I lodge superintends tin* luiild- 
steamer Ma\ tjueen la>t week, towed down river 
alt of l«*g' lor the c-it of Belfast. The log* 
re to I..* u-ed in building new piers at the lower 
'•ridge. They will be laid up rob work fashion, 
ii 1 a' 11*d and sunk iti'i !■ the present piling. New 
ia\\s will al-o be made. The old draws were re* 
■ o ed on Tuesday and all travel by the way of the 
o\« hridge w ill I"* suspended for some t ime. 
1 tu\ : our ri i/cus went to Bangor t<. visit 
■ iv11u111'> 'inn- which exhibited in that «'ii\ on 
M- 'in >omc wen; -a the Cambridge. Sunday; 
r- ire, e up. -even! \-live embarked early M .n- 
•> Morning on -teamer May CJueen ami about 
■tni 1 ecu Hie Bangor barge ( i i tl*« »r« I. ignite a 
1 ■ '‘1 were unable to get inside the tent, owing 
1,11 !;t**>£■« crowd. Hundreds wore turned away. 
; wir.i: N<>ir-. It is now reported that the 
:m Mon ihau'ett will go on tile route between 
ami U.M kian.i about the lirst of .1 uh, ami 
" roi.j*. the -* a.— ui. The M.mohausett is 
■ mi g- :i New Bedford, and \vc believe 
t\\ n tiiat •■!!> ami Martha Vineyard. 
1 * Ma lias t i;• •: -ay-(apt. Win. K. Dentil 
-learner ib;\ of Birhimmd, invented the 
< alarm -v-tem rcetnth introdmvd on the ( am 
so, an ! that it was use on the former -1earn- 
a ear bciore u was adopted on any other 
! u- eve at ad\u’./ag" of the system is that 
'"tie, r- ami erew are railed to *luty in 
ilr ■. t !ie pas-enger- are not di-’tirbcd_ 
V lh unswiek w il on the San- 
e. m\ big Boston Saturday, .June l>'th. 
line of sieaim-rs between Boston 
b ■ e Bead the ad v-Ttisement in another 
■ in m m:-. .-uudav wa-observed by 
b a. i; e e|Mr J hi rj|y, JlS ( hildlVll’s 
! e eiu.i a, H;l, ta-tefuib. decorated with 
■ air! a a ;t-!• 1't — on ".unlay -ehool- was 
t >e | el "111 r rile -iiitit* ,.f |{.\ Mr. 
r -ti at t > Metlio b-t ehureh next '-urn 
•'ill he "The intermediate state."_In the 
■ a l!n Nil to.odemuigh, llev. Dr. i.Juinbv, 
-a-1 a. ■lit"! u tit, ibjspei Banner, will or. 
1 •.,i-. je11j11• .a tiis- ej(\ ue\t Sun 
\ rs • \* 1!.•]i( t!,’,ath sehool concert win 
•: 'i ;r h iast >uuda> eve- 
M*.i >!.'• "oe.,-t\ will give a -Iran 
ie-i at the -'ti of their ehureji on 
•1 ‘- ; v. •»;. Ml are im ite*i. 
<’i to Mr. lb'- >nn«4a\ morning 
mu at life North ehur«ii, w ill hi—dial! the N( \\ 
'•nostittiierl for tin A uthori/ed Wr-ion 
" s,-\\ Testament.** Prayer meeting- in the 
■i.tts. .\ \!.. i:.*\. Mr. .on.iemutg-h, pa-tor of the 
si'i-i ehureh in thi- * :ty, lett on Monday for 
X I' ll ■ ! loin II the We-t. He will go Ms t IV ill 
soi:thwe-t a- Kan-a- < ity M from them e 
da* e. ,iuii v t<* -ail Fran ri-eo, am! after a 
"> < alifornia his lourneying will extern! into 
Mi M. will return b* tu- city carh in 
■'li II--my P. White ma-le a brief 
o'In- lb:lfast frieml- on >aturday. \s local 
ot rii. |;.*ek,aml Fourier. Mr. Write show's 
> nicrpri-e. Ib- dishe- up the news of that 
a w ;. entirely new to that locality.Mr. 
My i'h..de-. of Cleveland, Ohio. parent- 
Mr MM fian. « Marshall, are visiting friemls 
ii .Bev. W'oo-tcr Parker i- attending 
-'■n<v.ti conference >1 the Maim* Congl'Cgn 
''t-• 1 uurehe.- at Portland.1 >v. .Johnson 
"•> Monday next to atteml the annual 
— ■! b e Maim* Me*lieal Association at Port- 
•'i ni will be absent the larger part of the week. 
\\.*o-ter Parker ha- been eleete*! president 
Maim < ongregational C haritable -<»<*iet\_ 
'1 P bha-e has been appointed local director 
■ Belfast ela-s which i- to take part in tiie Mu 
1. -t:\al at lake ^laramteook. 
i.ewisjon .lournal .orre-pomient m writing 
Bismarck, Ikikota, give- an intervi* v. with 
'll- * -I M ni-oi ..i Belfast, w bom m* nu*r there. 
After i• of Mont in, Mr Mori-on 
-aid— 
'B ami attle in Montana and wiieat 
'akota. ~ii .id settle in Dakota if he were !•> 
again. Il gave promi-e of equal prolit ami 
b u\v I.a• *k —. I n the matter of sheep raising, 
M.»ri-on -aid a- Hindi money per head can lie 
Maine a- in Montana, though the opposite 
M gem-ralb. prevails \ friend of his in 
1 county cleared £•*»..'><* per b< ad la.-t seas«m on 
lio.-k. There are thousand-ol acres of land 
Maine that will atlord the of grazing' for 
that can be bought for £l._b per ai r**, laud 
> good for nothing el-e, while the raising of 
a place will quickly allonl the means of 
i1 i:ia up the fertility of the laud, whereon to 
'Muter feed. The man who manages care- 
a thi- l. .-ines- in Maine will do well. In 
>i-< lilt ith-nti 'ii j- paid to anything but 
and Ilo' k-. He found butter costing a dollar 
ud. amt eggs -event;. Jive cent.- per dozen. 
run! correspondent adds—Mr. Mormon i- a- 
I. wiio.-e eyes and ears are open wide, ami 
should he pondered by Maine men \v li<> 
oing -lip t he < ipport unity t<> ad<! weaith t<> their 
kei- in 1 benefit t" the vtat<-. Mr. M. was 
-• a w.-ekat Bismar' k waiting for a steamer 
1 ’ft Benton. 
'I. Es t m i: TiiA\si i;i:<. The following are 
transfer- mi r«*ai estate in Waldo county, for 
\»ck ending .him* 14th—Mary Ann Allen, 
• '•ill**. !■> John M. Ni kerson, -amc town. 
'. aim Ili a-'ion. Freedom, two lots, one to (’lar- 
i' a -hard- m and the oilier to Jason Richard-on, 
avu. Fram-i- < all, Troy, t«. Coring E. Hard- 
line town. Albert ( hoa.tr, Montville, to Asa 
1 men, same town. ( has. Elliot, Knox, to 
F. Hal!, Montville. John Eaton, \ewburg, 
ia I severance. Winterp.»rt. A. V. ano A. 
Il.irii and a!.. Thorndike and Troy, to Parish E. 
i. licit i-t. !.. MJiikcn. Il. ltasi, t<> John 
I nr. ids* R.-d’a-t. V It. Morse. Montville to 
-ant. .-. ■: -a ne a>. > V. |v Man-Held. 
• VI ii- W. -i ».-kton John M. 
•ii. "warn i!le, t" Jo-iali \ickcr.-on, .-aim* 
Heir-of William I’itc i. r Belfast, to <,eo. R. 
‘u. Relta-i. Jo.-ejth l'almer. Monroe, to 
and l-./ra Pa'fce, Mmir-'e. Ja-"ii Richard- 
I loin, to Clarissa Richardson, same town. 
>!• Robert-, Brooks), t Emily J. Eenfest, 
town. Jonathan "tone, Fnitv, to Jona 
"Lone. Jr., Thorndike. Frank B. "trout 
Belfast, to Parish L. "trout, Belfast. 
■ E. Treat, < 'ambridgc, t» Charles F. (.. 
Frankfort. 1-aae Warren. Islesboro, UH’has. 
'•■mlleton, same town. Ben. Wildes, Monroe, 
r.i A <’ha-e. same town. Thomas J. Wiiit- 
R'-lfa-l.to Harrison Hay lord, Belfast. Isaac 
Wellman. Suarsumm. to John M. Willey, Em- 
il vi He. 
1! A I'll «i|' I II K < >1J »K I I \ H A III I \N f. Mr. Peter 
'-low the oldest citi/««n in town, died on Mon- 
t-t at t}.4- residence of hi- soj -in-law, Calvin 
'''her, in Belfast, at the advanced ageofi»7 years, 
lit n- and It days, on Sunday Mr. Winslow fell 
dial might be termed a lit of apoplexy from 
Ii lie never rallied. The events which have 
inspired -ime the birth of Mr. Winslow are 
tiling and it would require volume- to relate 
tn. He was born but. a few years after indr- 
ti'lcner \\ a- declared, at the time when tlie war 
tlf revolution wa> closing. He saw the light 
lore (ieorge Washington was elected president 
lived to see the Enited states grow from the 
girling colonies with less than :;,ono,noo inhabi- 
to a powerful nation of :*o,o<mi,oou people. In 
'I Mr. Winslow was a voter and deposited his 
"1 at the presidential election of that year, and 
ev ery subsequent presidential election. (trigi- 
a Federalist, Whig and Republican heremain- 
li'ue to that faith until the last year of his life, 
■ting for Hen Hancock last November. 
Mr. Winslow was one of eighteen children, horn 
Kalmouth, now Portland, >ept. JOth, 17SJ. He 
irricd and lived in Portland a number of years. 
l' iiiir a resident of that city he superintended the 
ti*»n of the old observatory on Munjoy Hill. In 
in* moved to I Je I fast from Kennehee county and 
i«‘d upon the east side of the harbor, neartioose 
v That was before the western side of the 
• r where the city now stands was settled. He 
'•Mjquentlx removed to the west side. Mr. Wins- 
•>x was a member of ( apt. swan’s company in the 
ir of isp> and was one of the party who through 
•t rategy rescued the powder on Wilson’s Hill, 
hile Belfast was in the hands of the British. Mr. 
" "slow was a carpenter by trade, a superior 
'Workman and erected many of the earlier buildings 
liis city. In 1K32 he was one of the number who 
*" ted the old Methodist church at the corner of 
Miller and Cross streets. 
Mr. Winslow was twice married and reared a 
‘"lily of twelve children, hut four of whom are 
'ing, viz—Mrs. Win. Pitcher and Mrs. Calvin 
Piti-her, of Belfast, Martin Winslow, of California 
■ *d Pi ter Winslow, Jr., of Illinois. A large num- 
"•f of descendants reside in this vicinity. Mr. 
" inflow was never prominent in public affairs hut 
iM’I cd himself strictly to his calling, in which he 
""" great reputation, lb* commanded the respect 
1 all and in his deatli is mourned hy the whole 
dy. Mr. Winslow was a devout Methodist through 
’b and was buried from that church Wednesday 
‘Heruoon. The services were conducted by Rev. 
I lu-.Hlore (ierrish, of Bucksport, assisted by Rev. 
Mr. I.ibbv, the resident pastor. The funeral was 
'argely attended. 
Apparently the "(dorious Fourth'* i> b> pass un- 
observed in Belfast this year. 
Ihn.n t: Nonis. Levi Walker was before Trial 
•lustier (ireer on Thursday of last week, on com- 
plaint of Almond Dickey, for an assault and bat- > 
t(‘ry. The a lira > took place at Kliiah Walker's, 
Belfast, and grew out of a dispute over a war <pies, 
tion. It i> reported that revolvers were drawn. 
^ alker was ueipiitted.John I*cterson, a swede, 
"as arrested by the night watch on 'Tuesday even- 
ing. I’eterson is a cripple, having lost one foot 
and has been about Belfast some time begging 
money to purchase a wooden foot. Instead John 
•spent his money for tangle foot and got howling 
drunk, lie was taken before (ireer and sentenced 
to ten days in jail.“Dr." John Sherman was 
arrested by sheriff Baker,at Northport, on Tuesday 
and lodged in jail. The complaint is for adultery 
with a Lineolnville woman and is the same for 
which sherman was tried some time ago. The 
trial will take plaee to-da\. 
\K\v Advkutiskmkx rs. Dinsmore .V: Son, to 
Hose out an old stock of boots and shoes, are offer- 
ing some very good bargain-. Our friends in want 
of goods in their line should call — K. J. Morison 
A ( o. call the attention of farmers to their stock of 
having tools of every description! also potato bug 
exterminator, and hardware generally. The llrm 
deals only in (irst-class articles.... Mrs. McDonald 
calls attention to her stock of millinery and fancy 
goods, of which "lie ha- a very nice stock, she also 
oilers for sale her millinery stand in the Howes 
building-C. II. Davis, at Ma-onie. Temple, claims 
to “take the rake" in cigars known as “Nig.” Also 
in fresh roasted coffee--ec notice of Belfast A 
Moose head Laki II. II. < o-( aution notice by J. 
c Harkin'- ... A. I*. Manstield ha- a summer as- 
• rtinent oi lawns, lace bunting, plain bunting, 
laces, ties, lisle glove-, A‘....Mark Wood has a 
u ord to say '-oncoming the cleaning of grave stones. 
Head his notice in another column. 
WllKKlLAWU 1- (U Br.I.l \ST V I.-SKhS. Ship 
< ora sailed from New 1 •■vk on the 7th for Yoko- ; 
liama-Sell. I H. Livingston arrived at New 
'i ork on the Mb from Jacksonville. Sch. Welaka 
arrived at New ^ ork -aim* day from Charleston_ 
"Hi. F. K. MeDonaM i- on the passage from j 
Brunswick for Boston-"hip Chandos arrived at 
(Queenstown on the 11th. I to days from Portland. 
Oregon-sch. Florida, from Belfast, arrived at 
Jacksonville on the 11th, alter a passage of sixteen 
days ..."Hi. .Mary passed through Hell Caleon the 
11th from Port-mouth, sch. J. Ponder Jr. suite day 
for Lynn, and sch. («eo. 1*. Ferguson same day for 
Belfast.... "ch. Annie L. .Mcluen cleared from 
Jacksonville on the 7lh for New York_"Hi. Lois 
Chaple- -ailed from Pliiladclpliia on the loth 
lor Jaek-onv ille ."ch. Paragon cleared -aim* da> 
or New bury pori.... "Hi. Flora Condon from Pi 
fa-t arrived at Pi un-wick on the 11th 
V <1 >RNTS M Nelli* Murphy was thrown 
from a buggy < a Thur-d.r. of la-1 week, while 
Hriv iug in \\ aldo, 1>, iii*• -hv ing of the horse, "he 
received -ome .-ut and brui.-e- about the head and 
face bat was not -eri.msh injured. The forward 
wheels became detached from the carriage and w ith 
D"-m the hors«- ran about a mile when he was 
c.mgl.t. \ > oinig man named \ o-e, from Freedom, 
who wa driving the I. an: wa- uninjured.\ 
yoi i.g child of Howard < onanl. one dav last week, 
fell upon if- nurse bottle. cutting it- lace so l»adiy 
a-to require tile services of a surgeon.\ team 
belonging to Perry Brother-. <•( poekland. ran a wav 
in oni -Ireds one dav last week, but did no serious 
damage.Jo-, jm Blake, a workman in Mathew- 
Pros -a-h and blind factory, lost a portion of the 
forefinger and thumb »,f iii^ left hand, on Tuesday. 
In reaching unde- a henHi hi- hand came in contact 
with a circular -aw, which instautlv amputated the 
member- Mis. 1-uac < \bhott. while crossing 
1 edar --tivef im!“ evening last week wa-knocked 
down by nil unknown team and juito severely in* 
aired, "lie wa- in tlie act of stepping on to the 
walk which lead- » her own residence when the 
lean ;ime da-liing down the *tivel. Mis. Abbott 
wa- -o far to one -ids* that -lie took no notice of the 
h< r-e. Tin* team -truck Mr- A. knocking her 
down, ami drove along without -topping to a-ccr- 
tain ((.•image-. The driver wa- probably drunk. 
Two important W ddo !:.u i-ase> were de 
<*bled at lhe law term at IMrfland last week !;. »v 
^L I I». I*.. < Inluthji int- of Brooks, and Le 
amici .I 11:11«■ J: Inhabitant'.' of BelfaM. In ls«;7 
the town of Brook- ;ia>v 1 to -ub-'-ribe for sjn.000 
worth (»t mm-preferred Mock in 111*• railroad. In 
February Isas the select men of Brook-did subscribe, 
but never paid. In J 7 i the railroad brought .suit 
against Ii*k- ami rivowivil a verdict which was 
suMained. \ o,n]'ronii-c was made with Brooks 
ami its bond- taken in payment. Ic-eently Brooks 
petitioned tor a review of the ease. whi<lh lias just 
been decided at Portland. After looking.' over tin* 
'•iis1 tbe law term denied tin- prayer of tin- petition 
ei '-In ti e llateb -a-e :• \ erdi't for sl0,(M»0 was 
rendered aguin-t the ■ -iiy■. for allege.I damay s sus- 
tained in breaking through Boot*'* Mills bridge, 
fr.nn wlii' li exceptioi.- were taken. Tin* Judges 
say—‘ It the plaintiff remit all of the erdiet except 
.s.t.tion the enti v will be motion and exceptions over 
ruled, otherwise motion sustained, new trial grant- 
ed." The res -ript overhauls theteMiinony and con- 
clude' as follows "We have no doubt from the 
testimony that the defendants had actual notice of 
the defect : and that tin- accident occurred mi that 
part of the structure which the defendant was 
obliged to keep in repair. But that the plaintiff was 
injured by jumping from the wagon, ami that bis 
condition of health was caused thereby we have 
very strong donoj from the testimony, and this to 
get her with the extraordinary -i/e of the verdict 
induces the belief that the jury must have been 
bin-ed. and wo consider <mr duty to ^,-i aside the 
verdict, unless the plaintiff u ill remit all but s kuOO. 
in -ase of sm li remit t ine motion and ex<v|$gfcns 
are ruled 
l Mil. Joseph tarwell, Ksq., who unwed here 
fi-Min Borkland a few year' since has refitted the 
Meveii mill-. .ailed ...The grist mill, under 
the care wf the veteran miller Knowles, i' doing 
good work for the farmers in this vicinity. It 
seems as if it might pay to Mart the carding mill as 
the water pow er is excellent here. 
Mmnkoj;. The potato beetle i' very plentiful.... 
Large quantities of bay remain unsold in this town. 
... .There was a horse trot on the park Saturday. 
The horse flesh '■;iit)(1 from Newburg_One ton of 
milk is daily received at the cheese factorv.... 
Working on the roads i- now in order.. .The stage 
line between this place and Bangor wil. be run bv 
Henry Lane, and between our town and Brook- bv 
Dodge. 
< vsij%]■;. j| u understood that Portland parties 
iiav purch.-'i tint astine House and will remodel 
ami refurnish it beforeauothcrseaxm_Mr. O. K. 
Tilden chartered tlie stmr. May Field and took a 
parly from here and several points on the river, to 
Bangor, {•> attend Bannmi show_Mr. 11. \. 
Bodwell has e.muneneed work on a |iavilion, to l*e 
located at the head near the spring, for darn ing 
purposes. It will take an yards of cotton drilling 
to make tlnr root, lie intend- to have it readv for 
use by the t otirth.... 1 lie eclipse of tlie moon on 
Sunday morning, w as witnessed by several of our 
younger citizen-, who say Hu; occasion irlijtse</anv- 
tkiiug in their former experience. 
I’alkkmo. Mr. II. « "l«* an*I wife have closed 
their house for the summer, Mr. Cole s business 
< allinir him t«> Ilallowel!-Mrs. K. B. Karris who 
has lately returned from the west, is making- ex- 
tensive repairs on her residence_T. A. Worthing 
has linished his contract of building- an addition to 
K. \V. Worthing’s barn-das. Hussey and Warren 
•lones have just returned from a trip into Aroos- 
took County after horses. They had verv good 
success.... Mr. -v P. Marden has a sheep in his 
llork which is something of a novelty. It gave 
birth in January to one lamb and the Nr of this 
month gave birth to two more. A Hock <>f such 
would he protitalde-The barn of Joseph Fail- 
brother's was destroyed bv lire Thursday, with his 
carriage, sleigh and farming implements. It was 
not insured and it is supposed that the tire was in- 
cendiary. .Mr. Henry Carey, of Dirigo China was 
found dead in his garden Friday evening. He had 
I teen unwell and troubled with dropsy for some 
time. 
IhtooKs. Farmers are just through planting and 
the care of the growing crop is next in order_The 
sheep are sheared and we are now ready for the 
wool buyer, sheep raising is rereiving niueh atten- 
tion and farmers are increasing their tloeks. John 
M. Mow has some five hundred pounds of wool for 
sale and there are plenty of good lots to be obtain- 
ed here-< trass is looking well and a good deal of 
hay is yet left in the harn. notwithstanding the high 
prices of last winter.\ painful accident occurred 
here last week by which a little daughter of Chas. 
Cane had her leg broken in two places_Flmer 
Itoberts had considerable trouble with one of his 
hands all of last winter, hut could no. understand 
what the matter was, and kept at his business in 
Chase's store, till a few weeks since, when it be- 
came so painful that he was obliged to give up 
work and consult a surgeon, who, after rutting to 
the bone, was about to conclude that there was 
nothing to be found there, when the knife touched 
something and a hickory sliver nearly an inch in 
length, was taken out. It is a wonder how it could 
have remained on the inside of the hand close to a 
joint so long without causing more inllammation. 
.C W. Lang so well known as a newspaper and 
agricultural writer, has been quite sick but is now 
better_Itev. Jacob Coulliard is making a visit to 
friends in town. In former years he did a good 
deal of revival work here and is generally respected 
by the people—Friend Clement Jones has been 
holding meetings at the school house in West 
Brooks. The Sabbath school is to he reorganized 
there next Sunday at 4 o’clock....Hev. Mr. Tinling 
has hold a few meetings at 1'nion Church,which have 
been well attended-The ladies of Fred K. Shaw 
lodge of (wood Templars have a meeting this week 
for the purpose of decorating their hall, and will 
j probably put things in applepie order. 
TiiokmuivK. Grass looks well, oilier crops 
come forward slowly....The shipping of hay con- 
tinues as lively as ever-Young Blcthen who ha*l 
his hand sawed off is able to be about.V. 1). 
Humps is in Boston with horses.lames Morse is 
making extensive improvements in his farm build- 
ings— Kev. A d. Xelson has recovered his health 
so that he is able to resume his pastoral labors at 
Knox and Thorndike. A Sabbath School has been 
lately organized at the latter place, John IVrley, 
Supt ...There is but little sickness in town. The 
Doctor is complacently awaiting the season of cher- 
ries and cucumbers....Tlie Grangers had a grand 
time at Freedom Tuesday, the occasion being the 
meeting of the C ounty Council. Everybody carried 
a basket of provisions. If you want to get some- 
thing good to eat, you had better happen round 
when the Grangers have a picnic dinner....Now in 
his cornfield the farmer setteth up ye effigy and ye 
strange device wherewith to amuse ye crow, who 
saith lo, he advertizeth, behold his trade mark, let 
us partake. 
Skaiwpokt. 15. C. Smith and Capt. Perry found 
a hand ho x on Belfast bridge, Thursday, containing 
a hat marked $13-Merchant, the Island criminal, 
does not belong here and never did-\ lady in 
town, .'*1 years old, never rode in a stage, ear or 
steamboat — More than forty persons were disap* 
pointed here by the boat leaving for Barnum’s 
show before the time advertised-The friends of 
( apt. Jasper Nichols were pained to learn by tele- 
gram Saturday, that he was washed overboard from 
bark ( I). Bryant, two days out from Newcastle. 
Australia, bound to Hong Kong-Mackerel have 
come—s«>me of our citizens wear straw hats and 
mittens-The engineer of the spool factory has a 
domestic owl which inhabits an alley way near the 
factory. Last Sunday Mr. K. Cyphers, who was 
dressed with more than ordinary care, was so 
startled by the hoot of the bird, while passing that 
way, that he jumped backward, -lipped and fell into 
a stream of water thrusting an arm nearly !•• the 
shoulder into the soft mud. When lie emerged, \vi; 
and muddy, he felt as diminutive a- two « pliers. 
Cajiukn. Nothing has yet been done respecting 
a public celebration of the 4th of July in ibis place. 
-A cargo of corn was received last week for the 
Camden flouring mill-Jn the window "f Crcd 
Lewis’ store is a line birds-eye view of Mount 
Desert, issued by the P. B. A Machias S. s. Co. A 
large number of these views have been posted in the 
.southern and western States-The political feed- 
ing here with regard to the New York Senatorship- 
appears to be that Conkling and Platt should not 
be returned to the places made vacant by their own 
foolish act s.7. Stetson is slate roofing his h ui.-e. 
-Prof. A. B. Dunton has gone t«> Boston to till 
out diplomas for the schools.There was no 
preaching at the Baptist church last Sunday-\ 
number of our citizens witnessed the eclipse <»f the 
moon last Sunday morning... Tin* frame work <>l 
Mr. Bean's new schooner is nearly completed- 
Kev. C. P- Nash preached last Sabbath evening on 
the revision of the New Testament, taking a broad 
and hopeful view of the work-Potato bug.- are 
appearing in large numbers-They expect lo In- 
gin canning mackerel at the lobster factory a- soon 
a- the lobster season closes. 
Kui:i;i»om. on the farm of Hubert Oliver, in this 
town, may he seen the large-t pair of .oxen t<» he 
found in this county and probably the largest in 
the state. They are owned by Win. (Hirer who 
ro-ides with his brother. Their girth i< -ft :jjn. 
Height l(»L hands. Width across the hip- Jit <in. 
Length from shoulder blade to buttock r. ft. 
Depth of flank 2ft 7_. in. They are what w«u.ild be 
called good beef, but have been kept for daily labor 
on the farm, and are active, remarkably docile and 
well trained. They were fed an abundance <•! good 
bay but nothing else until January last; since then 
two <|ts. of meal per day additional. Tlic\ would 
lvadilv grow to ‘aft. girth. They are both red and 
have drooping horns. The oxen are of Durham 
stock which were brought into town by p. \\ Ayer 
L-i. They were purchased by Mr. Oliver when 
two years old. \Y< noticed numerous underdrains 
while looking over the farm and were -hoivu a de- 
vice used in digging them. It i- -imph a small 
harrow, just as wide as the drain is to be dug, 
strongly made and containing about a dozen teeth. 
After the s<»d is removed 1*. plowing, this harrow 
is heavih weighted and the big oxen, one ahead <•! 
the other, harnessed in “crooked yoke-, draw it 
back and forth loosening the hard earth, which i- 
easily thrown out with -pades. This farm con. 
tains over 2.10 acres of land, and cut- fully loo tons 
of hay. Wheat is a sure and staple crop. The ad- 
vantages of underdraining are here very apparent. 
We noticed also four handsome Knox horse- ami 
can testify from personal experience that one pair 
at least, are lively steppers. 
" in hit. < bn* of our aged citizen- -a\ -1 hai 
many year- ago, before the day s of friction match; 
he found himself in Texas without fire, and without 
“ye ancient” tinder box, Hint and -leel, and was 
obliged to travel eight miles before he could find a 
rock with which t<> smite the back of his knifoblade, 
ami with the aid of punk attain a lire. Not a verv 
good country for a inan to build his house upon a 
rock-Mr. Joseph E. Johnston. a well known sail 
maker, died on the loth in.-t. aged year-. Me wa- 
a inlet and respected citizen-Sundav the 12th 
was childrens dayat the Methodist church. >« rmon 
by the pastor Bev. Mr. Pratt, on the duties of par 
ents t*> children and children to parent.-, and to 
themselves Ac. Text, Acts 2-2! h The altar and 
singing seats, were beautifully decorated with, 
drapery, flowers, plant- ami pictures, while singing 
birds made the air vocal with their sweet note-. 
In the rear of the pulpit was the touching legend. 
••Suffer little children to come unto me. and forbid 
them not," ami underneath a picture of Christ 
blessing little children. The singing was done 
mainly by the children of the Sabhath school. In 
the evening a praise meeting was held, consisting 
of singing, reading Psalms of praise A<\ < ntr good 
ladies are deserving of much praise for their labor 
of love, in making the sen ices interesting and sue 
cessful. lint if the text found in Proverbs Ml 2!» is 
especially applicable to any one of them, we think 
«>ur organist, Miss Georgia Pratt, is richly entitled 
to it-lact Monday the river was full of steam 
boats currying everybody and their wives to “Bar 
num's great moral show,” and the Iluek.-port a. 
Bangor railroad appeared to have gone crazy, run- 
ning trains about every hour of the day. •-ome •»f 
us preferred staying at home. 
Bl ( KspoitT. “A student’’ send- n- the purlieu 
lars concerning the graduating exercises of the 
class of Js’si, K. M. C. Seminary, held at Emery 
Hall, on Wednesday of last week. The gentlemen 
did not read papers as was reported last week. It 
should be understood that in such exercises here 
the gentlemen always declaim original orations and 
the ladies read their essays. The following is tin* 
order of the exercises as given by the programme 
Prayer by tin* IC*v, Geo. Pratt. “>alutat-*ry,” 
'.Latin; by Miss Jennie ('. Snow, of <b land. Miss 
Snow read her essay with such distinctness that all 
who have made Latin a study could easily trails- 
late it as she read. Music. “American Independ- 
ence,” bv Walter J. < reamer, of Waldoboro. Mr. 
Creamer electrified tin audienee with his clear, 
ringing voice. “History's Idols,” by Miss Jennie 
A. Brown of ltaugor. Viss Brown held the alien 
lion of the audieuee with her musical vice and she 
must have bestowed mu *h thought upon her idols. 
“Influence of Music,” by Willard F. Collins, of 
Bueksport. Mr. Collins is a musician, and all who 
listened to him, whether they were lovers of music 
or not, could not fail to catch the spirit of his dis- 
course. "Building Stones,” bv Nellie M. Bennett, 
of \ erona. Miss Bennett’s strong, clear voice was 
heard in all parts of the hall and the audience 
showed how her effort was appreciated by loudly 
applauding her. Music. “Inborn strength,” by 
s. Herrick Staples, of Belfast. Mr. staples .showed 
us that although poets are born, not made, yet 
every humble man and woman of sane mind have 
latent powers of inborn strength which, when 
brought to light, may be the means of securing the 
blessings of God both in this world and in the great 
hereafter. “Is it Finished?” by Grace B. Ward- 
w.-ll, ot' Bucksport. Miss Wardwell, tin* poof <>f 
tin* class, made the attentive listener acknowledge 
that ."lie i- naturally highly gifted. “The Chinese 
Question'' hy Albert 15. Emerson, of Orland. Mr. 
Emerson is a Republican ami not a Kearneyite, lmt 
he is strongly opposed to the inlluv of Chinamen. 
“A Definite Purpose,” by Annie M. Stetson, of 
liucksport. Miss Stetson is quite young but we 
rarely limlone of her age endowed with such intel- 
lect. Music. “Talk vs. Action,” by Laselle E. 
Partridge, of ()rland. If there were any orators or 
limbs of the law within the sound of his voice they 
must have gone from the hall with a conscience not 
quite at ease. “Our Colden Age,” by Chas. M. 
Severance, of ()rrington. Mr. Severance is an easy 
speaker and makes his hearers understand what he 
has to say. “Class Prophecy,” by Miss Jennie A. 
Sewall, of liucksport. Miss Sewall is endowed 
with a natural talent for writing and her effort was 
w ell received. Music. “The Demands Cpon us,” 
Valedictory by JIarrie W. Norton, of Penobscot. 
Mr. Norton's effort was a credit to himself and 
school. ITis oration was followed by remarks from 
the Principal and the conferring of diplomas, clos- 
ing with music and benediction. Mr. Andrews' 
well known orchestra of Bangor furnished the mu- 
sic which enlivened the exercises very much, and 
made the sociable and reunion in the evening pass 
off pleasantly. The next term will commence Au- 
gust 3d—The street sprinkler is now doing good 
service-We shall soon be connected with Bangor 
oy telephone—it is estimator thafr a thousand peo- 
ple passed over the Bucksport ami Bangor It. It. 
last Monday... ltev. Geo. Forsyth and family left 
on the early train last Tuesday morning for Sus- 
quehanna Pa., where lie is to locate_The Faculty 
of the K. M. <J. Seminary will be entirely new with 
-one exception, that of Mr. J. F. Knowlton, who, 
by the way, received an excellent report from 
the trustees this year, he having not only given 
satisfaction every other way but has earned a sur- 
plus for the institution which has not been done be- 
fore for years. 
Stockton. Tlie dwelling li'm-• of Capt. I oring 
15. Small was burned on Tuesday night. < : m-c ot 
l!ie Are unknown, lnsuivd. 
Waldo. An associated pres." despatch fnun 
Cover, N. H. 11 tli inst. states that Idzzie Atkins, of 
this tow n, aged Hi, employed in the family of Then 
dorr 1*. Knights, sewing machine agent in Dover, N. 
II., accused Knights of having perpetrated afoul 
crime against her person under very aggravating j 
circumstances, lie has been arrested. 
Skaksmont. The citizens of Searsmont village 
are making all necessary arrangements fora Fourth 
of July celebration and we hope their expectations 
may In* awarded with success_Mr. Otis I>. Wil- 
son had about one acre of potatoes frozen to the 
ground by the late frost. Mr. W. is quite exten- 
sively engaged in growing early vegetables for the 
market-The hay erop in this locality Kids fair to 
1m* in excess of last year. 
Jackson. There w as a grove meeting and bap- 
tism, near the Tasker Mill, on .Sunday last, under 
the auspices of the Free-Will Baptist society of this 
place. Opening prayer by llev. F. i>. Tasker. Dis- 
course by Rev. II. small,after w hich the ordinance 
of baptism was conferred upon is person- by Rev. 
F. I). Tasker. About one thousand people were 
in attendance... .The pulpit of the Congregational 
Church lia< been supplied the two past Sabbaths by 
Rev. F. s. Wade, ot Newport, with a view, we 
learn, to an engagement for the year-Many of 
our farmers, having wei land to cultivate, have not 
yet completed their spring planting. Tin* gra-s 
crop dues not look as promising as wa> anticipated 
earlier in the season. The old Helds especially arc 
looking rather discouraging. 
SiiMTixt; Itkms. There is a eontinn-d and 
very large increase in the busiuoss <»f the Suez 
canal. There were, in 1**0, •Ju.'ti vessels, with a 
total tonnage of I.T10.7ds tons, against I h*o ves 
sols with a tonnage of 1 .VT t,V» tons in 1S70. 
The increase is principally in the number of Eng 
lish steamers. About iour-lifths of all the vessels 
ai d the same proportion of the tonnage »•( all the 
business of the canal belong to that country. The 
I’uited States was represented in l**o. as in 1*70, 
In a single war vessel. Of all the vessels that 
passed the canal in 1X80, only live were sailing 
ships ...Two centre board schooners, of about (JO 
and 80 tons respectively, arc on the stocks in 
Milllvidge yards. A vessel ot ibis class of .>Q 
tons was launched recently.An English ship 
builder writes to HI r. 1* M. Whitmore, of Hath, 
that an iron shipyard may be started with a capi- 
tal of £.’>0.000 to >100,000, according to the scale 
on which it is proposed to proceed Some plod- 
ding men on the Clyde have begun with >-’•*.000. 
and worked along under the disadvantages inci- 
dent to limited resources. The greatest difficulty 
will be to procure workmen. It took more than a 
gone ration to organize the iron shipbuilding in 
dustry in Scotland.\ Florida pilot lost a ves 
s**l. April d 1th. by reason of color blindness Kx- 
amination of eyes is now in order-Three ves 
sels are to be built in Waldoboro this summer_ 
The schooner Sunbeam. Head, from Kockport. 
Me for New Vork with lime, sprung a leak Fri- 
day and bore up for Host on. She anchored otf 
Deer Island. The crew escaped in a boat. As the 
tide came in the vessel filled causing the lime to 
ignite which destroyed the craft-The sell. Coral. 
('apt. S 11. Cole of Hucksport. bound from Bangor 
to Haverhill, Mass, with cargo of laths, sprung a 
leak about .* o’clock Frida\. oil Portland, during a 
gale. Great efforts were made to leach a harbor, 
but without success, the vessel being unmanage 
able and finally bringing up otf Cork Nubble, where 
she suddenly gave a lurch and rolled over break 
ing the mainmast, carrying away a portion of the 
rigging ami scattering the cargo in every direction. 
The crew consisting of 1 men remained by her for 
two hours, and then started for the shore which 
they reached after hard and dangerous work : only 
a po tion of their effects saved. 
There is a reaction in Europe in favor of the 
American h< g. and there will probably be an in- 
creased demand lor this noble animal 
Tin* Oxford Democrat has put into its oilier a 
lire and burglar proof save. Wo suppose it i> to 
be used for preserving spring poetry 
Francis Hppes. the last of the grandsons of 
Thomas Jefferson, died .May doth, on his orange 
estate, near Orlandn* Florida after a lingering ill- ! ness. 
Bln k walnut timber is becoming so scarce at 
the 'A-st that furniture manufacturers are experi- 
encing much trouble. There is great competition 
to obtain » .pplies. and the price advanced $l\’ a 
thousand during the past year. 
There m great Ku Kdux excitement in Perry 
county, Arkansas. The desperados are armed and 
declare their determination to prevent the return 
of -two objectionable men." Harris and Matthews 
to 11 county. Serious trouble is apprehended. 
The ollicials of Ohio have succeeded in refunding 
the entire debt of the State, over $ 1,000,000, at >, 
percent This is the most important event in the 
history oi the State liuances. The rate is a quarter 
of a cent lower than any other State has obtained. 
Mr Longfellow, in spite of his many years, is in 
j excellent health the possessor of a brisk step and 
i unimpaired love for work. 11 is lace is full of 
genial expression, fringed by a wealth of white 
whiskers and surmounted by a quantity of white 
hair 
L-t the American tingle scream An American 
horse. .1. 11 Keene’s •• Foxhall" won the grand prize 
of Paris, on Saturday. The contest was close and 
an exciting one. especially when near the linish. 
Trisban joined Foxhall at the distance and both 
ran a race home Foxhall staying louger won by 
a Head. 
Webb, of the Boston Journal says The story 
that Mr Blaine may exchange places with Minister 
Lowell does not appear extremely probable, in view 
of the fact that Mr. Blaine has broken ground for 
a line house here, which seems to be especially ad- 
apted to entertaining The local papers say that 
the contract has been let for $18,000. 
The losses by Thursday's storm and freshets in 
Pennsylvania, are heavy. Pittsburg loses 
000 worth of lumber, and on the Alleghany the loss 
will reach a million dollars. There were heavy 
gales and high tides in New A uric and on the Jrr 
sey shore On the Sound the storm was very 
severe, and a large number of coasting schooners 
went ashore 
Improved Appetite and Digestion. 
One of the first effects of Compound Oxygen is 
an increase «>{ appetite and an improvement in di 
gestion A patient writes: ‘1 was 
j'mnl on account of Chronic Inflammation of the 
Stomach and Torpidity of the Liver. The Treat 
ment had an almost magical effect from the first 
My improvement in sfemyth. ;n» tI ahUitn 
ni,i tutu/ <.-■ ■liift'itf /." Another says 
nn (i / ulum.'l n uift/i IWJ / 11ttin.tjli. n 
mouth oe si.'' '''i l's Of/ii my ({('■(, i'l U /' t/i/it n a line. 
,/lsnt/rni/ ('■''/h me." Another: "My appetite, before 
very poor, is n<><e '.<■//'„(. Feel an elasticity and 
courage and strength that I have been a stranger 
to for years.” Another : not Mt so well in 
f,rn years I ijie.fi/. ■,"»></: blood circulates well: 
pains in back, limits, and lungs have disappeared, 
and I sleep such sound and refreshing sleep that I 
begin to rWl file •• new j/eisnitAnd another: 
Respiration. aj>/» fi/i nerves, and sleep all muck 
imj),t"-n/." Our Treatise on Compound Oxyen. 
containing large repoits of cases and full iuforma 
tion. sent /nr. Drs. Stakkkv A Palkn. 1I0!> and 
III! (iirard Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 
Ukalys Tosh* Pills are an invaluable Vegeta 
ble (Compound for severe periodical paius. cramps 
and spasms incidental to women. 
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT- 
Corrected Weekly for the Journal. 
Hv C. II. > viUiKNT, No. 8, Main Street. 
PRODl CE MAllKKr. PRICES PAID PRODI CERS. 
Apples If bush, uogoo 
dried, if lb 4«o 
i Deans,pea,bush 2.2og2.o0 
Medium $2.1<)g2.2f> 
Yellow-eves 1 s.fn 2.00 
1 hitter if tb, 14glo' 
Heel iflt>, agio 
Harley if bush, Gog To 
Cheese#1 lb, s a 10 
Chicken # lb, 12 a 14 
Calf Skins # tb, 12 x2 
Duck # It., ogo 
Eggs # do/., 14 
Fowl # It*, 12 «i 14 
Geese # lb, OfiO 
I lav P ton, flu.no.j ib.oo 
Hides p tb, 
Lamb 4? lb. M«l"> 
Ii ;i m b $ k i n s, _M «) 
Mutton P lb, fas 
Oats 4? bush, *>o<j.V2 
Potatoes, 
Hound 110# p Hi f«s 
straw P ton, fU.Ou/iS.TKi 
Turkey P tb, 14alb 
Veal V tt>, <;uT;>2 
Wool, washed, p tb, :»:J 
Wool,unwashed, P II), 1~> 
Wood, hard, f4.(M)<i.».00 
Wood, soft, $--\r>Oa:j.oo 
RETAIL MARKET. 
Beet, Cornell, lb, ~>n,U 
Butter, Salt, fe" box, 20 < 
Corn ^ bush, 08 ( 
Corn Meal W bush, 08 ] 
Cheese lb, 1 1 a la 1 
Co«ili>h, dry,lb, a 01 1 
Cranberries & qt., a I 
Clover Soeil, ir lb,10 \. « 22 ? 
Flour W bbl., $0.7aa9.7a .v 
H. C. Seed V bush, > 
CanW lb, i:;C(=il4 : 
Lime bbl., wig LOO 1 
'OatMeal V ft, .'hj.v, 
1 Onions # ft. la.l 
Oil, Kerosene IK gal., »•’> 
Pollock# ft, 2 (i 4 
Pork #ft, 12 s 13 
Plaster V bl»l., $1.<h» 
live Meal, IK ft, 2‘£ 
Shorts # e'.vt., $1.2.1 
Sugar#1 ft, o1,, «111, 
Salt, T. I., # bush, 4.1 
S. Potatoes # ft, <> 
Wheat Meal, # ft, 4a4»2 
Boston Produce Market. 
REROUTED SRE< IA ELY FOR TIIE .lOl'KN A!., 1ST 
RERUY, FRYE & CO., BOSTON. 
Monday, June ]:». 
Bi tter—Firmer. Dealers Believe the market for 
line -rnules has reached bottom, and there is eon- 
sidePtble demand for storage at present prices. 
Choice creamery in lots,21/EM Cr t? It». Choice grass 
made dairies, *20 « 22c. Ladle-packed, PJglTe. Maine 
dairies, i:>/* 18<*. 
Cheese—Market lower. Best full cream new 
cheese, oc j 10Lc. skim and all inferior qualities, 
4 fide U' tt> lower. 
K<;os—slight advance the later part of last week. 
Selling extras in jobbing way at ITalTCc, but in- 
voice lots can be obtained a trifle off from these 
figures. Islands and northern eggs all bring about 
same price. II is difficult to tell just how the mar 
ket will act I he next few days, but unless receipts 
increase we think prices will be sustained. 
Be ans—Very dull and a trifle weaker all round, 
10«15c bush lower in car-load lots. 
Potatoes—Rose and prolilies, T.w.ioc. Market 
quite firm and active. 
11 a Y—Dull. Choice coarse, $20 a $22 W ton. 
The weather for the past few days has been very 
stormy, and in consequence the receipts in green 
stuff have been light. Choice berries commanding 
outside prices 10n 10c. 
MARRIED. 
Ii* Mm :. IIP,i.iie 12th, by Ucv. .1. 1'. simonton 
of Searsmonl, Mr. David It. Nutter of Palermo, and 
.Miss Kaeliel I.. Allen of Providence, It. 1. 
In South Liberty, May JSitli. James O. Overlook 
of South Libert v,‘ and 'Miss Lizzie L. Bailee of 
Rockland. 
In South Liberty. .lime (ith, Mr. Frank B. I pham 
of Augusta, and Aliss Annie I). Shaw, of Water 
ville. 
In Liberty, Alav JOtli, Air. II. W. Taylor and AliSs 
Alary K. Clapp, both of Jliberty. 
In Columbia, June c»th, by Rev. W. II. Crawford, 
Air. Reuben I). Collin of Perry, and Airs. .Mercy \. 
Merritt of Columbia. 
In Hampden, June ‘.*th, Mr. F. L. Downs and Miss 
Alary E. Cole, both of Winterport. 
In Ellsworth, June 4th, Air. Fred H. Bartlett and [ Aliss Mary E. Kineaid, both of Ellsworth. j 
•DIED. 
(Nothing beyond the announcement of the name, aye, 
residence, <y*c., of deceased persons trill be published 
under this heading.) 
hi this city, June 10th, <.eorgie Kcllar, aged 2d 
years. 
In this city, .Fune loth, Hattie Stephenson, aged 
about 2.”> years. 
In this city, .Tune l.'Jtli, Deter Winslow, aged 07 
years, 8 months and 14 days. 
In Canibridgeport, Mass., dune l.Jth, Nora B., 
wife of Win. K. Bickford, aged .‘>1 rears, 7 months, 
formerly of Belfast. 
In Searsmont, .Tune .'Id, Nathaniel Martin, aged h;> 
years and 10 months. 
In Xorllmort, .Tune :M, Mrs. Ceorgie 11. Dickey, 
wife of Adelhert Dickey, aged 24 years, 7 months 
and r» days. 
In Bangor, dune nth, Mis. Alrcxine Dyer, aged .'>0 
years and s months. 
In Cam len. dune nth, Henry A. Could, aged ')H 
years, s months and l."» days. 
In Bockland, dune nth, Mr. Win. II. Blood, aged 
.'*n years, ; month and 7 days. 
In Bockland. June Nth.’ Mr. Ceorge I'. Veatou, 
aged diI years, n month* and 27 days. 
In Bockland. dune nth, Mr. .James I'. Crockett, 
aged 40 years ami ■'» months. 
In Thomaston, dune nth, Klvirao., wife of K. K. 
O'Brien, aged td year*, 5 months and 11 day*. 
In s«>uth Warren, dune dth, Mrs. Hannah Robin- 
son, aged sI years. '» months and 21 days. 
In Cnion, dune dth, Mary, wife of Nathaniel 
Clark, aged 77 years, 7 months and d days. 
In Waldohoro. May 2(Jth, .Jennie M., daughter of 
Custavu- Seiders, aged 14 years ami s months. 
In Kllswmtb, May 2.'»th, Maggie K., daughter of 
.John W. and Minnie Frazier, aged d years,days. 
SHIP NEWS. 
i'OUT <»F lit LFAST. 
ARRIVED. 
•I ulit* sih, >rhr. Jaehin, French, Itoston. 
I Jth, schr.1*. Merian, smith, 1’ortlaml. 
I‘>th, sehr>. Nellie Pickering, MeKeen, 
Thoniaston: Win. Frederick, Ames, ttangnr. 
SAILED. 
June !Jth, si»hr.>. Jaehin, Freieh, New York; J. 
I’. Merian, smith, liangor. 
June Utii, selir. Lillian, Kyan, lioston. 
-THAT THE- 
Place for Bargains 
—I N—- 
auk to iti-; I'm mi at 
Mrs. McDonald’s, 
Willi I> |1 VII.1 iiKCKIV l\i, 
NEW GOODS, 
CONSISTIN'*, of 
CONSTANTLY ON HAND. 
FOR SALE! 
ONF « H TIIK 1IK>T MILUNKKY AND FANc ^ * «<><'< Is -lamIs ill tin* ity, «l«»iui^ ;t yooil, p;»y- 
iny rash !iusim*S'. small, choice stock, low rent. 
Best of reasons for selling. Inquire of 
H MRS. II. II. M< DONALD, 
< M-. of Main ;tn<l Iliyh '-t., I>ella-t, Me. 
DR. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY REMEDY, 
NEFHRETICUM. 
yft\ 
I, the most effectual Rente- 
for all Diseases of the 
Kidneys, llludder, and Frln- 
ary Organs, Female Com- 
plaints and (.eneral Debili- 
ty, sueli as palnful.dragglng 
sensation in the Baek and 
Loins, Suppressed or In- 
continent Vrlnutlon. with 
whitish or brick-dust de- 
posit, Dropsy, Gravel, Ilia- 
Ibetes, Organic Weakness, 
Ac. 
N F, I‘ II It F TI ( l M has no 
Ie<iuu i for Lameness and 
Weakness peculiar to Fe- 
Imales. 
NEPHRETU HI is the best 
.known remedy for Diabetes. 
NEPHKKTHTM. as a Tonic 
and Stimulant for aged per- 
sons, is without a rival. Be 
sure and ask for Dr. B1L- 
ILOCK’S KIDNEY ItKMKDV, 
NEPHRETUTM. For Sale 
by all Druggists. 
Price, only SI.DO per Bottle. 
(. S. ROBERTSON, Proprietor, Boston. 
GEO. t. GOODWIN A C0„ Gen’i Agents, 
lye:. :(ll A :|s Hanover St., Boston, Mass. 
That Settles It! 
Fresh Roasted Coffee 
< >f the finest quality, ground to order, at 
C. R. Davis’, Masonic Temple. 
A Large and Choice 
LOT OF 
POTTED PLANTS 
From a celebrated green house in Maine, 
are now on exhibition at our store, ('all, 
examine and learn prices. 
Woodcock & Son. 
Belfast. June l.’>, issB— 2i 
NIG! NIG!!“NIGm 
TRY THE 
Nig 5c. Havana Cigar! 
24 IT TAKES THE CAKE. \T 
('• It. DA IMS', Mason i<‘ Tetnjf/c. 
Belfast & Moosehead Lake R. R. 
( i.Kitk’s 1 iffh.’K, Belfast, June 7, ltfSl. 
■^JOTH.’E is hereby given that the annual meet- -*31 iug of the above company will lx* held at the 
Court House, in Belfast, on Wednesday, July tl« 
ISM, at 10 o’clock A. >1., for tlx* following pur- 
pose, \ iz. 
1st—To hear and act upon the reports of the Di- 
rectors and Treasurer. 
2d—To choose nine Directors for the ensuing 
year. 
•>d—To act upon any other business that may 
legally come before tin* meeting. Per order, 
•»\v24 JOHN II. (Jl*IM15Y, Clerk. 
NOTICE—CAUTION. 
ABE persons are cautioned against purchasing cedar timber, cedar rails, kiln or cord wood 
from Mr. CEOKi.E W. Me INTI BE, which have I 
been cut by him on my farm in Beach Hill District, 
Northport, Waldo County, without my permission 
or previous knowledge, and whoever* receives the 
same will he required 1»\ law to pav me therefor. 
RespectfulIv, JOHN (. IfAKKNEss. 
June 10, 1SSB—Jw24k 
MOWING MACHINE SECTIONS 
FOR AI.I. MACHIN'KS. 
Repairs for Meadow King, 
LUBRICATING OILS, AT 
E. J. Morison & Co’s, 52 Main St. 
Grave Stones Renovated. 
MARK WOOD, s(.*\ton of Drove Cemetery, is prepared to remove stains from and to 
renovate grave stones for from '2'> to .‘>0 cents. All 
work done to satisfaction. Don’t pay £1 when vour 
work can be done as well for one-half the price. 
M \BK WOOD. 
Belfast, dune 1(5, 1881.—2t 
WANTED. 
A WOMAN TO III) (ilONKRAl. HOI SK WORK in a small family, where there are no chil- 
dren. Liberal wages will be given for a tirst-elass 
housekeeper. Address 
JwJ.L Mils. IL II. LOOMlis, Belfast, Me. 
WE ARE 
CLEANING OUT! 
Our Old Stock 
We are buying none but the 
VERY BEST GOODS 
That we can have made. 
No Shoddy! ! 
Solid Leather! 
I 
We have all the 
PRETTIEST SHOES 
8n the Market. 
We n!ace every NEW STYLE 
on our counters as soon as it 
appears in Boston. 
We have the best line of 
EVERY DAY SHOES! 
You ever saw. 
WE WARRANT EVERY PAIR 
-BARGAINS!— 
A lot of 
SAMPLE BOOTS & SHOES! 
50c to $1.00 a Pair. 
To close out our old stock we 
are offering: 
Women's Serge Lace Hoots, all sizes, si.no 
Hutton Hoots, small 
sizes. .... i.oo 
Women's drain Hutton Hoots, all 
sizes.. 1.00 
Women's drain Hare Hoots,all sizes. I.oo 
Walking Shoes, •• •• i.oo 
Mens* Shoes, till sizes..... .... I.oo 
Hoys' .. 
Children’s Shoes, all sizes. .■2.‘> toAOe. 
And many more that are 
DOG CHEAP. 
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF 
B. C. Dinsmore & Son. 
-\V- 
Paris Green, London Purple, 
-AND I'llK— 
POTA TO 7,77, /■:X TLJxMIXA Toll, 
U-i r«»n sai.i: at 
E. J. Morison & Co.’s, 52 Main St. 
The Sanford Steamship Company 
Daily Line Between Bangor and Boston, 
Str. ('AMRBM)hE, < < .tj>t. otis In.;k\ham. 
KATAHIHN. I < ip: W. |,\ 
" NEW BRI NSWH k, « apt. ! < U*>mi i*. 
A steamer leave- Kku am for 
I»()M < >n every week |a\ at 1 
o'clock iM. Leaves Lincoln'- 
Wharf, 1>< »s n >n.every work da\ 
•onininiK-in- Saturday, June 1 sth* 
Connection- with steanu r- at Rockland for all of 
their eastern landing'. Tlmma-lon, Waldoboro and 
Damariseotta, by the Knox ,y Lincoln Railroad. 
Fare to Boston.$3.00 
Bound Trip. .1.00 
Fare to Lowell. 3.50 
JAMES LITTLEFIELD. Superintendent. 
0. LANE, Assent. 
Belfast, June la, 1SS1. — I:> 
Hardware, Cutlery, Nails, 
GLASS, IRON, STEEL, 
PA IMS, OILS. I IK.XISII PS. 
Hubs, Spokes, Rims, &c. 
Wholesale and retail. IwJ I 
E. JT MOItMOA A CO. 
We have just received our 
SUMMER ASSORTMENT ! 
-(1 F — 
Lawns, Lace Buntings, 
pl ii.x m XT imps. ,tv. 
A. P. Mansfield's. Masonic Temple. 
TONIC PILLS. 
Have proven a boon to thou 
sands of suffering women- 
They are prepared expressly for, and if used asdi 
rented,never fail to cure the most obstinate M isplaec 
ments, Ovarian Troubles and Chronic Weaknesses, I 
s»> common to the best of the sex. All letters are 
answered by a skilful Female Physician. Fills sold 
by druggist's, or mailed upon receipt of price, $l.oo 
per box ; six boxes, $‘».un. Send for pamphlet and 
list of cured. Address lveow-l 
H. F. THAYER & CO., 
13 Temple Place. Boston, Mass, 
Ladies’ Linen Ulsters. 
I ALSO MATERIAL IN 
Linens and Light Weight Woolens, 
For those who prefer them of home mamt- i 
fact lire. j 
A. P. Mansfield, Masonic Temple. 
OUR BUSINESS IS GOOD! 
Thanks to Friends anil the Public Generally. 
Hr shall continue ill I lie old stand, and give good 
bargains to all In aunt ol' 
Monuments, Tablets 
-A N D- 
HEAD STONES! 
-WE SEEL-— 
MARBLE SHELVES CHEAP! 
-ALSO- 
Iron Vases, Bouquet Holders, 
A. E. CLARK & CO. 
Itclfnst. .11100 ;i, 1SSI.—3nios2d* 
A NEW LOT OF 
Ties, laces & lisle Gloves! 
A VARIETY Ob’ 
S M A U L. w A R E S 
CONSTANTLY ON HAM) AT 
A. P. MANSFIELD’S, Masonic Temple. 
CHURNS! CHURNS! 
$W‘21 l OK SALE LOW It\ 
FKED ATWOOD, ■ Wlnterport, Me. 
AND- 
Unheard of Bargains. 
We Me You all to Examine 
Our stock! 
The Ladies are the Judges! 
—THEY HAVE— 
Decided Unanimously in Favor 
O F- 
AVI I1AVK ASKK1I KOI! 
Comparison of Prices 
ON Oil! HOODS, AND TilE 
Overwhelming Decision of Everyone 







Notfingliaiii Lace ‘Towels, Table Linens, 
NAPKINS, CRASHES, 
Hamburgs, Hosiery, Kid Gloves, 
< <>hsi:ts. <(v., ,t c. 
All Goods Sold Strictly 
AT THE 
Lowset Possible Prices 
Our steadily Increasing sales are Tumid in the 
fact that we give more value for the money 
Ilian any oilier house In our line. 
11 Pays to Dee! Surely! 
Our endeavor has ever been io treat our custo- 
mers In a straight forward manner, and to 
give them ONK HINDi.KD t KNTS in lalue foe 
every dollar left with us, at all times instruil- 
ln oar employes never to misrepresent .in ar- 
ticle in order to make a sale. 
One reward Is their ( ONTINT Al. CONKIDKNCK anil 
1’ATKONAHF. 
H. H. JOHNSON & GO- 
HAYING TOOLS! 
im>i.i sti:i:i. s( yrm s. 
Formerly ealle-1 “Witlu veil," best in 'he w-tM. 
Clippers, Greg, Eagles, &c., 
sMTIIS, KIHtKS. IM MX OltAI. liAKKS. Ac. 
i.ouT't Wimlcsil, ;m<! ivt;.'.:. Hit 
K. .J. MOltlSOV A <0.. 52 MAIN NTKKKT. 
OODCOCK 
HAVE IN BUYING THEUt 
SPKING STOCK ! 
PAID SPECIAL ATTENTION TO 
Harmony of Color! 
-1 N — 
We 1 i;i\ :i romi'lrtr stork in all .^ra-• d ]-:i- 
Iit rs, (>ml)ra(‘imc a ‘,la>.-> • »1 
--DECORATIONS- 
Not to ln» round elsuwheit dm 12 
Lowest Prices and Best Quality of Paper. 
M. r. WOODCOCK <( sox. 
In all Widths, 
B. F. WELLS’. 
A Nice Assortment of 
LADIES’ COTTON UNDERWEAR! 
READY MADE WRAPPERS. 
IN DIFKKUKNT 
-V T- 
A. P. Mansfield's, Masonic Temple. 
Special Notice! 
II I Ol WANT A 
Rake. Moieiiiy Machine, Scythe. 
Snath, Fork or llanil Rake, 
II will pay you to examine my stock. 
twi.'I FRED ATWOOD. Wlntcrporl. 
I’. S. Few low price Horse Rakes. 
LOST ! 
ON CEDAR STREET, RECENTLY, A VAU AHI.E GOLD CHAIN. The limier will lie iv- 
wanleil bv leaving Hie same with 
\\'ll.I. II WKORD 
Kelt'asi. .linn* |ssi 
OF 1881! 
Our Second hircliaw 
Having closed the largest 
portion of our Spring Stock, 
and owing to the great demand 
for Spring and Summer Goods, 
we have been obliged to pur- 
chase another immense stock 
to supply the wants. Uwing to 
the lateness of the season, we 
found a great decline in prices, 
therefore we can please our 
customers at a great reduction 
in price. 
We open to-day an elegant 
line of Dress Goods in Fouies, 
Illuminated Mixtures, Granite, 
Mamie and Shoodah Cloths, 
Buntings, &c., in all the new 
shades, we also have a large 
and choice sine of Fancy Black 
Goods and Cashmeres. 
We have every shade in trim- 
mings to match the goods in 
Ombres, Satins, Silks in Plain 
and Brocades, Novelties, &c. 
Our Commodious Cloak and 
Shawl Department is once 
more completely filled with all 
the novelties of the season. In 
this department can be found 
an elegant line of Sacques and 
Dolmans, also a large variety 
of goods for both, and at short 
notice we can get up any style 
garment. 
We have an endless variety 
of 3haw!s in Shetland, Wool, 
Biack Cashmeres, Brochet, 
Paisley & India Stripe, Every 
lady acknowledges we have 
the choicest patterns and best 
value. 
Every person thinking of pur- 
chasing Table Linen, Napkins, 
Towels & Bed Spreads, should 
examine our stack. 
Every gentleman and boy in 
want of Woolens that will hang 
them up belore tearing, should 
buy of us. 
Linen Suits and Ulsters for 
ladies and children, to fit every 
form and please every person. 
Our purchase of Foreign and 
Domestic Hosiery, Gloves and 
Underwear was large, and we 
feel we can please the most 
fastidious, in size and quality, 
for ladies, gents and children. 
We advise every lady that 
has not procured a pair of 
those elegant fitting corsets 
we are introducing, to call at 
once as we have only 200 
pairs more we shall sell at that 
price. 
Don’t fail to examine our 
stock of Fringes, Passamen- 
teries, Girdles, Ornaments, 
Buttons, Laces, Ties, &c., as 
we know we keep the choicest 
and largest line, and prices we 
guarantee to be as low or low- 
er than any party in the city. 
Don’t buy a Gossamer until 
you examine our new Steam 
Finished, Water Proof Gar- 
ment. it is the best and cheap- 
est. 
REMEMBER THE PLACE. 
T. W. Pitcher & Co., 
81 Main Street. Belfast. 
DR. GROSVENORS LIVER-AID 
IS NOT A PAD, 
But an Internal Remedy for Liver 
Complaints, 
Such as 
Bii.kh sxiss, Look An Kirn Im>i<;kstion, 
D Y Sl’Kl’SI A, DIZZINESS, PIKES. HOIKS, .1AKV 
1»I( I I IK A UTlH'llN, SOI It STOMACH, 
UllEIMATIsM. XEI RALCIA, KUP I'TION S, N'HOIT- 
i.ors s.ikks, Female Complaints, im 
I’PRITIKS AM) SALT UlIKl M. 
The Liver is the Largest Organ of the Human 
Body. Ii is tin largest because it has the most to 
do. It is intimately connected with the digestive 
and nervous systems, consequently, any derange- 
ment of tin* Liver produces Constipation and a 
hundred evils in its train, and also occasions nerv- 
ous diseases without number; resulting, if un- 
checked, in paralysis, insanity or death. Dr. (iros- 
venor’s Liver Aid is a womb rful medicine for im- 
mediate action upon the Liver, and thousands of 
testimonial- have been received as t<> the benefit it 
has given. 
Liver-Aid has been a blessing t<» my poor, atllict- 
ed mother. She tried many, many things for her 
-ick headache, but never found any relief until she 
took the Liver-Aid. It has, indeed* heeqinvaluable 
to her. she i- now using her fourth bottle. 1 told 
our druggist how excellent it wa>. and assured him 
that he might safely recommend it as the best known 
remedy for sick headache lie says it is not adver- 
tised half enough. I hope you will let it be .one 
better known. Mils M. A.slUVLKK, 
DC. W JJd St., New York. 
For sale by all Druggists at $\ per bottle, or ♦*» 
bottles for $">. lyrlt* 
THE PROMOTER VMI PFRFECTOR OF ASSIMI- 
LATION. 
THE REEORMER ANII A ITALl/.EI! OL THE 
BLOOI). 
THE PROMT KR AND INAIUORATOR OK NERVE 
AMI Ml SILK. 







Is composed of ingredients identical with those 
which o«ui>tihitc Healthy Blond, Musidcumi Nerve, 
and Brain Substance, whilst Life itself is directly 
dependant upon some of them. 
By increasing Nervous and Muscular Vigor, it 
will cure Dyspepsia, feeble or interrupted action «d 
the Heart and Palpitation, Weakness of Intellect 
caused by grief, worry, overtaxed or irregular 
habits. Bronchitis, Congestion of the Lungs. 
It curt' Asthma, Neuralgia, Whooping Cough, 
Nervousness, and is a iihh wonderful adjunct to 
other remedies in sustaining life during the proi'pss 
of Diphtheria. 
The expenditure of 1 train power too early or too 
severely in children often results in physical debili- 
ty; the use of Fellows’ Ilypophosphitcs exerts a 
singularly happy effect in such eases. 
Da. not he deceived by remedies hearing a similar 
name: no other preparation is a substitute for this 
under any circumstances. Iyr47 
Fur sale b} VX. 0. POOR A SOX. 
ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIAELE 
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD IOR 
THE CURE OF 
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, 




Every affection of the 
THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST, 
including 
CONSUL PTBOMi. 
A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES: 
It does not dry up a cough, leave the cause 
behind, as is the case with most ] reparation., 1 
loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allay, irritation, 
thus removing the cause of complaint.” 
DO NOT BE DECEIVED by articles bear 
ing similar names. Be sure you get 
D?». WISTAR S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY, 
with the signature of I. BUTTS a ; % raoocr. 
~>0 CVnt« ami Si.00 a liottb 
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE Si. SONS, Bos- 
ton, Mass. Sold by druggists and dealers generally. 




















LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S 
VEGETABLE COMPOUND. 
Is a Positive Cure 
for all those Painful Complaint* and Weaknesses 
so common to our best female population. 
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Com- 
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera 
tion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent 
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the 
Change of Life. 
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in 
un eurly stage of development. The tendency to can- 
cerous humors there is checked very speedily by its use. 
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving 
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach. 
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration, 
General Debility, Sle< olessness Depression and Indi- 
gestion. 
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight 
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use. 
It will at all times and under all circumstances act in 
harmony with the laws that govern the female system. 
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this 
Compound is unsurpassed. 
LYDIA E. PIXKII AM’S VEGETABLE COM- 
POCXD is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue, 
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottlesfor $5. Sent by mail 
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on 
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham 
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamph- 
let. Address ns above. Mention this Paper. 
No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S 
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness 
and torpidity of the liver. 26 cents per box. 
Sold by all Druggists. 
IMPERISHABLE 
PERFUME. 
Murray & Lanman’s 
FLORIDA WATER. 
Best for TOILET. BATH. 
and SI£K ROOM. 
The Blue Coat. 
i The following ballad is from tbe peu of Bishop 
Burgess of Maine, and was contributed by him to 
the book published and sold at the sanitary fair in 
Baltimore, under tbe sanction of the State fair as- 
sociation of the women of Maryland :J 
You asked me, little one, why 1 bowed. 
Though never I passed the man before t 
Because my heart was full and proud 
When I saw the old blue coat he wore. 
The blue great coat, the sky blue coat, 
The old blue coat the soldier wore. 
1 knew not, 1, what weapon he chose. 
What chief he followed, what badge he wore : 
Enough that in the front of foes 
II is country's blue great coat ho wore. 
The blue great-coat, etc. 
Perhaps ho was born in a forest but, 
Perhaps he had danced on a palaco tloor : 
To want or wealth my eyes were shut, 
l only marked the coat ho wore. 
The blue great coat, etc. 
It mattered not much it Lie drew his line 
From Shem or Ham. in the days of yore ; 
For surely lie was a brother of mine. 
Who for my sake the war coat wore 
The blue great-coat, etc. 
He might have no skill to read or write. 
Or lie might be rich in learned loro. 
But 1 knew he could make his mark in light. 
And nobler gown no scholar wore 
Than the blue great coat, etc. 
It may be he could plunder and prowl, 
And perhaps in his mood he scoffed and swore ; 
But I would not guess a spot so foul 
On the honored coat he bravely wore. 
The blue great coat, etc. 
He had worn it long, and borne it far; 
And perhaps on the red Virginian shore, 
From midnight chill till the morning star. 
That worn great coat the sentry wore. 
The blue great coat, etc. 
When hardy Butler reined his steed 
Through the streets of proud, proud Baltimore, 
Perhaps behind him. at his need. 
Marched he who yonder blue coat wore. 
The blue great-coat, etc. 
Perhaps it was seen in Burnside's ranks, 
When Rappahannock ran dark with gore. 
Perhaps on the mountain side with Banks. 
In tiie burning sun no more he wore 
The blue great-coat, etc. 
Perhaps in the swamps, twas a bed for his form 
From tho seven days' battling and marching sore, 
Or with Kearny and Pope 'mid thesteelly storm, 
As the night closed in. that coat he wore, 
The blue great-coat, etc. 
Or. when right over, as Jackson dashed. 
That collar or cape some bullet tore ; 
Or when far ahead Antietam Hashed. 
lie (lung to the ground the coat that he wore 
The blue groat coat, etc 
Or stood at Gettysburg, where tho graves 
Hang deep to Howard's cannon roar; 
Or saw with Grant the unchained waves 
Where conquering hosts the blue coat wore : 
Tho blue great coat. etc. 
The garb of honor tells enough. 
Though 1 its story guess no more ; 
The heart it covers is made of such stud, 
That coat is mail which that soldier wore 
The blue great coat. etc. 
lie may hang it up when the peace shall come, 
And the moths may tind it behind tue door. 
But his children will point, when they hear a drum. 
To the proud old coat their father wore 
The bine great-coat, etc. 
And so. my child, will you and I, 
For whose fair home their blood they pour, 
Still bow the bead, as one goes by 
Who wears the coat that soldier wore 
The blue great-coat, the sky blue coat, 
The old blue coat the soldier wore 
“Latitude Unknown” 
Like lonely sailors on a foreign sea. 
Without a compass and without a chart. 
Unhelped by all their lore of seaman’s art, 
Souls drift along in the vast mystery 
Of Love’s companionship. There cannot be 
A solitude so pathless as a heart. 
No undiscovered isles lie so apart 
From him who seeks, as lie the thoughts that we 
Forever yearn to read behind dear eyes,— 
The dear eyes that we love, and love to kiss. 
Ah, well! But one thing matters to our bliss. 
t>o long as Loves sun goes not dowu, all skies 
Are clear : all shores are friendly ; treasure lies 
On all wo shall not one sweet harbor miss '. 
[H. H., Scribner for June 
In Explanation. 
WALTER LEARNED. 
Her lips were so near 
That—what else could 1 do ! 
You'll be angry. 1 fear. 
But her lips were so near— 
Well. I can't make it clear, 
Or explain it to you, 
But—her lips were so near 
That—what else could I do f 
j Brie a Brae. Scribner for June. 
The Life Raft. 
Heretofore it has been diflicult to conceive of 
anything (in case of necessity) more practical than 
a ship's boat, hut a recent invention has rendered 
the ship's boats a thing of the past, as far as per 
leet safety to the occupants is concerned. The 
recent invention is called a life raft, and is com- 
posed of two large metal cylinders, conical shaped 
at the ends. Fastened to each cylinder above and 
below is an arm of oak. to which are attached 
rowlocks at intervals along the sides and at both 
ends. Running between these cylinders and at- 
tached to the oaken arms are strong wooden slats, 
resembling in construction the woodwork support- 
ing the springs iu a spring bed. The advantages 
cf the life raft over the ordinary boat are that the 
raft can be launched by tipping it from the deck, 
and, no matter how it strikes the water, it comes 
right side tip. and once launched, it is impossible 
to swamp it. All the boats of the Boston A lling- 
ham steamboat line have this season been provid- 
ed with a suflicient number of these rafts to at- 
commodate more passengers than the law allows 
them to carry. 
A V1 AUKKLSOME SENATOR It 18 said, DOW that 
Mr. Conkling Is out of the Seuate, that his party 
associates will feel relieved if he does not return. 
He has always been a quarrelsome .Senator, and in 
his time has been at enmity with all Senators who 
would not do his bidding. Ho parted with Seward, 
he was on bad terms with Fessenden, for years he 
did not speak with Sumner. Lie quarreled with 
Zach Chandler in his time, but for some cause 
made it up. He has no intercourse with John 
Sherman. He has refused to speak to Senators 
Windom and Kirkwood since they voted to con- 
tinu Merritt for tho New York Collectorship He 
has caused the courteous Burnside to denim-ee 
him twice for his insults He will not speak to 
| Furry of Michigan. Ho is the vindictive enemy of 
Senator Hoar, and has tiroken with (leu. Hawley. 
He assailed Judge K. K. Iioar when Attorney Gen- 
eral. and was a leader in the opposition which kept 
him from the Supreme Court hunch. HequarreleU 
with Elihn B. Washburne. and refused to speak to 
his brothers. This is only a part of the list of Mr. 
Conkliug's personal differences in public life. He 
has never been known to seek to reconcile those 
with whom he has had differences, except in the 
case of Mr. Chandler. | Boston Journal. 
Why Nor ! Uue of the most convincing tern 
perauce lectures ever given was that of the poor 
woman whose husband spent all his means at the 
dram shop. Said she, "1 want the chance to sup- 
lily you with your drink. 1 want to sell to you 
and save the prolit. I am compelled to go in rags 
and have the poorest to eat while the saloon-keep- 
er's wifu has tho grandest shawls and bonnets and 
silk dresses, with lino furnituro and the best lor 
the table. Let me sell to you and I willhaveall this. 
1 will get a keg of beer or a cask of whiskey, what- 
ever you may prefer, and sell to you at so much a 
drink,—the same price you pay tho saloon keeper.” The experiment was tried for a while when the 
husband himself saw how much money he had 
been throwing away and concluded not’to make 
any further purchases of any one. But his wife 
had already gained a nice bonnet and dress and 
other comforts of life. Other women whose 1ms 
hands drink would do well to make the same offer. 
Tho population of London is 3,814,571. 
A California town, has achieved a strawberry 3 
inches in diameter and 7} in circumference. 
Tbe amateur oarsmen are to have a regatta on 
the Potomac at^VVashington, September 8th and 
Oth. 
The city of Atlanta, Ua claims to be now free 
entirely of gambling-houses, which has not been 
the case before tor twenty years. 
lien. Logan tells tho Chicago Times that he 
hoard (ien Grant declare that he would never 
again appear as a candidate for any political office 
Governor Cornell, of Now Lurk, has vetoed a bill 
prohibiting foreign insurance companies from tak 
ingsuits from the local courts to the United Stales 
courts. 
A marble tablet is to he placed on the new build- 
ing about to be erected at the spot where Mrs. 
O'Leary’s cow kicked over the lamp which started 
the Chicago tire. 
The New York Sim apologizes for its late broad 
hint of Secretary Blaine’s complicity in the star 
route frauds and admonishes its correspondents 
that, whenever a charge is made against any man 
public or private, the evidence upon which it is 
based must accompany the allegation. 
Mr. IlifT, the cattle king of Colorado, died three 
years ago worth a million. His widow has sold a 
portion of the land and cattle, and with her three 
children is now on her way to Europe, travelling in company with Bishop Simpson, of the Metho- 
.dist church. She is a woman of refinement and 
never visited the ranches. 
Ex Gov. Sprague, of Rhode Island, is reported 
by the Providence Star, as saying, in speaking of 
his domestic troubles, that he thought a settlement 
on a business basis could now be made by the par- 
ties to both suits, and ho believed Buch a settlement 
would be made; he himself was not opposed to such 
a settlement he said. 
No city in the world, probably, is growing more 
rapidly than Denver, Col. It is using more brick 
at present than New York city. Among the edi- 
fices going up are a court house, an opera house, 
a railway station, a high school and other school 
buildings, a system of sewers and of street pave- 
ments and innumerable new business buildings 
and dwellings. 
The New York Senate has passed a short, sharp 
and comprehensive bill intended to prevent and 
punish tho sale of adulterated food and drugs. It 
forbids the sale, or the keeping or offering for sale 
of any article of food or drink, or any kind of drug 
designed for medicinal use, that is adulterated in 
any manner whatsoever, under a penalty of $50 
fine for the first offence and $100 for tho second. 
“Will the coming man fly C JIo probably will 
when the coming woman gets alter him. 
Never ask a Dyspeptic person what he wants to 
eat, but let him take a few doses of Baxter's 
Mandrake Bitters and his appetite will be all 
right. Price »5 cts. per bottle 
Hknky and Johnson's Arnica and Oil Lini- 
ment is an external remedy for Man or Beast. 
Throat affections and bronchial diseases aro re- 
lieved immediately by the use of Downs’ Elixir. 
The reporter who was requested to write up the 
death of two murderers said he'd soe 'em hanged 
first. 
Kills the Pleasure. 
Illness in tho house affects tho whole family in 
some manner. When tho sickness is serious the 
children's laughter must be hushed, footsteps must 
be softened, all goes sadly and wrong. Dr. David 
Kenned) 's “Favorite Remedy” stands m your door- 
way and says to sickness “Keep out!” It will 
cost you only a Dollar to put the sentinel on duty, 
ami for his faithfulness thousands can vouch. Ask 
your Druggist or w rite to tho Doctor at Rondout, 
X V 2w33 
Blacksmiths are rarely good penmen, and yet 
they are always lorging. 
How to Secure Health. 
His strange any one will sutler from derange 
ments brought on by impure blood. When SOO- 
ViLL'S SARSAPARILLA ANDST1LLIXU1 A, or 
BLOOD AND LIVER SYRUP will restore health 
to the physical organizations, it is a strengthen 
ingsyrup, pleasant to take, and tho BEST BLOOD 
PURIFIER ever discovered, curing Scrofula. Sy- 
philitic disorders, Weakness of the Kidneys, Ely 
sipelas, Malaria, Nervous disorders. Debility. Itil 
ious complaints and Diseases of' the Blood. Liver, 
Kidneys, Stomach, Skin, etc. 
Baker's Pain Panacea cures paiu in Man and 
Beast 
1)r. ROder's Worm Strut instantly destroys 
Worms. 
Ash-ToniC 
The great remedy for Dyspepsia. RiritrasDis- 
easel and Functional Derangements attendant 
upon Debility. In 1-2 lb.bottles. 15 cents.'Sis 
bottles. i4 Accredited Physicians and Clergymen 
suppUedwlth not exceeding sis bottles at one-half 
the retail price, money to accompany order, gold 
hy Druggists nnd by'D. B. Dstrrv Ic Co.. AS 
DeySU Hew York. 
Tonic.—1"Tncreartrur the stretujlh, obriatliiff the 
effects of debilityand restoring healthy junction^.' -Webster. 
(astona 35doses 35 cents A pleasant, cheap, and 
Talnable remedy for fretful and puny children. 
(entaurJiniment 
For Sprains, Wounds, Scalds, Rheumatism, and 
any pain upon Man cr Beast. 
6m0 
THE LARGEST STOCK OF 
MILLINERY 
To lu* found in this cifv, consisting of 
BONNETS & HATS 
-1 N- 
TUSCAN & FANCY STRAWS 
OF A 1.1. STIFFS AMI (.OFOIIS. 
Chip, Milan, Rough & Ready, 
Porcupine & Canton Braids. 
-1 N- 
TRIMMED HATS, 
(Sailors and Shades), 
WK HAVK A VKUY KAHl.K ASSI HiT.MKNT. 
( Mir trimming department is complete in 
SILKS, SATINS, RIBBONS, 
Feathers & Flowers, 
iu all the new anil fashionable colors ami styles. In 
WK HAVK A FI I.K KINK. 
Our Clove Department 
IS LARGE, CONSISTING OF 
lilack. Mediant <{'• Opera Colors 
In Kids, most of which we warrant to our cus- 
tomers. Please call and examine our 
lint tun Opera Kid (Moves far MS ('cat*. 
-1 N- 
LISLE GLOVES ! 
<>ur assortment is complete in all the latest styles. 
-1 N- 
Fancy Goods, Zephyrs, Crewels, 
Ac., we have a full line. A large lot of KN<; 
LI>11 CHKWKLS just received in all the 
desirable colors, also KELTS for Table 
Covers, Lambrequins, A:<*. 
#<rPlease call and examine our stock before pur- chasing elsewhere, as we intend to sell our goods 
as low as can he bought in this city..!'# 
We have engaged the services of 
MISS H. M. WORTH LEY, 
As Milliner, whose experience ami excellent taste 
in trimming cannot tail to suit the most fastidious. 
hummed noysets \.xn hats 
Constantly on hand. 
J. W. FERGUSON & CO. 
Persons having unsettled accounts with the firm 
of FfcllblSO.V A: RACKLIFFF, are requested to make Immediate payment to save cost. in 
MEADOW KING MOWER. 
FOR convenience of customers repair pieces will be on sale by II. II. Crocker A Co., ISangor: 
F:. .1. Morison A Co., Belfast; (iove & Davis, Free 
port; Alfred Austin, Packman; s. F. Wheeler. 
Dexter; II. It. Mavliew, K. Dover; A. F. Nickerson, 
Swanvilb*; A. M. Stilphen, Dresden Mills. A full 
line in stock at my warehouse forwarded promptly 
by express or freight. Order early. 
FRFI) ATWOOD, Winterport, Me. 
N. it. Sections and knives for all mowers. 2;> 
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Lack 
ofEnergy.Loss of Strength, 
Want of Appetite, Inter- 
mittent Fevers, etc. 
IRON BITTERS are highly 
recommended for all diseases requiring a 
certain and efficient tonic. 
IRON BITTERS enrich the blooel, 
strengthen the muscles, and give new life to 
the nerves. 
IRON BITTERS > t like a charm 
on the digestive organ removing all 
dyspeptic symptoms, si : s testing the 
food, belching, heat m t' > mulch, heart- 
burn, etc. 
IRON RITTER: •— the only Iron 
Preparation that tin'll i.al blacken the teeth 
or give headache. 
Sold hy all druggists. 
Write for the ABO Book, 32 pages of 
useful and amusing reading—sent free. 
BROWN CHEMICAL CO. 
Baltimore, Md. 
lyrC 
HAND HAY RAKES! 
FRED ATWOOD, Wlnterporl, Me, j 
Ti Tie Pit: 
I HAVE JEST RECEIVED FROM BOSTON 
3000 Rolls of Room Paper 
Of the LATEST SPRING STYLES, which can 
now he seen .at my stores, and at the lowest 
prices. 
Parties inlying paper of me can have it trimmed 
free of charge. 
Curtains & Curtain Fixtures 
CONSTANTLY ON HAND. 
I have a nice line of 
DRY & FANCY GOODS ! 
Prints from 5 to ftc.; Sheetings I'roin 5 to 10c.; 
Crashes from 4c. upwards; Kress Hoods from 
an sc. Knickerbocker to a tine All-Wool Cash- 
mere. Also Velvets, Velveteens, Trimming 
Silks and Satins, Laces,Edgings, Ituches, Ruch- 
Ings.Shetland Shawls,Long and Square Shawls, 
Cardigan Jackets, (both l'or holies ami gents) 
Ladles Cloakings, lister Cloths, Ilepellants, 
Table Oil haninsk, a dozen patterns, White 
Linen and Turkey Red Damasks, 
As nice as can he found in this vicinity. A 
great variety of 
Cotton, Cotton £ Wool & All-Wool 
CLOTHS FOR MEN A BOVS’ WEAR. 
Here Is a list of Prices : 12c., 15c., 17c. 20c.. 25r., 
2Sc., :10c., 32c., 35c., 40c., 50c., 55c., «5c.. J5r., 
SOc„ S5c., 90c„ $1.00, $1.10, $1.20, $1.30, $1.35, 
1.75, 2.00, 2.50 Per lard. 
1 have difl'eront kinds of ..is in these prices 
1 also have 
SHIETIN GrS, 
IN ALL PRICKS. 
READY MADE CLOTHING! 
Mens’ Suits, $0.00, S.00, 10.00. 12.00, 15.00, 10.00, 22.00 ; Mens' l isters and Overcoats, 
$2.75,11.00, 0.50, 7.50, S.OO, it.OO, 15.00. 
Mens' l' infer shifts and Itriuri rs ! 
Front 30c. to $1.50. 
GENTS’ FINE WHITE SHIRTS ! 
Front $1.00 upwards. 
HITS, ( APS. GLOVES, SCARFS, OVERALLS, .11 ME- 
EKS, ItIRRKIi COATS, LADIES’ GOSSAMER 
CIIHTLARS, 1 MRKELLAS, Ac. 
Mr STOCK OF 
Boots, Shoes, Rubbers & Overshoes 
IS COMi'LKTK. 
IN GROCERIES ! 
1 Have a tea for -toe. that beat- them all. Try it. 
I K L L1 
Corn, Meal & Shorts. 
AM IMiKl'AliKI) TO >KI.I. 
FLOUR 
As cheap as any store in the county. 
MV STOCK OF 
CROCKERY & GLASS WARE 
Is verj fair. I have China Sets from $7 to $12. 
Also a gooit stock of 
HARDWARE l 
Hollies Wringers, both Bench ami i'ominon. Hand 
Saws, hej and Bracket Saws. Framed Wood Saws, 
front s()e. to $1.10, Flat Irons, Ac. 
i sKr.i. tiii; 
Averill Choniical Pninl ! 
Farmers Attention! 
1 have in stork a large amount <>i new 
<3-Ft .A.SS3 SE EE ID 
Of all kinds. Al-n CI.OV Kl{, which I sell at the 
i.uwkst possnu.f; n;i( i>. m 
lam rrririny mar yooils It ij every 
train to Urtfast. 
no SOT FOJiOET THE PI.M E. 
E. L. SEAN, 
SEARSMONT, MAINE. 
PLEASE CALL 
.IiiiI see the handsomest mol 
most common sense 
In the city, and one from ir/iieh 
ire can it rate a col iter mot 
to tter ytnss of Soda than 
can jmssihty he ilrairn 
from any other aj>- 
joiratns. 
llai/ford flinch, (hnech SI reel 
IN ALL SIZES, 
25 to 50 Cents Less 
THAN BOSTON PRICES. 
B E. W ELLS. 
PAINT NOW! PRICES ABE LOW! 
E. J. Morison &. Co., 
~>2 MAIX STREET, 
have a very fi li. STOCK OF 
PhcEtiix, Atlantic and Jewetts! 
STRICTLY PIKE WHITE LEADS, 
ltUl.ltOAlt C'OI.OHS. 
fjll C Pure Linseed, Lard, Sprrin, Neat’s Foot, wiuir. parafUne and Blaek, Turpentine, Ben- 
zine, Asphultum, Shellacs, Pratt’s Patent Dryers, Japans, Coach Japan, Hold Size, Ac. 
VARNISHES Sole agent for the Murphy  mi II ion CO. Tarnishes. All grades tor all 
kinds of work. 
ARTISTS COLORS AND BIUSIIES. 
BRUSHES. PRICES REDUCED. 
ALAKASTINE, a substitute for kalsontlnc, Wall Pa- 
per, Ac. Cheap and desirable. Any one 
eun apply It. 
E- J. MORISON & CO., 
Joltliers ami retail dealers in 
Hardware, Iron, Steel, Cutlery, Hubs, Spokes. 
Kims, Ac. 
Inters by mail or express carefully filled. Satis 
faction guaranteed. Call and see us’. I t 
FARM MACHINERY ! 
FOR SALK IN SEARSMONT HV 
S M I L L E E, 
HON. ERKD ATWOOD’S ACCREDITED AGENT. 
Meadow King Mowers, Bunkum Horse 
Rakes, Self-Acting Plow Sulky, Gilt 
Edge Hand Scythes. 
Also for sale* a two seated Barker wagon. 3w*2*2* 
NOTICE. 
A 1.1. persons indebted to the estate id' OTls HL.VOK, deceased, are requested to make im- 
mediate payment, and those having claims to pre- 
sent the same for settlement to 
Dl’DI.EV (I. Itl.ACK. 
Oiliec at I .each store. 
Searsport, .Tune 7, 1SS1.—Slitf 
CITY OF BELFAST SS. 
Clerk’s Office, June 7, 1881. 
SEALED PROPOSALS for collecting the State, County and City taxes for the year 1881 for said City, will be received by the City Clerk until Thurs- 
day, the Ittth of June, at « o'clock P. M„ 1881, 
the City Council of said City reserving the right to 
accept any of the same or to reject all. Per Order 
2w23 Attest :-J. S. 11 A K RIM AN, City Clerk. 
SUPERIOR HAND SCYTHES! 
MADE TO ORDER. 
FBED ATWOOD, Wlntr rporl, Me. 
FARMERS! 
Do you want the most reliable 
FERTILIZER? 
One that will give you the largest 
and best crop of Potatoes, Corn 
and Grain. The Cheapest and 
Best Top Dressing for your Grass 
Lands. Then buy the 
For sale in any quantity by 
FRANK R. CRAY. 
Hi* 1 fast, May 18KI.—IS 
Collais, Cuffs, Handkefchiefs, 
HOSIERY. LACES. JEWELRY, 
At A. P. Mansfield’s, 
MASONIC TEMPLE. 
Tor Sale at a liaryaln. 
crMlK following machinery can be seen at F. A. 
1 HOWARD’S Machine Shop, Pleasant Street, 
Belfast, Maine, where he keeps unhand, or will 
furnish to order, all kinds of eastings at manufac- 
turer’s price.-, ami will do all kinds ol' machine 
work in a st\ lc and at prices that cannot fail to 
please. 
1 Horizontal stationary Steam Knginc, 15 Horse 
Power, with Huntoon Governor and feed water 
heater. 
1 Ipright Portable Steam Knglue, 3 1 -2 Horse 
Power, with Feed Pump attached, and a copper 
roll heater. 
These engines having been thoroughly repaired, 
are a- good as new, and can be seen in motion if 
desired. 
I Huntoon Governor (new) right size fora 15 
Horse Power to a 20 Horse Power Knglne. 
1 Air Pump for condensing engine (new,) cylin- 
der SxlO, connections f r 1 3-4 Inch pipe. 
1 Irregular Moulder, in good condition, and with 
over £ 100 worth of Moulding (utters. 
I am also prepared t<» cut on carriage axles, to 
take up end play in box. and will guarantee satis- 
faction in all eases. lOtf 
sum* is muck />’/ lunsa ns plpasast 
sta/-:/:t, spa/i shop factory. 
F A IIO W A Ii I > 
Fringes, Gimps, 
Every Style of Trimming Goods, 
-A T- 
M.1 XSi'I T.1. />'S, Masonic Temple 
'■pm-: moi.F.-wr on snm and mauiixk 1. siiup i- now fairly running, and being equipped 
with 
First-Ciass Mechanics & Tools, 
we art- prepared to do w «»rk promptly* and just as 
our customers direct. 
Mining Machinery & Ship Work 
will be made a specialty. Duplicate parts or full 
"•d- of nearly all agrieult iral implements in use in 
tbl- vicinity in stuck or made to order. Prices will 
be made low, ami we hope and expect to merit and 
obtain a liberal patronage. 
POWKR WITH ROOM TO RENT. 
C. «J, HALL, Leasee. 
Belfast, March 1, lsM.—y 
A. P. MANSFIELD 
Has just received a line assortment of 
LADIES’ READY MADE 
SPRING & SUMMER SACQUES. 
A good opportunity for a lady to obtain an ele- 
gant fitting and perfectly made garment. Also 
a line line of cloths for ulsters and sacques. 




FOR SALE BY 
FRANK R. GRAY, 
Foot of Main Street. 
Belfast, May 12, l>sl.—r.t 
Sun Shades! SunShades! 
A large variety of sun shades in 
Brocaded Satins and I’fain Silk, 
No more desirable lot ever offered in Belfast. 
A. 1 M A N S V I E I, J) 
JIAMIJK TK.HPLE. iimlll 
BLEACHERY 
Spring and Summer. 
rpilf CNDERSIHXEI) would n sj»<***tfully inform X his old customers and the public that he has 
received all tin* LATE STYLUS of BLOCKS, and 
i- now ready t«> BLEACH, COLOR and l’KLSS 
HATS and BONNETS at short notice. 
1). S. (RES8EY, 22 Church St., Belfast, Me. 
April I, 1SN1.—1 Itl' 
The Gregg Rake! 
CAN BE OPERATED BY THE FOOT ALONE : 
Leaving hotli hands tree for driving. Can he oper- ated as a complete Hand I Hunping Bake, at the will 
of tin* driver. Can be operated easily by any boy 
or girl w ho can drive a horse. F irst-class in everv 
particular, strong and durable, best of material, 
"'ell linished. Thoroughly tested, never tails. Com- 
pletely controllable self-dumping wheel rake, oper- 
ating w itinmt racln-ts, gears or springs. It can he 
raised gradually to any height desired, carried any 
distance, raised entire, and dropped at any instant, 
u Inch is the most desirable feature in a self-dump- ing rake. The self discharging device has no 
lost motion; dumps from both wheels; side draft 
impossible; _>4 adjustable oil tempered steel teeth, 
each one left with its own weight to follow the sur- 
face, and each tooth aduplieateof the other. FREl) 
ATWOOD, Winterport. Maine, (ieneral Agent New 
Fhiglaud and Provinces. Sw22 
New Marble Shop ! 
In kanijirortliij Budding. 
W. T. HOWARD, 
Manufacturer and dealer in 
MONT M ENTS, TABLETS, GRAVESTONES, 
AND MARBLE SHELVES, 
of tin* best Italian and American marble 
(Tirin'11 S Til E E T% n E r I A s t. 
timosl 2 
HOLLINGSWORTH 
Self and Hand Dump. 
It is with great pleasure that we present to the 
pnhlie TIIH HOLLINGSWORTH IMPROVED 
MONITOR SLLL AND HAND DIMP RAKK, for 
the season of lssi. Notwithstanding the patentee 
of this rake has heretofore furnished to the trade 
and the farmer the host hand discharging Sulky Rake ever invented, of which there are more thaii 
lift v thousand in the hands of farmers in this coun- 
try and in Kurope, he now ofl’ers to the uhlie this 
NKW MONITOR KAKL that heats them all. 
if/; Before vou buy a rake examine HOLLINGS- 
WORTH'S IMPROVED. FRLD ATWOOD, Winter- 
port, Maine, (ieneral Agent. Sw±2 
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SEAMEN WANTED. 
SEAMEN AND ORDINARY SEAMEN, fur coast crs. Apply to J. S. RANLETT, 
Sltf Intelligence Office, Rockland. 
Bush. Scythes ! 
FRED ATWOOD, W'tnterport, We. 
The desideratum long- sought for by inventors 
was a combination of mechanical principles which 
would give a sickle running free at any angle with- 
out change of register; but this was never attained 
or even approached until the various inventions em- 
bodied in the MEADOW KINO MOWER fell into 
the hands of its present owners and manufacturers, 
who by skillfully combining the several patents 
which they had secured, succeeded in producing i 
the first perfect Mower—one adapted to all condi- j 
lions and circumstances—cutting with equal ease 
the finest bottom grass or the roughest lull-side, and 
well has it earned its mime. It is offered to the pub 
lie with tin; fullest confidence in its merits, and 
after having given it the most thorough examina- 
tion and tests, running through a period of more 
than sixteen years, it is believed to be better adapt 
ed to the trade than any Mower in the market. For 
Illustrated Circulars or further information, ad- 
dress FItEI) ATWOOD, Wintcrport, Maine. (Jen 
eral Agent New England and Provinces. Sw*2*2 
BOND 
-A N D-- 
Stock Brokers, 
Bangor, Maine, 
BUY AND SELL 
he 
We nialv a spec in 11// of first-Hass in- 
vestments for Snrbnjs ]}<inl:s and Trust 
Funds, and harr nlntust alimi/s a line, at 
Sitrl/ srrariti/'s ait hand far i nnnrd i/itr dr- 
litrr//. 
< 'orrrsj/ondritrc salirltr/l and iuTarain- 
tian rlieer/allfi i/ireu. dm 17 
4 MAIN 3T., MASON BLOCK, 
A. M. MASON. h'. !!. i. ItKVNOLDS. 
fIRE WORK$ 
FLAGS AND LANTERNS 
FOR JULY 411). 
The New Fdighiinl l.ahoratoi v .dice to Hie tea.I.‘, 
to tin! public, ami private euiimTiUcev. clubs nr in 
divhluals, the largest, be-l ami most complete line 
of goods at tile lowest prices. 
For City, Town nr Indhldiial Display, our work 
cannot be excelled. 
Our Box Collections of Fireworks are unequalled. 
We offer a full stock of c\crythiiijr rnnnci-ted xvilli 
the trade at low rates and of the best qiialitv. Semi 
for our Price List and liescriptive Programine for Public and Private Kxhiliilions. lw-':i 
.YlAHTESi >v wclix. Manufacturers 
Salesroom, is Hawley St„ near Milk, Boston, 
Cure Your Corns ! 
BY USING 
SCli L O T VER /; EX E 'S 
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic. 
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and < allows, without leaving a blemish. 
Brush for applying in each bottle. 
A CURE IS C l■A RAXTEED.. 
Price 25 cents. For sale by ail Druggists. 
Try it and you will Ik* convinced like thousands who have used it and now testily to its value. 
Ask for Nrhlottcrbcrk's t orn and Wart Solvent 
and take no other. iyrs 
Insect Destroyer. 
BERT R. NlcDOft£LD, 
< >1 Belfast, has purchased a one-half intcre-t with 
Cl.AUK M AUDEN, of Swanville, in 
P. S. Ryan’s Insect Destroyer. 
The Destroyer is designed for tin* u>e of ii.piid 
Paris Creon for the destruction «.»t |n»1 \T<> Bl ( .s, 
and is the best thing in tin* market. Manufactured 
at Belfast by 
MAUDES d McDOXA LD, 
Sole Agents for Waldo Countv. 
W PRICE, $2.50 
Call tit U. I*. STICK N EY’S shop and m*c a sauiplo. 
Belfast, May 1, issi. 
GREAT BARGAINS 
--1 N- 
HOUSE FOR SALE. 
Till* homestead of tin* late Oeo. 
«>X is ottered for salt*, it U 
v pleasantly ami eonvenienth lo- 
<*:it**«i on Miller street just below 
iHigh. It has a good garden, a 
_*gooi1 ci.-tern, nine rooms, all of 
which are well ami thoroughly finished. The house 
is one and one-half stories with I, and shed, all new 
and in good order, it will make a verv delightful 
home tor any one, and is especially convenient for business men. Apple for terms and inspection t" 
PHILO 11 KltSi: Y. 
Bel last, May ISs 1. — -j-j 
FOR SALE. 
House and land at Sandy Point, 
known as the.). K. Partridge place, 
mile from steamboat wharf, 
acre land, house nine years old, 
•‘>1 x*2K, L :>S\is, split stone cellar, 
H feet in clear, 14 apple trees, grafted fruit. < ost to 
build rising- $l,00o.un; will sell for $.“>00.on. Enquire 
of A. P. M A.NSFI ELI). 
-Itf Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me. 
FOR SALE. 
The subscriber oilers for sale his 
— *"'L residence on Bay View street. The 
house is two stories, all tinished, 
large cistern in cellar, with a good 
garden spot. The view overlook- 
ing the harbor and bay is not surpassed in the city. 
Price reasonable. Hood reasons for selling. \j> 
plv at tills office to 11. I > Y Kit. 
Belfast, April 14, 1SSI — l'.tf 
Farm for Sale! 
in Brooks of SO acres, desirable, 
well located, good soil, pasturing 
and water. Handy to mills, mar- 
kets, schools, village, stores and It. 
It. station. Will be sold at great 
bargain, stock and tools with it if desired. Applv 
to JOHN \V. LA NO, Brooks, Me. 
FOR SALE. 
mwo hood KisiiiNt; vessels, iioo <itis. i-.a JL parity. Well found in cables and anchors 
Will make good lime carriers. 
AMBROSE WHITE. 
Bucksport, Feb. 8, 1881.—(> 
Babbitt Metal for Machinery. 
TYPE METAL, the best anti-friction metal for lining machinery boxes, for sale at 
20lstf THE JOURNAL OFFICE. 
Freedom Notice. 
THIS is to certify that 1 have this day given to my minor son, JASON ALLEN T1 LI>EN, his 
time during the remainder of his minority. I shall claim none of Ids wages nor pav anv of his bills 
after this date. SETH TILOEN. 
Lincolnville, May :>l, 1SH1.—:iw*2*2* 
Caution Notice. 
WHEREAS my wife, MARY .IANK Til.DEN, has left my home, takingwith her mv daugh- 
ter, MARY THEODOTIA TILOEN. This is to for- 
bid all persons from harboring or trusting them on 
mv account, as I shall pav no hill of their contract- 
ing. SETH TILOEN. 
Lincoluville, May >1, 1881.—.'iW-'J* 
Union Nutnal 
Life Insurance Co., 
of Maine, 
SURPLUS, MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS 
STANDARD, 
December 51, 1S77 $77,209 55 
“ “ 1S7S 154,47S 27 
“ “ 1S79 250,950 75 
“ “ IS SO 500,215 77 
JOHN E. DeWITT, President. 
DANIEL SHARP, .... vice Pre*t. 
JAMES P. CARPENTER, Seo'y. 
HALF A CENTURY OLD, 
Is a sure remedy for 
Coughs, Colds, Whoop- 
ing Cough, and all Lung 
diseases when used in 
season. Fitly years ago, 
Elder Downs was given 
up by his physicians to 
die with Consumption. 
Under these circumstan- 
ces lie compounded this 
JZiixir, was cured, and 
lived to a good old age. 






R. H. EDDY. 
No. 70 State St., opposite' Kill)), Boston, 
Secures Patents in tin* I'nited statu.-; also in Croat 
Pritain, Framv and other foreign countries. Copies 
of the claims of any Patent furnished l>\ remitting 
one dollar. Assignments recorded at Washington. 
Xu Agency in the United States /’assesses superior 
twilitics fur obtaining /*utents or ascert lining the. 
Initentability of invent ions. 
It. II. LI>1 >Y, Solicitor oj Patent.-. 
TEST'I MON I AES. 
“1 regard Mr. Kddy as one of the most capable 
and successful practitioners with whom | have had 
ollicial intercourse. ( Has. mason, 
Commissioner of Patents.” 
Inventors cannot employ a person more trust- 
worthy or more capable of securing for them an 
early and favorable consideration at the Patent of 
lice. K DM I'M) PI PK L. 
Late Commissioner of Patents.” 
Boston, < )ctober in, is7u. 
it. II. KDDY, Ks(.y—Dear Sir : You procured for 
me, in Is in, my lirst patent. Since then you hav* 
acted for and advised me in hundreds of case.-, and 
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. I 
have occasionally employed the best agendo- in 
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, lml 1 -rill 
give y ou almost the whole of my luisinc--, in our 
line, and ailvi.se others to emplov vou. 
Yours truly, i. Kolb ! PBAPKP, 
Poston, dan. 1. ls'Sl —lyrl 
HONEST MEDICINE. 
“FAVORITE REMEDY” 
Itcnimnu iMlcd l,y (lerayuicii, Mutt-men a others. 
SALT RHEUM. 
II<»n. .1. II. Snyder, of Saugertie.-, N. grate, 
fully testifies to the ability of “Favorite Remedy" 
as exhibited in the ca-r of Id- little daughter who 
was covered with Salt Rheum from head to foot 
"Favorite Remedy," says this thankful father, “re 
lieved my girl altogether from this fearful alllietim. 
salt Rheum. This occurred two \ ar- ago, and -i 
a sign of the disease has -inee appeared." What it 
did for t hi child it w ill do for all who use it. 
LIVER DISEASE. 
Mr. .1. II. Northrop* of l.an.-ingburg, V 'i ., for 
several years Captain of the Troy police, -ay- 
have been for a long time a great mi tie re r from d» 
rangement of the liver, and after u-ing many of tin* 
medicines recommended for that complaint. Dr. 
Kennedy's ‘Favorite Remedy’ is the only one which 
gave me any relief. I linnlx U-lie\e that the d 
vorite Remedy'is a good, hottest preparatioi,. on*1 
that may he depended upon.'’ Lyr:h** 
CHRONIC LIVER DISEASE. 
Rev. .1. Smith, of Hartford, CL. -ay- ‘dicing 
a great sullerer from Chronic Liver 1 >i.-ease and L 
digestion. 1 at last tried your ‘Favorite Remeilx' 
and found immediate relief. 1 u-e i two bottles, 
w hich worked wonders in m\ general -y-teni.!’ 
F L I X I R 
I Life Root ! 
THE BANNER 
A Positive Cure for Kid- 
ney & Liver Complaints 
and all Diseases aris- 
ingtherefrom, such as 
DBOPSY, t.BAVKL, IMABKTFS, INFLAMMATION OF 
TUF. BL ADDFIL BBlt k IU ST BF.POSlT, KIIF1- 
MATISM. DYSPKPSI V, FKMALK HIM- 
PLAINTS, INI) ALL DISKASFS OF 
THK l KIN VIM OIU.ANS. 
A Druggist lias Sold ou r 1,000 Bottles. 
lioc'Ki. v\i>, Mi:.. April-j'*. I»l. 
I have sold over 011c thousand bottles ot K:i\ii* 
of Lite Knot, and have never l'mind a rase w here 
it failed to give satisfaction. 
WM. II. IvITTKKDta-:. 
Nearly Bead and One Bottle (Tired Him. 
\Vi;sti IKI.I*. M \ss, March >, lss|. 
•L \V. K11 ki:i>«.i:, Agent lClixir of Life boot 
Dear Sir:—Having suffered intensely for fom 
years with disease of I lie Kidneys, after having 
during that time tried various medicine' without 
obtaining relief, 1 was induce 1 t try a bottle <>l 
your KLLXIK OF I IKK U«»»T. and ii affords nn 
pleasure (>• say that one Lottie of it completely 
cured me. 1 recommend it as the only valuable 
and certain cure for kidney troubles I have ever 
seen. I would add that before taking your medi 
cine 1 had become so weak that I was about to give 
up work. Hoping that others who have suffered 
like myself may he so fortunate as to try your 
valuable medicine. T’rulv vours, 
T. I- M« M \ IN 
AM A MPlim,; TO.AK AAR APPIN 
TIXE1I IT II AN NO MHtl 
ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE. 
Eliiir of Life Root Coiuw. 
J. H KITTHEHCE. AtiEXT. 
lyi'20 ROrkLIID. Rll\■: 
Itti U.l, Dun.disrs SKI.I. II ,vJ, 
HEALTH IS WEALTH ! 
I>u. E. ( Wkst’s Nkkvi: and Bkain Tnr.vr- 
mi'.n : a s]'»o»*ill«* for Hysteria, I)i/.zincss, ('onvul- 
sions, Ner\ous Headache, Mental Depression, L<>-- 
"f Memory, Spermatorrlnea, Impotence, Involun- 
tary Emissions, Premature Old Age, caused l \ 
overexertion, self-abuse, or «>vcr-induigener, whit ]■, 
leads t«» misery, de<*ayand death. One box will cure 
recent eases. Each box contains one month’s treat- 
ment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for live d« 1 
lars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. We 
guarantee six boxes to cure any case. With each 
order received by us for six boxes, accompanied 
with live dollars, we will send the pureha-er our 
written guarantee t<> return tin- money if the treat 
meat does not etfeet a cure, (tunruntec* issued by 
B. H. Moot> v, sole authorized agent for Belfast. Me. 
JOHN C. WEST & CO., Sole Proprietor:-, tsl A; l>;> 
W. Madison Street, Ciiicago, 111. j. w Pkkkins 
wholesale agent, Portland, Me. lyrco\v4f> 
Messenger’s Notice. 
(>ffi< fof in: Si ifk iff of Waldo Coin tv, ) 
staii: of Maim-:. 
Waldo ss., Junes, A. D. lssl. ) 
Tins is to (DYE NOTICE, That oil the (Mb day of June, 1). 1 SSI, a Warrant in Insol- 
vency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency 
for said County of Waldo, against the estate of 
NELSON V BACK LI EKE, of Cnity, in said Coun- 
ty, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on pe- tition of said Debtor, which petition was tiled on 
the (»th day of June, A. D. lssl, to which last 
named date interest, on claims is to lie computed. 
That the payment of any debts and the delivery and 
transfer of any property belonging to said Debtor, 
to him or for his use, and the delivery and transfer 
of any property by him,are forbidden by law. That 
a meeting of the creditors of said Debtor, to prove 
their debts and choose one or more assignees of hi- 
estate, will lie held at a Court of Insolvency to be 
holden at the Probate oflice in said Belfast, on the 
10th day of June, A. D. lssl, at 10 o’clock in the 
forenoon. 
(liven under inv hand the date llrst abo\e written 
( HAS. BAKEB. SheriIV. 
As Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said 
County ofWaldo. 2\v‘2:V* 
MANHOOD RESTORED. 
A victim of early imprudence, causing nervous 
debility, premature decay, etc., having tried in vain 
every known remedy,has discovered a simple means 
of self-cure, which lie will send free to his fellow 
sufferers. Address.l. II. ItKKY'KS, -43 Chatham st., 
N. Y. Ivr46 
The Sanford Steamship Company 
-BETWEEN- 
BANCOR & BOSTON. 
1881. SUMMER ARRANGEMENT. 1881. 
FOUR TRIPS PER WEEK. 
Steamer CAMBRIDGE, ! 
Cayit. Oris Ingraham, | 
Steamer, K AT t II It IN, 
( apt. W. K. Koix, 
tommenciiig Monday, April 2Stb, until further 
notice, will leave Belfast for Boston anil intermedi 
ate landings, everv Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday, at dr, o'clock B. M. Will leave Bos 
ton from idiicoln’s wharf, every Mondav, Tnesdai, Thursday and Friday, at 1’. M. 
tiding East, connections made at Rockland with 
ivnox & Lincoln R. R, for Thomaston, Wnldohoro, 
Damariscotta and other stations; with steamer 
Lewiston for Deer isle, Castino, Sedgwick, Ml 
Desert and Muehiaspnrt; at Belfast, with steamer 
May Queen 'orCustine and Isleshoro; at Buekspnrt, 
with -tages for Blaeliill and Ellsworth; at Bangor, 
with L A N. A. R. R. and Bangor A Biscataouis 
I! If., and all stages for the surrounding country, 
tiding West, tickets may he obtained on each steam- 
er for Lowell, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore 
and Washington, ami baggage checked through, 
also tickets for the West and Southwest via Penn- 
sv lvania R. R. 
Fare from Belfast tu Lowell, $3.50 
Boston, 3.00 
Excursion tickets, at following rates: 
From Belfast anil Searsport and return, $5,00 •• Fort Point •• •• 5,00 
I). LA.VE, Agent. IAMKS LITTLEFIELD, Superintendent. 
Belfast, A].ril Jl. Issl—hi 
— FOR- 
Rockland, Ml. Desert, ami Marinas. 
SPRING ARRANGEMENT. 
TWO TRIPS PER WEEK. 
« .. ^[T rill! I. K w l*I#s 
Kkkkim;, Mii.-tiT, willlfav 
liailruiul Wharf. Portland, rven Tuesday and Frl- 
ueiiiiniuj', win u.iv Maehiasport ever' Munda\ 
ami Thursday morning ai 4.30 o'clock/tom-him 
above, arm iny in Portland about midnight. «• :. 
mvtinjf with the Pullman nitdit train for Boston am 
thy West. Passengers will not In* disturbed mile- 
wishing to take the Pullman. 
steamer! it\ of Richmond connects it Rockland 
with Sanford S. s Co., for Belfast, Bangor am! 
Uiver landings, every Saturdav morning. 
( oming West connect for Boston even Moml.r. 
tml receives passengers amt freight from Kiw 
landing.s for Portland. 
Through tickets and baggagecheeked to all point.-. 
1-. (Tslli\ti, Cenera Manager 
'■hit. L. DAY, lieneral Ticket Agent. Portland. 
April I, ]sm. —U 
NEW YORK t BELFAST DIRECT. 
~ 
^ learner .JA>. A. (.Ain u!!! make 
A- w t‘f K A (ii]«s (<»U .liiiiLr at lit*! lust. I .. 
further particulars, for freight oniv, in<|uire of .)nl Kr.a* A Co., i: Water >t., New York, or Cyrus I'ai 
torson, Belfast. Liberal tulvam-cs <>n ;in\ .< 
sign men is to agents at New York. 
( ’t KI S 1*A iTLKSON, \«ci,t 
Belfast., Mav 1_\ i»i. m 
ALLAN LINE ROYAL MAIL 
sT/; tMsji/rs. 
I'lc niagniti-eni steamship PLKL Y IA \ -aib 
tn..ii Lo-ton 'lire< t from I.i\ rpoo! Jane JL 
Sailings from Ql KBK< evt SATURDAY ,eoi mem-jug ,M;i\ 7. I he route prevents unprece'leni-- 
:i"v.'ottagi v to tourists, enabling them to view tie 
magnificent sccnen. of tin; Lower St. Law rein < 
ill a.l.liti.ni, tlm distunne fr.1111 t....... t<> Lr er 
1""'i is :,ll|i mill’' .-lenter, ami ..f the re.liiee.t .11 
littii’i* 1.IKIII miles is iiiiau.l navigation, re.Illei run th, u.'tual oeeaii v.,vage t*. a minimum "1 7 .tu\-. 
H\tn ship- from <11.As.;. )\V, i.\l,\V\i 
'Ll KKNSTlI1VN VXD l.i IMfONnKRICY IflKKt 1 
T* Id ISTON 
l-'..r passage mi11 infnrmati.ui apple to f l; < ROU I.l.i mem ,i IPIta-l. \|, | |-;\|. A 
A I.liKN \itents, 207 Brea, I\v:i y. N. I., 2.11 Wash iimt'iii Mreci., II.t-i.ii,. 11,7 Stmtti At 1. ~ireet, l’liil 
ilel|jln;i. iimlii 
Maine Centra! R. R, 
T!JVI E-TABLE. 
On and after Munilii). Mnj 
2d, I vs l, train u ill run 
Leave Belfast a; 
l.i a. m.. Cite I',,mt Wal.I., .740, Jit ks «....- 
7.17, I'h.,unlike 7..12, I'nitv 7.7,2, Lennar.. 
( pissing s.u2, arriving at Burnham at s.l.7a. Ill 
Leave B, lia-t •.•.an p. m ( It\ Point 2.7'. \\ al 7.. 12. Brooks Kii,,\ ;i.7l, Thorndike t.n*;, 1 
+.22, Leonard's! '"-siiifr > 12, arri\ inn at B111-1111.,• 
at l. i., p. m. 
Returning—Leave Burnham at 7.i a. m ( 
aril’s fro-sing P.02, I nitv n.2n. Tlinriiilike. 
Ka.,\ h. 1.1, Brook- In.ns, \\ a 1.1,» pi.*20 ( itv p 
l|l-'!7, arm tag at Belfast at 111. 17 a. 111. 
Leave Burnham at 7..I7 p hi L -..mini's . 
7.17, I'nity 7.:lo, Thorndike. 7.-17, Bn.iv, 7.71. II 
171.. W ahl.111.21), . Itv Point tirrh ii at I- 
I.'- »*■ I’AVSOA Tl’CKKK, superintend. t Be.last. Mat 2. I'-L—litf 
BOHAN P, FIELD, 
Counsellor at Law, 
Office with Keating; A Held, aver National Hank, 
MAIN STREET, BELFAST. 
PHILO HERSEY, 
Ally. & Counsellor at Law 
No. i, llaradcn Block, Belfast, Me. 
IIo\ ini pivsi.loii over the Probatr aid lnsolx 
c"url i"C tlio past fuin x ears, I fe, I that I 'an r 
valuable minis I ami service to all pi'i-s.ii- In matters in -ai«l ( Ourt. 
Helfa-t, .Ian. 17, I»l— 
W. C. FRYE, 
COUNSELLOR AT LAW. 
Office ov er A.II. ( base’s Store,Custom House squur 
BELFAST, MAINE, n 
C. C. KILGORE, IV!. D. 
Office over II. II. Johnson A t'o.'s Store, 
HIGH STREET, BELFAST, MAIN!' 
Night calls answered from the Office. 
DR. H. M. RACKLIFFE, 
Physician & Surgeon 
OFFICE IN UAVFOBU’S BLOCK 
Residence American House. 
Office hours—!l to 12, ■> to I, ; to n. 
J. P. COWLES, M. D 
I’ll (/sir inn .1 ,S mijtiin. 
CAMDEN, MAINE 
C. P. LOMBARD. 
DBIVTTIST 




No. Ill Muln St.. Belfast, He. 
ACADIAN HOUSE. 
Castine, Me., 1881. 
('has. /;. (irtiuhniyh. I’rnpriitm 
.s ■ 
JOHN ATWOOD & CO., 
I’rotlnrt Com mission Mnrrhn nl> 
AMI I'KU.IliiS l\ 
Hay, Potatoes. Unions, Apples. Beans, BtHlei 
Cheese, Knits, Lite KohI, Poultry, Game, sal 
mon. Fresh Water Fish of all hinds. At. 
No HO South Market St., Boston, Mass 
Miijinients pai'l fee soon a~ snM. \ny infori linn ni\ O as to tnttrkets, 'iinitv 
TH3M3S & OSBORNE 
SAIL MAKERS. 
AND DKALKKS IN 
JUNK, PAPER STOCK, IRON & METALS 
Swan & Sibleys Bros.' Whurf, Belfast, Me. 
X*#* Highest cash price paid tor old rags, jin 
metals, bones, &e. 37 
Fore cl jsure ot Mortgage. 
\\T II KKK A'' l> W ll> ^ I > V KR, or I nit v, in r 
▼ V County of Waldo, State o| Maine, l»\ 
mortgage deed dated April 41i», A. 1). IStiT, and » 
corded in slid W aldo County Registr\ of pee 
Hook Id!*. Page <5."», conveyed toone KI.M All FI A ! 
certain real estate situated in said Cnity, hound* and described as follows to wit Being the -an 
real estate conveyed to said Five by Stephen 1"* 
by his warrantee deed recorded in Hook 121. Pa- 
dll of said Waldo County Registry ot Deeds, t- 
" iiii li reference is made for full description ot sa 
real estate. And the said Flijah Five thereaft* 
"ar«ls for a valuable consideration paid by 
diehard Merservev, transferred and assigned >.u 
mortgage deed and debt thereby secured unto s.-n 
Merservev, his heirs or assigns, to wit on t!;• 
sev enth day of September, A. I>. IStJS, said as- s ment being recorded in said County of Wald *. 
Hook lie. 1’age lh-4, to which reference is m 
A nd the said diehard Meservey the reafterwar ! 
wit on the 24th day of July A. 1>. isso, fora vai 
able consideration paid by A. J. Hurd, of Cnit\. 
said County of W aldo, transferred and assign* 
said mortgage deed with all the privileges there' 
secured unto said lfurd, his heirs »r assign*, *a 
assignment being recorded in said Waldo ( omi: 
Registry of Deeds, in Hook l'dd, Page 3US, to wio 
reference is made. And whereas the conditions *• 
said mortgage have been broken; now therefore I" 
reason of the breach of the said conditions of >:n 
mortgage, I,the said J. Hurd,claim a foreelo~mr 
of said mortgage. ANDKFW J. HI UP 
Dated Cnitv this Mb dav of Mav, Anno Poiui 
1SSI. 3w23* 
